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Preamble 

This is a preliminary inquiry into the practical and cultural advantages of combining the objective, 

social, scientific field and political movement of “Exopolitics” with a particularly inclusive “Theory 

of Everything” called “Integral Theory,” seeking to extend and complement both into a working 

synthesis. Both of this emergent approached of knowledge and praxis (responding to unique, 

planetary-wide, complex situations) explore comprehensive ways to process qualitative and 

quantitative research premises and methods and to transcend dichotomous prejudices and 

thinking habits. I assume that in order to communicate intelligently with extraterrestrial beings we 

need to get a clearer idea of how the Cosmos is structured. We would also need to have a useful 

integral model to restructure society and to achieve a less physically motivated understanding of 

ourselves as a self-reflective, intelligent species. To end our planetary isolation and connect with a 

cosmic community capable of overcoming classical physical limitations we’ll have to achieve a 

much more integrated understanding of human development, our motivations and of the 

fundamental structuring processes of “reality.” In relation to this endeavor, I think that Integral 

Theory and Exopolitics need each other to “grow up” and that each leaves out compatible 

elements which the other one supplies. Furthermore, Integral Theory (not exclusively but along 

with other integrative models and approaches) may also provide crucial elements of a basic 

framework useful to advance various aspects of Exopolitics, other emerging, integrative fields and 

also well-established academic fields. 

I explore concepts that may help us make sense of complex, organized systems under a relational, 

multi-paradigmatic and more inclusive logic not simply limited to that mostly used for classical 

physical realities. I try to show that several notions accompanying Exopolitics and Integral Theory  

can converge and synergistically reinforce each other to overcome obsolete expressions of cultural 

exclusivism and of dichotomous, reductionist thinking. I explore necessary scientific and 

metaphysical themes which –when integrated under a new light- may assist us to understand the 

procedures of a complex (even if incredible) “transdimensional” extraterrestrial presence 

beckoning us to “rise to the occasion” for our world cultures to learn to intelligently relate with it 

under a common understanding. For this reason, I also attempt, not only to syncretically and 

synergistically combine two emerging fields of transformational importance, but also to deepen 

this combined inquiry into unchartered possibilities.      



I think that extraterrestrial intelligences are present in a way that transcends our ordinary, 

classical intuitive concepts and particularly how physical effects can be created through an 

interaction with a more inclusive level of reality. I think that associating with these intelligent 

extraterrestrial presences in a politically coherent and mutually beneficial manner will not just 

require personal, national, institutional interest or simple awareness of the facts, but the 

emergence of politically viable, integral levels of consciousness and a practical knowledge 

synthesis of their associated integrative theories. Thus, we must not just “open up our minds” 

(including our empathy, our ethical embrace and sentiments) to vaster possibilities wanting to 

know (past one-world-centered limited traditions) what is really going on or simply become 

activists for disclosure but also become capable of relating intellectually and methodologically 

with the scientific and metaphysical implications of the extraterrestrial presence. If 

extraterrestrials use “transdimensional technologies” we need to explore our options under the 

aegis of general concepts about reality which visiting ETs might use or under what principles they 

might operate in order to intelligently decipher meaning during any serious communicative 

exchange or political interaction with them. The convergence of Integral Theory and information 

found in Exopolitics might assist us to discover some of these co0ncepts. 

Introduction 

First of all I assume that there already exists sufficient objective, experiential, scientific, 

documentary and witness evidence (carefully and consistently accumulated at least over six 

decades) to accept the fact that there is indeed a complex, intelligent extraterrestrial presence 

physically and multi dimensionally (in fact, transdimensionally) interacting with humanity as we 

know it on Earth. This may be obvious to some who are predisposed to believe and may be 

ludicrous to others embedded with a sense of modern, “rational,” physical objectivity and 

academic orthodoxy.  However, the fact is that much evidence has been disclosed by reasonable, 

ethical and adequately objective individuals and their research adds up.  

If your “realistic” sense of reality inclines you to dismiss please first carefully revise the valiant 

combined efforts of Donald E. Kehoe, J. Allen Hynek, Richard M. Dolan, Leslie Kean, Wendelle C. 

Stevens, Richard H. Hall, Don Berliner, Timothy Good, Stanton Friedman, Raymond E. Fowler, 

Gordon Creighton, Colin Andrews, Col. Philip Corso, Roger Leir, John Mack, Leo Sprinkle, A.J. 

Gevaerd, Lord Hill Norton, Paul Hellyer, Edgar Mitchell and Gordon Cooper. Explore the converging 

research activities of Michael E. Salla (Exopolitics Institute), Joanne Summerscales (AMMACH), 

Jaime Maussan (Televisa); and Bob Brown (International UFO Congress). There is France’s GEIPAN 

and the COMETA Report, plus a great number of credible “experiencers” (abductees and 

contactees worldwide often risking their peace of mind, jobs and reputation to honorably come 

out in public). Besides, it may suffice to say that there are physically analyzed alien implants with 

artificial (nano technological) and otherworldly (isotopic ratios not naturally occurring on Earth) 

physical characteristics. There also are many genuine crop circles in several countries displaying 

plant and soil anomalies (see Dr. Leavengood’s work); an ever increasing number of declassified 

UFO files from countries like Great Britain, Mexico, Brazil. There are credible people seeing not 



just “lights in the sky” but structured ovoid-disc shaped, purposefully moving metallic vehicles 

defying momentum, inertia and gravity and much, much more. Besides this, there also are 

numerous analyses of UFO films and photographs and dozens of highly credible witnesses in 

Steven Greer’s “Disclosure Project,” Leslie Kean’s interviews, Don Berliner and Antonio Huuneus’ 

“Rockefeller Initiative” and in Stephen Bassett’s Citizen’s Hearing on Disclosure collectively and 

sufficiently establish that fact.   

The problem is not a lack of good, cumulative evidence that can be cross-referenced or how 

relevant this reality might be since it also intersects with our “physical reality system.” The 

problem is our stubborn tendency to hold on to a knowledge-stalling, dismissive ATTITUDE 

associated with a physicalist intuitive sense that all of this is cannot possibly be “real,” or that it 

eventually doesn’t matter because it is not part of our ordinary concerns and daily needs in 

classical material life. Since would be natural skeptics who nonetheless are “in the know” also act 

as knowledge containers and debunkers and since the UFO/ET presence is elusive and strange 

while challenging our spontaneously rising physical instincts, it has been fairly easy to suppress.  

Reality itself is not recognized beneath its veneer given to our classical sensations and most 

orthodox academic and religious endeavors do not delve into these questions or into “anomalies” 

but instead into the popular need to satisfy material needs based on classical material methods, or 

to “liberate us” or else “save us” bypassing the discovery of the processes through which we 

already participate in a multidimensional Cosmos. Thus, when we are born into the physical Earth 

density we not only tend to forget (acquiring a self-centered survival instinct) but are easily 

indoctrinated to value classical physical processes.  

With the “visitors” reality becoming more obvious every day, both the traditional and orthodox 

scientific stories of human origins as we know them are at stake. How we understand ourselves is 

at stake. Religionists and scientists would have to adapt, become richer, vaster and grow and I 

have no doubt they are able to do so. They would have to be revised and open up to 

“interdimensional” evidence, to all the realities with which our consciousness may relate or 

manifest with. However, its opposite: an uncritical fascination with UFOs, ETs and things 

otherworldly (often limited to scary or enthralling but nonetheless particular emotionally-

satisfying aspects of the phenomenon) can also do more harm than good for a serious disclosure 

to proceed and gives allegedly reasonable debunkers even more reasons to dismiss, ridicule and 

misinform. In fact, we need balance and a love for Truth that calls for that balance. I think that 

both blank denial and an excited acceptance of the unknown both reflect attachment to an 

incomplete sense of reality in which short-term, pre-verbal, physical and biological and 

psychological predispositions converge supported by partial, pre-integral models and creeds.  

All of this stubborn human limitation definitely plays into the hands of the secretly imposed “Truth 

Embargo” (a phrase aptly used by exopolitical activist Stephen Bassett), to those thinking that We 

the People don’t have it in us to know the truth. This “truth embargo” was most likely initially 

established through executive orders during the Roosevelt, the Truman and Einsenhower 

presidencies and it would be an “embargo” which soon escaped both any meaningful executive 



and-or congressional democratic oversight and left in the hands of (mostly well-intended people) 

that treated the matter patriotically as an issue of national security.  

The polarization and reductionism on the part of “true believers” and closed-minded skeptics plays 

into the hands of those who, for our own (genuine or imagined) protection (or also it seems for 

their own selfish interests) keep a democratic majority and the world from knowing the truth and 

growing up into a cosmic civilization. This could have been understandable right after two major 

world wars during the rise of communist totalitarianism as avoidance against causing further social 

turmoil which would stop economic recovery. It was understandable that facing superior 

technological prowess the powers that be (then serving under three war torn presidents) tried to 

buy some time obtaining some of that technology. However, even today the tendency toward 

conceptual polarization or dichotomous thinking in human minds embedded in physicality 

(epitomized by “true believers” eager to know as they like it and “closed minded skeptics” eager 

not to know) provides reasons to maintain alive the cover-up and the political and academic dread 

of being derided and losing credibility.  

The Meeting of Minds 

Integralists advancing in strides in particular areas of knowledge, being and praxis tend not to be 

completely integral. Their particular movements and ideologies are still too partial or focused on 

sub areas of interest to deal with the UFO/ET presence in an intelligent manner. They are generally 

trying to establish their particular visions as legitimate. However, they need to grow beyond their 

attachments to aspects of integrality and-or to the particular founding personalities, visionaries, 

intellectual trailblazers. They need to recognize and integrate with each other. That’s the next step 

to coalesce into a great voice that will be heard, after listening to each other and completing each 

other’s blind spots and deficiencies.  

The more post postmodern integralists grow together and are able to combine their compatible 

integrative approaches apply this ethos to politics, law, culture, religion, spirituality and science, 

the more we’ll converge into a mature civilization capable of freely and intelligently choosing our 

destiny in the concert of worlds. We need to develop this all-inclusive attitude, approach and 

model to grow out of our cosmic innocence, isolation and parochialism and to begin relating as 

informed equals with extraterrestrial beings because particularly with the increase of credible 

whistleblowers, physical analysis and declassified UFO documents, the reality of their presence is 

becoming almost impossible to deny in a rational manner.  

Definitely, integrating valid positive assertions and discoveries found in post postmodern (and 

previous) integrative models will be imperative to make sense of it all and to start educating the 

world population while figuring out the extraterrestrial’s different motivations, natures, 

inclinations, their past involvements with our cultural and biological formative steps, their levels of 

consciousness and different technological capabilities. We need to find who are our friends and 

foes even if both may partially be our forefathers and if we - after all - need to re-establish a 

mutually respectful relationship with both. We need to find out how religion and spirituality may 

accommodate or be enhanced with the Truth of all this rather than fight it, ridicule it, simplify it. 



We also need to become savvy regarding civilizations in the Cosmos seeking to understand them 

(and our evolving roles in among them) rather than to simply demonize them or idolize them. We 

need to understand the patterns connecting the realms of body (science and Truth), mind 

(psychology and the collective Good) and spirit (first person Beauty and mysticism), not only in 

relation to our physical world but much more clearly in every cosmic level. We need an ample 

“meeting of the minds.” 

More specifically, I consider Exopolitics and the Integral Movement to be two emerging, 

transdisciplinary, post postmodern, politically-viable movements which distinctively reveal a more 

inclusive and necessary level of awareness arising in humanity today. Both, (like quantum 

mechanics informing us of a “non-local” - yet possibly interactive - level of reality), let us know 

that there’s a deeper and more encompassing existence that does not correspond with the normal 

(local, classical) premises under which we (but with diminishing coherence) normally organize our 

lives.   

I take both Exopolitics and Integral Theory to be profoundly related, integrative responses 

emerging to deal with more obvious planetary-wide phenomena challenging us to transform 

ourselves, our states and levels of consciousness and our worldviews into more harmonious, non-

classical, yet practical ways. Both fields treat piecemeal approaches to their particular interests as 

inadequate. Both may be currently considered by many classically formed intellectuals to be “at 

the fringe” (which doesn’t logically entail uselessness) but – through the practical necessity to face 

reality as it is – these disciplines may promptly (or gradually) take on central, respectable positions 

within academia, politics, religion and general cultural creation. In fact, as hinted, they don’t need 

to rescind religion of science but might help them to take a fresh look at their roots challenging 

them to renew and re-create while transcending and including their less connecting, conventional 

standards. In this re-visioning they will deepen them their reach and scope. That is part of the call 

the integrative post postmodern movements and disciplines emerging. Furthermore, shared 

transdisciplinary, organizing patterns or principles common to all of these integrative approaches 

(and to conventional movements and disciplines) should render Exopolitics and Integral Theory 

mutually reinforcing. These fields need to inform each other. 

As mentioned, special findings made in various fields of “paranormal” research and in particular in 

scientific, objective Ufology (now integrated into Exopolitical analysis) keep demonstrating (to 

those willing to look into the data objectively but in a non-classical, non physicalist-reductionist 

ways) that extra planetary or perhaps “transdimensionally-operating” civilizations (most likely 

visiting us under substantially different but universally common rules of operation) have a great 

interest on us so that, in order for us to intelligently participate in a cosmic exchange with them as 

respected equals, we may need to transform the instinctive premises with which we have thus far 

develop our cultures, our valuations of self and others and our politics. We need to grow beyond 

the atavistic, psychological control of our old, classical bio-survivalist programming apparently 

attached to an innate discomfort of macro world, non-local worldviews and experiences which do 

not coincide with instinct and ordinary senses. We need to find out if our of classical survival 

instinct (which prompts us to pay more attention to short-term needs) can be incorporated even if 



transcended and illumined by other instincts pertaining to our non-local soul lives and to our 

complete constitution in higher levels of energetic being, which means, to our subtle bodies 

functioning under different, more inclusive rules.  

We need to collectively establish a fresh and integral understanding about ourselves as spiritually 

created, conscious, evolving life forms in relation to the structuring patterns of a multi-leveled 

Kosmos (with a “k” to denote intelligence) in order to participate in a complex, extra planetary 

community which, cognitively speaking, almost certainly, operates – at the very least - under an 

advanced integral/transdisciplinary conjoint understanding (one not just based on their particular 

histories, natural tendencies, values, practices and ethics but also on shared scientific, spiritual 

and metaphysical principles). In fact, to manipulate space-time in order to arrive to Earth and be 

able to interact in our physical reality system, these civilizations probably use what may be called 

“transdimensional science (or knowledge)” a deeper understanding that reconnects culture, 

science, spirituality and metaphysics. Here the prefix “trans” implies the use of deeper levels of 

reality to manipulate more external ones.  As when “transdisciplinarity” means using common 

patterns found at a deeper cognitive level in order to connect and modify different fields as if 

being subsets of a more complete field (and not just using the parameters of one field to assist in 

the practice of another), transdimensional science/knowledge would entail using the causal laws 

that operate in a deeper and more inclusive level of reality in order to connect and modify 

different physical universes.  

I think intelligent creatures themselves existing in alternate forms of physical embodiment use 

non-physical “dimensions” (or rather subdivisions within a Subtle, “astral” or non-physical Realm) 

to “tune into” our particular physical universe and time-lines. The master keys of how our universe 

manifests would be in the Subtle Realm; a more real (with less duality) realm which does not 

require the parameters of space or time for objects to exist. Exopoliticians must acquire or evolve 

into superior scientific, metaphysical and integral notions and integral theorists would do well to 

recognize the findings of Ufology and Exopolitics consider their implications for theoretical 

modeling. This conjunction would be extremely valuable to offer a clearer guidance to other 

cultural and political leaders (especially if eventually the ET presence is disclosed) and also to be 

more effectively conversant with ETs (and-or with Earth-based individuals “in the know,” 

controlling aspects of this information and-or the probable gradual release of this knowledge). 

Are we Inflexibly Pre-Established? 

I think that to be able to wisely participate with interplanetary, space-faring communities we need 

something deeper than realizing that they exist and that our democratic rights may have been 

trampled. We will also need to modify unvoiced assumptions behind our continuously conflicting 

cultures and begin generating a planetary culture in an interconnected way under a more inclusive 

set of principles. Awakening from this “trance” apparently defining us a species generation after 

generation is a much deeper affair than accepting a detached, third person idea attached to an 

integralist “psychologism.” It entails a major shift to empathically understand all of us and, in fact, 

all sentience, not as potential ‘enemies’ (in a physicalist way), but as one family essentially 



operating under non-physicalist rules. It entails connecting the first person, second person and 

third person views of reality as a coherent whole; that is, a greater “second tier” subjective 

empathic embrace, recognition of a much vaster level of community (galactic extraterrestrials) and 

a multi-realm science that transcends and includes classical, physicalist, “either-or” perspectives. 

Only then will we be able to individually and collectively reassess who we are, in a sense taking in 

a more inclusive whole and escaping the logical Godelian limitations on self-assessing consistency 

and-or completion.    

It would take a major reassessment not to repeat under new guises the gratuitous conflicts even if 

the next wave of cultural development were represented by the zeitgeist of “hierarchically 

organized interconnection.” This will require acknowledging realities that impinge on us and which 

have not been clearly and formally recognized by most scientists, religious leaders, political 

leaders, economists of material exploitations and “scarcity” or by disenchanting, sobering 

postmodern philosophers. Moreover, it seems to me that these realities (how the non-physical 

defines, enlivens, interacts with the physical world interconnecting it non-locally) have not even 

been clearly recognized by most post postmodern integralists (like many integral theorists 

pretending to promote the new level of consciousness suitable to guide the world from now on). 

But all must start with personal interest; by caring to understand; by feeling moved by the mystery 

of how reality is structured, of why we are here and what may our missing pieces of cosmic history 

be. We must naturally care to deepen the explanations already given by scientists, philosophers 

and religious leaders finding out how our world of distinct objects is itself sustained by a deeper 

world that unites far more than what divides us and this being not just as a statement of desire, 

ethical or religious ideals but of fact. We would have to learn to think more inclusively on the basis 

of verifying common essential patterns which can be demonstrated by corresponding 

technologies.  

We need models that not only include the wisdom from the past, unifying its different cultural and 

developmental expressions in its essence but also going beyond it. This “reassessment” of who we 

are would be exceptionally profound and far-reaching, including a serious enquiry into intuitive, 

pre-verbal premises which we take for granted without caring much about our innate feelings, 

drives, impulses and tendencies come from. We need to know why we are as we are and to find 

practical ways to activate our self-directed, transformation potential. Can we really make it as a 

species without being transformed by external forces and become inherently different beings? 

Will undeniable public knowledge of extraterrestrials expedite the emergence of a truly integral 

planetary culture? 

Are we sufficiently “flexible” to re-invent ourselves or are most of our essential motivations and 

tendencies inflexibly pre-established? If we can’t, a series of dystopias like the gradual 

degradation of the quality of human life under complicated social and ecological crises, to allowing 

ourselves to be cibernetically replaced and-or hybridized (by human and-or extraterrestrial 

forces), to falling prey to a planetary dictatorship. I believe that these various dystopias (and 

others still unimagined) could certainly occur if enough of us don’t rise to the real challenges of 



beginning to live in a post-conventional world proactively adapting to a completely different, 

multi-dimensional (and transdimensional) reality.  

Can we educate ourselves in an age in which we are surrounded by virtual streams of attention-

grabbing and often disjointed stimuli competing for our self-centered commercial interests 

through our limited attention spans? How can we sort valuable data into integrative information? 

To achieve that we must count with the integration of integrative models connecting them into a 

much grander synthesis because each taken as a separately won’t suffice to rise to the challenge.   

Once again, I think that integrating integrative approaches is the key to our survival. It goes hand 

in hand with a humble yet open to Life and promoting Life attitude, integrating the Platonic values 

of Truth, Good and Beauty. The more we integrate integral approaches specialized in different 

areas of concern (previously understood more dichotomically and reductionistically), the closer 

we’ll be to gradually embrace and transcend our parochial (and physically-restricted) intra-

planetary civilization, eventually graduating our civilization into the “First Grade” of a cosmic one. 

This is crucial. We must eventually learn how to motivate ourselves from “deficiency needs” to 

“Metamotivation needs” as signposted by Abraham Maslow.1 It may be an evolution of our 

perspectives or of what consciousness can hold, if you will. But it must be open-ended since an 

initial opening may be easily confused with a full-fledge integral attitude and we might not 

recognize the integral facts and qualities of other integralists associated with other aspects of the 

opening.  

We would also have to agree (on a sufficient planetary scale) upon a minimum set of shared, 

transcultural and integral values (along with their integral laws and their also associated political, 

economic, and educational systems). In today’s postmodern, commercial, relativist values all of 

this seems impossible and unrealistic but adaptation to survive is paramount and “wild cards” like 

the official disclosure of the extraterrestrial presence may instigate our collective reformulation. 

Regarding various hypotheses of “easy” world-wide human transformation (circulating among 

pluralistic, idealist, retro-romantics and among some “interdimensionally open-minded,” but 

myth-prone individuals), I’m more of the opinion that the planetary-wide, personal and cultural 

transformations we really need to sustain in order to make it into the next stages of development 

will require hard, personal and collective efforts rather than (as is sometimes mentioned within 

the “New Age” Movement) the simple automatic reception or “alignment” with a “higher 4
th

 

dimensional” (or 5
th

 dimensional) “vibrations,” “information patterns” or “higher energies” 

stemming perhaps (along with the beginning of a new, more inclusive cycle in the evolutionary 

spiral) from the galactic core, the “Central Sun” or another evolution-promoting source. In fact, I 

don’t discard all channeled transmissions or New Age messages since they may also reflect an 

integrative opening to higher levels of being but, if there’s any truth to this “ascension process” 

(some of which has also been apparently “received” by credible contactees and abductees) I still 

don’t think that our deepest awakening and-or transformation achievements will be given to us on 

a “silver plate.” We will also have to earn them and to creatively participate in the co-creation of a 

more integral planetary culture truly capable of living in greater harmony with the Earth, 



respecting all its creatures and feeling comfortable with the practical scientific and spiritual 

recognition that indeed there are higher realms of being interacting with ours. Our personal ethics 

will also need to grow to the point of embracing all sentient beings while retaining our humanity 

and including the wisest of our old structures. We’ll need to deserve such an “ascension” and to 

outgrow our separate egos to learn to integrate our various… integrative efforts. 

Into a Larger Assembly 

In the past, when civilizations (like the Maya) collapsed, any survivors left behind always had a 

place to move into or there was a culture at hand to assimilate them. In many cases niches were 

available for civilizations to move into and express their uniqueness because (on a planetary-wide 

scale) there still was plenty of space left.  But today there’s no-where else to move into except – 

for the most part - within ourselves in order to seek how to re-create our exterior life expressions. 

We are being forced to change in order to adapt to our new conditions. Even if we were 

technologically capable of moving off-planet we would simply carry on our primeval practices 

unchanged and inimical to a space-faring civilization and would thus re-create new forms of the 

same inner conflicts. To facilitate change in this lack of transactional “planetary space” we would 

need an extremely profound new logical vision consistent with perceiving the planet as a whole 

and but contained within a more inclusive level of the Cosmos. In fact (as XX Century maverick 

logician Kurt Gödel
2
 would have probably concurred), to relate with our complex, planetary-wide, 

state of affairs both (intelligently and consistently) we may need to perceive or envision ourselves 

as part of an even larger “assembly” or “whole;” one including and transcending the inadequate 

perspectives proper to being circumscribed to a finite (and once seemingly unending) territory of 

cultural meaning. This “larger assembly” or “larger whole” (our new reference frame) would 

function even beyond the way in which classical physical perspectives correlate with our physical 

senses.  

Developing paradigm-connecting principles today, some integral visionaries (like Edgar Morin, 

Ken Wilber, Basarab Nicolescu, and Ervin Laszlo) are at the forefront of our (still largely 

unconscious) collective crusade to discover a more complete form of integralism capable of 

accommodating all kinds of knowledge. Moreover, non-standard, integrative ideas in quantum 

physics (like David Bohm’s, John Archibald Wheeler’s, John Cramer’s, Yakir Aharonov’s and -

more recently and audaciously- Claude Swanson’s and Edgar Mitchell’s) and integrative ideas 

pertaining to mystical and esoteric models (like those of visionaries Sri Aurobindo, H.P. Blavastky 

and Rudolph Steiner) may all possess crucial elements that –if carefully understood - could 

combine more adequately and under the much grander integral vision what we must strive to 

acquire. I called the aforementioned scientific and esoteric thinkers “integrative” because, instead 

of combining all areas of knowledge into truly universal theories, they still privileged either the 

materialist or the spiritualist-idealist understandings. In other words, they were “integral” but only 

to a point and mostly still privileging a major aspect of manifest Life without combining all its main 

aspects.  



Ken Wilber may be one of the few Meta theorists that has lucidly accommodated (with the 

exception of the transdimensional, the inter-realm, the “paranormal”) most of the main aspects of 

knowledge and experience (the subjective, objective, intersubjective and interobjective). 

However, he is still held back by an irrational series of exclusions rejecting other integrative 

efforts, privileging postmodern constructionism and psychological development tending to  

pontificate.  His AQAL map is capable of integrating much more and even what he prefers to 

ignore (like the quantum connections with the Subtle Realm) is already implicit in it. However, 

from now on, in order to develop a civilization capable of understanding how extraterrestrials 

think and operate and, in order to participate with them as intellectual equals (at least under a 

basic, shared understanding) we need to integrate the integralist models (including Integral 

Theory) into a larger whole, assembling science, retrocausality, consciousness, metaphysics, 

holography, different understandings about “evolution,” involution, cosmology, spiritualism, 

idealism, metaphysics, philosophy and every other form of knowledge within a much broader and 

ever-improving, open-ended, Integral comprehensive model. To start with, not only the soft 

sciences and the hard ones need to be included under an integrative, academic model but we 

must begin to understand how these relate. Moreover, an important aspect of this relation is 

about how different realms of being express their subjective and objective aspects differentially 

and, thus, can interact.  

Was an “Educational Period” Led by Benevolent ETs Possible? 

I believe that the turning point in which our modern and pre-modern, piecemeal and exclusivist 

habits were supposed to give rise both to a more “holistic” and then to an “integrative” (and 

eventually “integral”) way of being arose when human-generated systems became dysfunctionally 

able to destroy most of our planet’s life-sustaining ecology. This turning point probably coincided 

with the moment in history when in 1947 the word “flying saucer” (after Kenneth Arnold’s 

publicized sighting over the Cascade Mountain Range) became a cultural meme and when news of 

an extraterrestrial vehicle crash in Roswell, NM became news while cover-up procedures were 

strengthened. I coincide with Dr. Michael E. Salla
3
 that “Exopolitics” (as a recognized, cultural-

political, democratic concern and academic field of inquiry) should have begun in earnest back 

then. It was a moment in history when we should have gradually begun to reassess more 

consciously and widely as a species who we were. That “moment” probably took place during 

WWII or soon thereafter, along with the Roswell incident and with the production of weapons of 

mass destruction. It coincided with the emergence of the “Modern UFO Era” and –soon 

thereafter- with the alleged offer (by an Earth-human-respectful cluster of –for the most part- 

human-looking extraterrestrials) of a gradual, worldwide, educational process on spiritual, 

universal “cosmic principles.”  

These were the times of contactees surreptitiously stimulating a peculiar alternative awareness 

about reality, mainly into the highly influential United States and before the precarious 

consolidation of many incipient democracies in Africa and other continents. These were the times 

of contactees like George Adamski, Howard Menger, Frank Stranges, Truman Bethurum, Orfeo 



Angelucci, Daniel Fry, Dana Howard, Gloria Lee, Buck Nelson, George King, George Van Tassel 

and many others like them ostensibly befriending human-looking extraterrestrials and attempting 

first to transmit basic spiritual, esoteric and metaphysical outlines. These were also the times of 

some other alleged contactees in other culturally-interesting parts of the world, people like Bruno 

Sammaciccia of the “Amicizia case” (perhaps having friendly, “down-to-earth” contacts in Italy) 

and Dino Kraspedon in Brazil.  

But why would metaphysical, mystical, spiritual “platitudes” be transmitted? Can platitudes 

change the modern world? Why would intelligent, “hypermodern,” technologically advanced 

extraterrestrials contact –non-politically influential and non-academically inclined- individuals to 

transmit what perhaps “realistic,” “rational,” modern people and authorities would simply dismiss 

with ridicule, triviality or disgust as “swindles, fantasies or useless platitudes?” Well, perhaps 

because they were trying to gently stimulate collective interest (especially in the subconscious, 

imaginal level) on the creation of integrative models through which those metaphysical, 

ungrounded, fevered-minded “platitudes” could be gradually re-interpreted into practical, 

scientific, cultural developments eventually capable of coalescing a “holistically mature” or 

incipiently “integral” civilization. This type of civilization (understanding the patterns behind 

qualitative and quantitative experiences) would, in turn, be capable of relating more intelligently 

with the respectful, “space-faring” civilizations instigating it. From simply deciding with free will to 

personally risking curiosity at elements of child-like, simple metaphysical “principles” the first 

kernels of a major rainfall would begin to coalesce.   

In other words, a viable, integral transformation fit for a planetary and interplanetary society 

might first require simple, innocent curiosity and spontaneous, virtuous, personal interest, from 

run-of the-mill individuals for the natural course of human cultural evolution not to be defeated or 

imposed upon. It would not be imposed or handed out if we are to develop our own unique 

cosmic voice in the Cosmos. The desire to know must be intimately born, personal curiosity. 

However, this also requires the possibility of denying it all as a fantasy and explains why the ET 

presence is not only strange but also elusive and therefore easy to dismiss. However, a simple 

official government acknowledgement (even if withholding advanced ET technology for security 

reasons) of its reality might have gone a long way to inspire further integrative efforts and to 

initiate a natural cultural transformation as an adaptive response.  

I do understand that, right after WWII and in the midst of a “Cold War” opening up too much to 

the guidance of an extraterrestrial group –however benevolent they might seem- would have 

been practically impossible. Nonetheless, perhaps even a minimal, friendly acceptance would have 

gone a long way in the long run setting up in motion naturally arising, cultural transformative 

events. Nowadays, even if the “educational period” seems to have been officially rejected and-or 

postponed, it also seems that by means of normal social and cultural processes (non-overtly 

influenced by ET presences) some of its key aspects may -after all- be emerging under integrative 

(not yet “integral”) “post postmodern,” Meta theories and social movements, like Integral Theory 

and Exopolitics. They are nascent and maturing where people are naturally developing multi-

paradigmatic attitudes or sensibilities and where thinking people are beginning to ask for ways 



that recognize deeper levels of meaning replacing either-or metaphysical solutions, modern 

reductionism and excessive relativist pluralism. Self-organizing systems theories, cybernetics, 

evidence of life after death, presentiment, retrocausality, zero-point physics, transdisciplinarity, 

Integral Theory, even alternative political systems, economies and religious and mystical 

interpretations, all play into the mix, each in an integrative (not yet fully “integral”) manner.  

Perhaps people are not that obtuse mostly need explanations of a deeper, connecting knowledge 

that makes sense. Perhaps gradually coming to recognize multi-paradigm-connecting principles 

earlier would have served to speed up social and cultural evolution worldwide. However, perhaps 

we can still do it today. Perhaps by validating contactees in the 1950’s many biasedly discarded 

metaphysical discoveries connected with previous dominant stages (nature spirits, celestial 

realms) would have been re-integrated into rational modernity, egalitarian post-modernity and 

ulterior stages for an integral culture to emerge sooner. Perhaps this quickening of developmental 

stages would have facilitated a deeper form of ecumenical understanding world-wide through 

which they would have found more reasons to respect each other’s religions. The religiously-

inclined would still found support for their need to identify with a genuine divine reality and order 

rather than feeling invalidated by scientifist-materialist pragmatists or by deconstructive-relativist 

postmodernists. Now, by means of increasing evidence for all kinds of otherworldly realities 

(found by also partly integrative researchers) perhaps more scientific and academically-minded 

“integratives” will feel inclined to recognize the missing pieces of the puzzle in their respective 

models.      

Dualistic Discomforts Preventing Knowledge 

Maybe different expressions of discomfort with diverse types of “otherworldly” events have been 

constant in most Earth individuals throughout recorded and non-recorded history. Maybe this 

discomfort underscored all levels of cultural development in different ways. This seems to be a 

serious problem that we need to overcome even now that integrative models are arising and that 

we need to intelligently relate with extraterrestrial “visitors” using all adequate means available to 

understand our interactions with them. This also seems to be a crucial problem seriously 

preventing us as a species from knowing who we are. Only integrative minds within the New Age 

and esoteric movements seem to intuitively accept this idea but integrative minds favoring 

academic approaches still tend to atavistically reject it. Quite often in the past (even when belief in 

the otherworldly was part of a community’s worldview) our gods and deities often “exploited us” 

or during our theocratic stages we allowed our lofty interpretations of (even benign) spiritual 

beings to impose repressive and exploitative social orders on others. Later on, to be “modern” and 

“rational,” meant not accepting any evidence for the otherworldly which was simply ridicules, 

dismissed and suppressed. In other words, we’ve probably had an uneasy relation with the 

otherworldly throughout our developmental history.  

In relation to UFOs and ETs, a convergence of evidence that would be accepted under a court of 

law is simply dismissed mostly because it FEELS preposterous. Even individuals accepting some 

aspects of the “otherworldly” tend to dismiss it when other aspects are insinuated to them. 



Tallying other “elements of the whole picture” seems to be more than what they can handle. It is 

not rational; it is not scientific. It is not integral, but we sorely need to understand this limitation 

and acquire knowledge and experience that can overcome it.   

For Disclosure to be more effectively guided by exopoliticians, I think we’ll need to open up to 

what I call the “Tri Realm Otherworldly,” a general understanding of a multi-leveled, intelligently 

organized (we could even say “living”) Kosmos populated by a great variety of spiritual and 

extraterrestrial entities with whom we have related and still relate. It is a major upset to our 

parochial sense of reality but – as exopoliticians - it behooves us to work with it.  

We won’t understand extraterrestrials able to “travel” “transdimensionally” and to temporarily 

operate among us in enigmatic ways unless we get a sense of how the Kosmos operates affecting 

and sustaining the physical level from beyond. However, even at this point in our minimal 

collective development regarding these matters, I support Disclosure because I think that it will 

induce us into collectively thinking more seriously about who we are than what religions, 

scientists, most cultural leaders can or are willing to. In fact, Disclosure would likely stimulate an 

interest to find answers and to combine what today are barely influential (and for most, even 

boring) integrative models. 

By using many of the valuable findings within Integral Theory I’ll attempt to advance a more 

integral way to understand the Kosmos, one in which the “otherworldly” is again significant; but 

reasonably understood so that it promotes further growth and freedom. 

More Inclusivity for Exopolitical Reality  

Exopolitics is an interdisciplinary scientific field, with its roots in the political sciences, that 

focuses on research, education and public policy with regard to the actors, institutions and 

processes, associated with extraterrestrial life, as well as the wide range of implications this 

entails through public advocacy and newly emerging paradigms. 

Exopolitics is an inclusive, integrative endeavor that incorporates the methods of the social and 

empirical sciences as well as reasonable evidence such as ufological research and analysis, official 

documents, whistleblower testimonies and experiencer testimonies. Exopolitics is about the many 

cultural, scientific, legal, political, spiritual implications of the (actual or possible) extraterrestrial 

presence. Exopolitics also deals with our political attitudes and responses to that (actual or 

possible) extraterrestrial presence.   

Exopoliticians should at least be informed of the scientific and technological advances and on the 

latest models on what the nature of reality may be like to permit distances to be collapsed and to 

overcome inertia. It also seeks to develop a gradual, cautious, well-grounded understanding of the 

“politics” among space-faring civilizations, of “who’s who” among them, of the role of 

consciousness, and (in my view, in order to develop an intelligent interaction with extraterrestrial 

presences) of how multiple physical and non-physical realities might relate. Exopolitics would thus 

“cross-pollinate” or be interdisciplinary with fields not limited to the social sciences. It would be 



available to orthodox and non-orthodox and cutting-edge scientific explanations and, besides that, 

to the possible genetic and historical-cultural influence of extraterrestrial civilizations in our past. 

In other words, the field is quite “integrative” and may require an integrative model (like the fairly 

developed “Integral Theory”) to incorporate more under method and be enriched. 

Further Inclusivity for Integral Theory 

“Integral theory is an all-inclusive framework that draws on the key insights of the world’s greatest 

knowledge traditions. The awareness gained from drawing on all truths and perspectives allows the Integral 

thinker to bring new depth, clarity and compassion to every level of human endeavor — from unlocking 

individual potential to finding new approaches to global-scale problems.” (Integral Institute Opening 

Statement at http://www.integralinstitute.org/ ) 

“The word integral means comprehensive, inclusive, non-marginalizing, embracing. Integral approaches to 

any field attempt to be exactly that: to include  

as many perspectives, styles, and methodologies as possible within a coherent view of the topic. In a certain 

sense, integral approaches are “meta-paradigms,” or ways to draw together an already existing number of 

separate paradigms into an interrelated network of approaches that are mutually enriching.” (Ken Wilber’s 

“Foreword” in Frank Visser’s : Ken Wilber: Thought as Passion (2003)). 

In a nutshell (leaving out much), by recognizing the “elements” of four fundamental and mutually irreducible 

quadratic expressions or perspectives (the subjective, intersubjective, objective and inter-objective) 

occurring in every event we can experience and then that what the particular these perspectives contain 

advance in levels or stages of sequential development and complexity, also  manifesting “lines” or specific 

“capacities” or intelligent organization and interaction, plus “states”  and “typologies,” we generate a basic 

five-element “matrix” called “AQAL.”  It can assist us in organizing how we perceive “reality” and in 

appreciating all knowledge accumulated by humanity as a whole.  It implies an inclusive view in which all 

valid knowledge is seen as true but partial and also implies that each quadratic perspective uses different 

methods and that our subjective capacity to appreciate different discoveries or partial truths revealed by 

these methods depends on our own level of development. Thus, integralists using AQAL tend to use many of 

the findings of developmental psychologists to emphasize that understanding and ethical embrace depend 

on level of personal development. However, we can also speak of cultural levels, social and technological 

interconnected systems levels and levels of physical complexity in individual objects. The problem with this 

emphasis is that it can lead to a form of hubris and to reject (for instance as inappropriate to scientific 

knowledge) currently useful, integrally useful findings of contemporary and-or bygone eras.  

An important feature of an integral understanding is the perception of life organized in hierarchies that do 

not privilege vertical superiority-inferiority or horizontal equality. They include both. These hierarchies 

would be called “holons” which would be simultaneously complete and incomplete perceived structures 

with a tendency to extend themselves (to become more complete or inclusive) by becoming parts of even 

larger holons. They would be simultaneous “wholes” and “parts” to which AQAL’s “five elements” apply. In 

other words, after the postmodern emphasis on equality and excessive questioning of certainties and 

authority (a normal part of the evolution of human consciousness in humanity, individuals and cultures 

coming after the rational-modern emphasis on classical logic which itself came after a long period of reliance 

on myth) a natural hierarchical order is perceived affecting every quadratic perspective.  



One of the characteristics of this understanding is the attitude that people from all levels of development 

using any number of methods to “enact” and interpret aspects of what is “real” can all be at least partially 

right and this attitude of inclusion is unique in the history of humanity. This post postmodern understanding 

will be necessary to deal with the complex systemic problems arising in today’s world in which humans 

centered at different “altitudes” or basic levels of development share the same physically effective social 

and technological power basis. Thus, in order to save the world, the “Integral Movement” is a 

multidisciplinary attempt to educate and to promote the emergence of more individuals and leaders 

capable of this understanding through using the Integral Model.} 

My understanding is that, in spite the correctness of these ideas, since the founders of the movement are 

embedded in an academic culture they also tend to ignore valid findings in alternative fields with their own 

integrative elements (such as exopolitics) that show the operation of many non-local and psychic aspects of 

reality currently challenging orthodox science. This is why I claim that Integral Theory and its theorists need 

to come to grips with these phenomena in order to remain relevant and not to suppress a more general 

integral advancement of knowledge and culture.   

A good overview of Ken Wilber’s Integral Theory/AQAL can be found at:    

http://integrallife.com/node/37539  

Touching/Converging “Shadows”  

Sometimes when two dark interference bands intersect, light reappears. In Ken Wilber’s work we 

can read an overview of the pathologies that can occur when we “disown” aspects of our selves 

and turn to impersonal (distant, third person) explanations to project outside us what we are 

unwilling to see within.
4
 This can also occur as we pass from one individual developmental stage to 

another. Extrapolated to whole civilizations made up of individual centers of consciousness, 

perhaps some ET civilizations which (according to exopolitical research) have serious atrophies and 

other grave difficulties (even if they are currently “advanced” in the sense of working with 

elements of a transdimensional knowledge that –for instance- allows them to “travel” in space) 

didn’t quite accept all of what being “integral” entailed when it was time for them (like it is time 

for us now) to transition into the “integral” awareness required to create a healthy space-faring 

planetary culture. Perhaps some of them eventually lost certain types of feelings, emotions or 

sentiment and other qualities proper to their original, essential natures. Since we might be going 

in the same developmental direction (engrossed in technological development without sufficient 

interior development) perhaps these affinities gives them (besides some of them intervening in 

the seeding of humanity) a certain “right” to interact with us in order to obtain some benefits even 

if some of them do it in an aggressive, conscious free will-violating manner. Thus, perhaps our 

“shadows” (our suppressed denials) converge and need to meet if we deny them an easy way out 

into healing. 

Then again, perhaps other ET civilizations that respect conscious free will without deceptions and 

operate under loftier spiritual principles also want to “get” something from us but more as keen 

observers of the selfless examples we also frequently give, even when living under dismal, soul-

limiting conditions. Perhaps these other ETs want to understand or to experience our most 

sublime sentiments in order to reach states of consciousness and understanding that may allow 



them to move beyond their current levels of existence and to open connections to the highest 

“dimensions” or realms (or their sub-levels and combinatorial subsets), ceasing to be physical 

extraterrestrials and become “masters of wisdom” or “celestials” capable of traversing all levels of 

Creation. In both cases, we might be able to provide “missing pieces of the puzzle” to ET 

civilizations which, even if operating “transdimensionally” (and thus at least “integrally” in a 

cognitive manner) in an advanced technological fashion (for our standards), may be lack the 

capacity to express some Life elements readily available in previous stages of cultural evolution.  

 

 

A Cosmic ABC 

We urgently need a shared understanding of how the entire Kosmos is organized and Ken 

Wilber’s Integral Theory in its current stage would possess some of the elements of a beginner’s 

“Cosmic ABC” necessary to build a much vaster scientific and metaphysical Integral Knowledge. By 

perhaps being able to accommodate an infinite variety of perspectives under its “Five Elements” 

and its general guidelines, Integral Theory may also help us to harmoniously connect with as many 

perspectives as possible. Exposing ourselves to Integral Theory would remind us not only of how 

the Kosmos is – at least in part - structured and, therefore, be “psychoactive” assisting us  to 

develop a greater participatory empathy and togetherness for the common good.  

Many partially adequate “theories of everything” have been devised under what seemed to be 

mutually contradictory, premises and while -theoretically speaking- some “pieces of the puzzle” 

have been found, exclusivisms remained. Now we can develop an outstanding connective vision; 

(not just unsuspectingly “integrative” and predisposed against other integrative theories) but truly 

“integral.” This vision has to transcend the concept of “paradigms” only as “worldviews” to include 

the specific reality-disclosing methods or practices sustaining the world views. As Ken Wilber 

reminds us (in “Excerpt D,” Eye to Eye and Integral Spirituality), this may have been what 

philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn originally had in mind when he spoke about “exemplars” as 

paradigmatic instances of research.
 

Exopolitics (as a scientific, academic field that deals with the implications of the extraterrestrial 

presence), could be enriched by Integral Theory. This would mean that the principles and patterns 

of this theory (or rather Meta theory) are universal enough to be applied in a content-free manner 

to any other field of inquiry. It would also be capable of unveiling the common order behind 

quantitative and qualitative approaches. Integral Theory may already be comprehensive enough 

to assist exopoliticians in some valuable ways to connect their field in an interdisciplinary and 

transdisciplinary manner with other integrative and non-integrative fields. In the same vein, 

Integral Theory can be enriched by the implications and paradigmatic developments and the 

integral attitude offered by serious exopolitical researchers and activists. This is a time for 



integrating integrative approaches. Any mutual exclusion would be imposed by the irrational need 

to establish the influence and recognition of one’s preferred field at the expense of other 

compatible fields which superficially SEEM to compete or contradict ours. 

Anyhow, Integral Theory can also be understood as a “model” or as a “matrix” eventually 

representing a philosophically advanced understanding of how Non-Dual Consciousness 

(remaining independent but acting as if embedded in its apparent Kosmos) hierarchically 

manifests relative expressions of duality. How Consciousness does it would be evidenced (at least 

in part) by the integral pattern.  

Integral Theory (which certainly needs improving) was mostly assembled by self-taught 

philosopher, mystic, and transpersonal psychology thinker Ken Wilber and represents a coherent 

attempt to incorporate (among other things) the findings of different non-dual mystical traditions, 

classic rational philosophy, modern and postmodern philosophy, elements of the perennial 

philosophy, systems theory, Arthur Koestler’s concept of “HOLONS,” developmental psychology, 

evolutionary biology, scientific empirical methods, hermeneutics, phenomenology and 

constructionism. The result of looking at all of this with a “bird’s eye” or simultaneous, “gestalt” 

view was the discovery of some of the basic patterns apparently organizing the Kosmos. A good 

explanation of how this came to be can be found by reading Ken Wilber’s Sex, Ecology, Spirituality: 

The Spirit of Evolution (or SES).  

Besides “SES” and other important books like The Atman Project, A Brief History of Everything, 

Integral Psychology and Integral Spirituality, Wilber’s “excerpts” (erudite, academic discussions 

reconsidering crucial issues for today’s philosophy) are an online compendium of many of his ideas 

and can be retrieved at www.kenwilber.com  

Toward Integration 

Integrative approaches attempt to relate quantitative and qualitative knowledge, perspectives 

and methods pertaining to the realms of body, mind and spirit. While Integral Theory may at first 

seem too complex, the model itself can be simplified into some general guiding principles and into 

“Five Elements” which –after a moderate learning effort- make it cognitively palatable. However, 

incorporating Integral Theory into our self-identities in accordance with its corresponding more 

inclusive, ethical values possibly requires a post sociocentric, post rational (not to be confused 

with ‘non-rational’) and post ultra-egalitarian/postmodern level of consciousness. This would be a 

trans-rational, whole being aperture to a level of understanding that connects paradigms. It would 

even be a post-worldcentric perspective transcending, relating and including previous ideological 

dichotomies, for instance, between exoteric religious doctrines or competing philosophical 

preferences (like idealism, vs. materialism). Similarly to (deceased) Emeritus Professor Archie J. 

Bahm’s “Organicism,” (whose work I also highly recommend) Integral Theory accepts the 

essential positive assertions about reality but rejects each other’s negations. Integral Theory 

accepts that everybody is (at least partially) right. Many of its proponents (apparently including 

Wilber) are “integral” in that sense but remain as “integralists” when irrationally excluding from 



serious consideration the non-ordinary, otherworldly-related metaphysical findings of previous 

cultural stages.  

Integral Theory delves into Non-Dual mysticism (and this is one of the reasons why it is itself 

excluded from a biased academic environment). However, it is also an example of the use of 

classical “either-or” logic rigorously. It doesn’t eliminate this logic but transcends and includes it 

using a high degree of “rational thought.” This is what post postmodern inclusivity is about. 

Furthermore, in my view, Integral Theory also makes use (in a less defined/less obvious way) of an 

even more inclusive and relational, “both-and” logic (capable of including as a subset the classical 

“either-or” logic) but may also transcend and include it and may connect with a “neither-nor” 

logic that eventually leads to the suspension of comparative thinking and to the ultimate source of 

meaning where the model itself is ultimately grounded: In Godly Non-Dual Spirit.   

Wilber calls the post-formal cognition necessary for an integral awareness “vision logic” (or 

“network logic”) which, according to philosopher Jean Gebser is also supposed to be “integral-

aperspectival” (without privileging any perspective exclusively) and to be a predisposition to 

include all perspectives.6  “Vision logic” is supposed to be a cross-paradigmatic, cognitive capacity 

in which we accept multiple paradigms not purely relativistically but with an incipient perception 

of their connectedness in a pattern. I think that the level of logic that makes “vision-logic” possible 

is the “both-and” logic of complementary or mutually necessary relations. I think that “vision-

logic” may depend on the human capacity to connect exterior events as non-essential, something 

which a deep level of our consciousness (as a third person “witness”) observes without becoming 

caught as an experiencer. Borrowing from Spiral Dynamics (which assigns colors to more or less 

inclusive values), an initial integral form of understanding operating with vision-logic is currently 

represented in Integral Theory by the teal color. 

 “Vision logic” may be a crucial first stage necessary to live on the planet developing a more 

harmonious, integral civilization also beginning to relate with an intelligent “Kosmos” as one 

family. “Vision-logic” would not be an experiential factor of an incipient “holism” in which 

rationality is sometimes “retro-romantically” demeaned in favor of a pre-rational, 

undifferentiated, unitary understanding or in which differences are flattened in favor of an 

absolute pluralist equality and (in order to counter-act scientific reductionism) even of the 

apparent prevalence of wholes over parts. “Vision-logic” accompanies a post, postmodern form of 

“mature holism” in which hierarchies (under unifying guiding principles) are re-accepted without 

justifying forms of interpersonal social abuse.  

Under this “mature holism” we aren’t simple of equal value in a flat, horizontal or heterarchical 

way. We are distributed in form and function into patterns formed by greater or lesser inclusive 

wholes. Experientially, we function as parts of wholes which can also be parts of larger wholes. 

The ancient dream of a natural order under “spiritual laws” is undertaken once again but this time 

(hopefully) in a non-exclusivist manner by acknowledging the truths of all “pre-integral” stages 

and embracing an open-ended understanding.  



Wilber seems to claim that “vision-logic” and-or a certain level of cognitive and general 

development is necessary to understand his model and this (which might or might not be true)  

has endeared him to criticisms of thinking in circular terms. He has been poignantly and 

intelligently criticized by Jeff Meyerhoff for not engaging in proper debates and for not putting to 

the test his “vision logic” under a rational debate.
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While I agree with some of Meyerhoff’s 

criticisms about some of Wilber’s academic procedures (for instance, sometimes collecting 

supportive academic research while leaving out contradicting opinions) and his lack of 

engagement in debate with non-supportive scholars (which, at least, in my view, doesn’t seem to 

be as noticeable as expected), I think that “vision logic” is capable of using a “both-and” logic of 

complementarities and relations which can subsume the formal logic used in what Meyerhoff calls 

a “rational debate.” As previously mentioned, I think that “vision-logic” is not just a psychological 

perception or a way to justify any belief but is capable of using formal, “either-or” logic and “both-

and” logic in a rigorous manner. Thus, I think that the general patterns of Wilber’s model could be 

perfectly defended if he wanted to make the effort.     

Towards a New Polis 

Wilber seems to think that in today’s world perhaps about 4%-5% of the planetary population 

(supposedly only those transcending a holistic, “green,” “pluralistic” understanding) may be (as 

First Person, feeling beings and not just cognitively) functioning at the emerging, “teal,” integral 

stage
8
 Also, Wilber (based on roughly coinciding studies of human development researchers like 

James Mark Baldwin, Jean Gebser, Jane Loevinger, Clare Graves, Jean Piaget, Abraham Maslow, 

Lawrence Kohlberg, Daniel Goleman, Robert Kegan, James Fowler, Carol Gilligan and Suzanne 

Cook-Greuter) thinks that the “integral stage” of individual and cultural structuring has a natural 

tendency to increase.
9
 Moreover, according to Wilber if approximately 10% of a given population 

reaches it, then legal, political, educational and economic systems will be set in place by its 

frontrunners to promote life under its guidelines…affecting how everyone else (even at lower 

stages of development) lives.
10

  Thus, the “Integral Movement” (usually associated with but not 

necessarily limited to the core “Wilberian” group in Boulder, Colorado, at “Integral Institute” and 

at “Meta Integral Foundation”) is a principled, integrally inspired attempt to educate and promote 

the emergence of “integral” levels of consciousness within society (in a local and planetary scale) 

in order to facilitate the rise of an integral electorate and of integral political leaders capable of 

installing “integral-level” laws and systems that would minimize the current destruction of life on 

Earth and promote a synergistic, planetary civilization. It is also an attempt to avert prospective 

social upheavals and-or social regressions brought about by the politics of a majority still imbued 

in ways of being and thinking inimical to our contemporary planetary reality. This means that 

Wilber is not simply an armchair philosopher but also an activist. However, he seems to be 

completely oblivious to the UFO/ET, exopolitical realities currently being discovered. His closest 

supporters also seem to follow the same pattern.  

I think that that 10% transformational, “integral” segment of humanity should (by definition) 

proactively participate in the global awakening toward intelligent inter planetary reality. Integral 



and-or integrative individuals must also cease isolating unto themselves and cease being 

exclusively attached to the particular integrative aspects that resonated with them the most in 

relation to their particular theories or movements. To be genuinely integral they must recognize 

each other’s value and work synergistically for each other’s success as participant in a single 

movement.  

As previously said, the way most societies individuals have related with each other until now 

under excessively insular attitudes and lack of trust toward each other is based on instinctive 

classical perceptions accompanying dichotomous “either-or” assumptions but -due to the non-

linearity of the systems we have created- that way of being is no longer viable.  We must have a 

different way ingrained in us and potentially waiting to come out. That way must be truly integral.  

In the time being, individuals at least thinking under integrative patterns must at least find ways to 

coordinate policies which are more harmonious in non-linear, complex social systems. A short 

commentary in Wikipedia referring to the term “Polytely” is pertinent to this notion:   

“Polytely (from Greek roots meaning 'many goals') can be described as complex problem-solving 

situations characterized by the presence of multiple simultaneous goals. 

Modern societies face an increasing incidence of various complex problems. In other words, the 

defining characteristics of our complex problems are a large number of variables (complexity) that 

interact in a nonlinear fashion (connectivity), changing over time (dynamic and time-dependent), 

and to achieve multiple goals (polytely).” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polytely  

In other words, self-defensive insularity is “out” and, thus, an extreme or exclusive focus on a 

single field of knowledge and praxis (however integrative) is out. “Our” field will embrace and 

relate with all other knowledge-conveying fields for which there is repeated first person 

(subjective), second person (intersubjective) and third person (objective and inter objective) 

evidence. Our attachment to a classical “either-or” logic will give way to a practical understanding 

that logic itself derives from or is a subset of a more inclusive “both-and” logic which can also be 

rigorous (but relate more with subtle, spiritual realities) and which is in turn a subset of an 

eventually mind-transcending “neither-nor” logic.  

Inclusivity is “in” but there must be order and method in the connectivity and not a simple “feels 

good” emotional holism. This order implies organized order or hierarchy. In fact, the search for 

order and method can be done in various ways. For instance, multidisciplinarily (using the 

methods and findings of different fields to research or practice something), interdisciplinarily 

(using the methods and findings of other fields to enhance how we research or practice within our 

field) and transdisciplinarily (using patterns which transcend but are common to different fields in 

order to research or practice something while coordinating various fields more effectively). In the 

latter case, different fields of knowledge and praxis can also be understood as particular 

expressions of an underlying or more profound knowledge and way of being. Some “theories of 

everything (or ‘constructs’ or ‘models’)” (including scientific ones like “M-Theory” and esoteric 

ones like “Theosophy”) have been attempts to represent that knowledge but –as previously 



mentioned- most haven’t been inclusive enough of the main aspects of “reality.” Most have 

focused on an important aspect and extended it to the whole. 

I think that we need now more than ever a growing crew of exopoliticians who care for philosophy 

and science and non-duality as much as philosophers and scientists and non-dualists that care for 

Exopolitics. While many exopoliticians (basically concerned with the extraterrestrial presence and 

its implications) may have found the latest developments in philosophy of little allure or practical 

relevance, many caring psychologist-activist-egalitarians typically discovering Integral Theory as an 

important, emerging, intellectual, political movement may have mistakenly, superficially and 

dismissively judged Ufology and Exopolitics as too related with various “pre-rational” (not post- 

rational), “New Age” and “mythical” approaches from which they tried not to associate with in 

order to establish their own “non-orthodox” foothold in the hypercritical academic and 

institutional worlds. Now the imperative for integralists (and for implementing the possibility of 

establishing a mutually beneficial, respectful and high-level exchange with cosmic civilizations) is 

to find a shared, institutions-transforming basis for sustaining a “good life” (something often called 

“El Buen Vivir” in traditional enclaves of the Andes). This would ideally be a conscious, synergistic 

relation with the living planet, with all of its living entities, with humanity and with all sentience in 

the Kosmos as a coherent whole. To intelligently participate in the kosmic community of worlds 

we have to do it as integrated and ethical entities capable of caring for within our planet a whole 

in order to transcending Earth’s concerns.   

Three Strands for an Experimental Exopolitics 

Perhaps fitting new paradigms into old paradigms is one of the incongruences in the search for a 

clearer approach to understand the validity of alleged messages from otherworldly beings. What 

may be missing are the procedures or methods that accompany a different way of thinking and its 

values. Changing our worldviews would not be sufficient to begin an open “exopolitical age.” We 

would also need new methods that accompany the new worldviews in the sense that Thomas 

Kuhn included techniques and practices in his concept of “paradigms.” As previously said, 

according to Wilber, "Paradigms" (in the original Kuhnian sense) aren't just worldviews but also 

entire ways of being and enacting or producing/extracting meaning which include “injunctions” or 

the specific practices or procedures used.
11  

The new exopolitical worldview would also need its 

own injunctions, methods or practices.   

Exopolitics needs a mature, integral holism. Being “holistic” in a “mature,” “integral” way is more 

than a return to oriental or shamanic worldviews and practices. It’s more than simply accepting 

everyone’s truths. It is more than creating a new culture guided by a “quantum holographic” 

paradigm. It is about how qualitative approaches and methods can be used along with 

quantitative approaches and methods under a subjacent TRANSDISCIPLINARY multi-realm model 

based on principles coordinating these approaches. A sufficiently inclusive, integral model would 

be accompanied by specific, enacting methods applicable to a specific expression (or perspective) 

of reality. Furthermore, an integration of old and new methods would have to be devised to 



manifest/enact, interpret and relate with the levels of existence extraterrestrials exist in along 

with the methods applicable to the specific perspectives under which they could manifest. 

After decades of research we know that ET contact experiences are usually accompanied by 

powerful psychic, inter-realm or otherworldly components. These interactions possess a “high 

strangeness” in which the boundaries between our ordinary linear reality and “something else” 

are blurred. How can we research these events more objectively in an integral sense? How can we 

be scientific and simultaneously be metaphysical, spiritual and psychic?  

“Ufologists” denying contacteeism and psychic interaction have normally limited themselves to 

classical, impersonal “objective” research and reporting but – if Exopolitics is able to include all 

available forms of evidence - at least some exopoliticians could conduct active, ET contact 

empirical research which might be considered “objective.” Following Ken Wilber's "Three strands 

of good science (applicable to quantitative and qualitative research)" involving instrumental 

injunction, direct apprehension and communal confirmation or rejection, 
12  

if we want to follow 

the general advice of modern and post-modern thinkers and thus find a foothold within an 

acceptable academic procedure (which in my view is also applicable to non-conventional, multi-

realm research) I'd suggest the following: To more objectively research "otherworldly" contact 

experiences we might get a group of individuals, train them to experience the non-physical Subtle 

Realm (or also other coherent physical systems) using methods proven to elicit specific 

phenomena. Then, those seriously trained with this method would collectively apply it and 

attempt to obtain the empirical data revealed by those methods. Finally, this community would 

perform a serious hermeneutical review of what each individual was able to disclose or 

experience. If they truthfully were to agree in their observations then that could be considered as 

sufficiently verified collective empirical (and thus “objective”) information.  While individual 

research and experiences may reveal objective information, collectively disclosed information 

would be more acceptable under a combination of modern and postmodern standards. Following 

Karl Popper's advice that scientifically acceptable knowledge should be “falsifiable”
13

 (meaning 

that there are should exist ways to prove it incorrect). This might be a way to try to find out “more 

“scientifically”) if what channelers, mediums, telepaths, contactees, abductees, near-death-

experiencers, astral projectors and other otherworldly experiencers bring up as information is 

valid, partially valid or invalid. 

Connecting the Dots 

I do appreciate the “connecting the dots” approach to Exopolitics by Paola Harris. She presents a 

wide variety of ostensibly sincere testimonies which may refer to equally genuine events and for 

which readers may make up their minds, perhaps eventually helping them to “connect the dots.” 

The many qualitative aspects of the extraterrestrial presence surpass (but do not eliminate) the 

modern-rational, Ufological, physicalist approach and, since all of these aspects recur (at least) 

since the beginning of the “Modern UFO Era” in the 1940’s, all of them should –even as consistent 

human experiences- be respected and acknowledged. There is also the crucial issue not only of the 

personal psychology of UFO-ET witnesses and-or experiencers, but of the role of consciousness 



itself as skillfully brought up by Dr. Rebecca Hardcastle, Dr. John Mack and other capable 

individuals (including contact experiencers). There are also crucial issues that focus more on the 

Earthly political responses (mostly cover-up related) to various kinds of ET presences; responses 

deserving the development of exopolitical research methods (including seven degrees of 

“evidentiary strength” assigned to different types of mutually reinforcing or undermining sources 

of information) as fittingly indicated by Dr. Michael E. Salla
14 

and which – I insist - should not 

exclude “hard” scientific evidence so as to focus more on “soft” evidence based on the social 

science methods.  

Moreover, there’s the crucial issue of who’s who among extraterrestrials; what could the “laws” 

governing the galactic community (or communities) be and how might our particular exopolitical 

role as a planetary civilization fit in the large scheme of things as Alfred L. Webre attempts to 

disclose through his intersubjective valuations of alleged whistleblowers and experiencers. 

Furthermore, there are issues about the role of extraterrestrials in the development of historical 

and cultural traditions, for instance as researched by Dr. Thomas E. Bullard, not to speak of the 

political implications of a secret government cover-up and the inevitably progressing “Disclosure,” 

as carefully researched and intelligently pondered by Richard M. Dolan. Besides all of this, the 

issue of what may an appropriate citizens’ response be is a very important aspect of Exopolitics 

as represented by the activism of Dr. Steven Greer, Stephen Bassett, Don Berliner, Grant 

Cameron, Ed Komareck, and others like, perhaps, even billionaire Laurance Rockefeller. 

Additionally, the “zero-point,” and “interdimensional” physics apparently associated with the 

technology of genuine extraterrestrial vehicles and with the electric interference and “high 

strangeness” features of much alleged human-ET interaction probably evidencing 

transdimensional interaction (an interaction probably based upon using the timeless and space-

less Mental/Psychic/Subtle/Astral Realm to “accommodate” or “tune” into a variety of physical 

spaces and timelines) also deserves exopolitical (and scientifically related) research and interest.     

Exopoliticians like Paola Harris
15

 craftily show us that –to start with- we need to open up to 

different explanations, to multiple perspectives on the why, what and how of exopolitical events. 

She shows us that there are many aspects in the UFO/ET world. For instance, why are there so 

many UFO sightings in Mexico? Is it due to energy grids? Is it due to previous Mayan priests having 

ET contacts? Is it perhaps due to a more flexible and receptive culture? Is it because it is the 

geopolitical link between the developed world and Latin America? I think that “all of the above” 

also is in many cases also a legitimate answer. Perhaps factors will converge to manifest a shared 

pattern. However, in order to actually “connect the dots” (rather than to simply know that we 

need to include them all); in order to make sense of the multi-dimensional or multi-trait 

complexity studied by Exopolitics, we need to use a current model useful to relate different areas 

of research. After writing “Extraterrestrial Contact and Integral Theory”16 for Exopolitics Journal (as 

a preliminary study on how to use Integral Theory to study contactee cases), I’m confident that 

Integral Theory is able of providing an initial all-purpose, cohering, multi-element, guiding 

framework.  



Since Exopolitics and Integral Theory can both be understood as comprising academically useful, 

qualitative and quantitative approaches to a common form of knowledge they should be able to 

enrich and reinforce each other, especially if these approaches operate under the same basis and-

or complement each other. While Exopolitics may allow integral theorists to recognize relevant 

issues without which they cannot truly claim to be “integral” in today’s world of emerging relevant 

integrative fields, Integral Theory may provide a useful framework to transdisciplinarily connect 

Exopolitics with other (integrative or pre-integrative) fields.   

 

Toward More Inclusive Exopolitical Definitions 

Dr. Michael Salla defined “Exopolitics” as “the study of the key political actors, institutions and 

processes associated with extraterrestrial life” 
17 

Dr. Alfred Webre defined it as “the science of 

relations among intelligent civilizations in the Multiverse.”
18

 Paola L. Harris uses combined 

definitions like “the convergence of a new interdisciplinary science, an international political 

movement and a new paradigm, which all deal with the wide range of implications of 

extraterrestrial life” and “the study of contact and relations between humanity and extraterrestrial 

civilizations.”
19

 and Dr. Rebecca Hardcastle defined the exopolitically connected field of 

“Exoconsciousness” as “the study, practice and applications of the extraterrestrial origins, 

dimensions and abilities of human consciousness.”
20

  

For me, the integrality of “Exopolitics” became obvious when in October, 2009 it was more 

formally consensually defined as “an interdisciplinary scientific field, with its roots in the political 

sciences, that focuses on research, education and public policy with regard to the actors, 

institutions and processes, associated with extraterrestrial life, as well as the wide range of 

implications this entails through public advocacy and newly emerging paradigm” and as “the 

convergence of a new interdisciplinary science, an international political movement and a new 

paradigm, which all deal with the wide range of implications of extraterrestrial life.”
21

 Thus -as a 

whole- Exopolitics promotes a respectable, multi-paradigmatic approach to deal with the reality of 

the extraterrestrial presence on Earth. 

Perhaps non-scientific, but philosophically-inclined, postmodern minds tend to focus on the 

intersubjective creation of meaning and scientifically-inclined postmodern minds tend to focus on 

inter-objective (systems) thinking. Both are advances but they must connect. Integral Theory 

recognizes the integral unity of the subjective, objective, intersubjective and interobjective 

aspects of reality and demonstrates that they simultaneously co-arise. Michael Salla’s definition 

probably emphasizes the subjective, the objective and above all (as a political scientist) the inter-

objective; Alfred Webre’s (highlighting conversations in human and ET relations) probably 

emphasizes the intersubjective or cultural aspect and Rebecca Hardcastle’s focus on consciousness 

emphasizes subjectivity and personal consciousness and -by extension- the Universal Non-Dual 

Consciousness which -in Integral Theory- is considered to be the utmost origin of the main four 



(“quadratic”) aspects, perspectives or expressions of what arises in reality. In other words, quite 

interestingly, these three important exopolitical definitions complement and supplement each 

other under the kind of integration underscored by Integral Theory. All of these definitions refer 

to important realms of disclosure but probably those definitions capable of incorporating more 

perspectives at once would generally be the more integral, balanced and capable of utilizing 

mutually-reinforcing evidence.    

If the ethical concerns of Integral Theory practitioners (typically white, middle class, Euro-

American, humanistic and transpersonal psychology-inclined, academically-connected 

professionals, activists, consultants, ecologists and Eastern path explorers, often distinguishing 

themselves from New Age approaches) are beyond or deeper than a world-centric ethics and (by 

resonating with the integral, cosmic-level, transdisciplinary pattern) genuinely reach a 

“cosmocentric” stage, exopoliticians may also help them to unblock their awareness and to 

stimulate their interests toward integral the significance of the extraterrestrial presence. They 

might also open up more to other potentially life-transforming fields of inquiry also excessively 

found suspect of being “pre-rational” or “retro-romantic” confusions (fields like esoteric studies, 

mediumship, Instrumental Transcommunication and perhaps even quantum consciousness 

research). To be truly “integral” their “embrace of reality” will have to include not just the 

alternative, even if more academically-respected, non-dual, mystical traditions but also 

phenomena more which are directly connected with “Subtle Realm” (or Astral Realm) interactions 

and effects. Their ethical concerns have to embrace much more. 

If Exopolitics and Integral Theory do synergistically reinforce each other this may gradually lead 

the advance of human knowledge into multi-dimensional, psychic and scientifically applicable 

developments. It should be said on behalf of Integral Theory and its official practitioners that 

many efforts (like those currently taking place at “Integral Institute,” at “Meta Integral 

Foundation” and at “Integral Ecology Center”) are being conducted to enhance established 

academic fields of knowledge like psychology, business, medicine and ecology, for instance 

producing “integral psychology,” “integral business,” “integral medicine” and “integral 

sustainability” and “integral ecology.” I may add that an “Integral Exopolitics” also is a plausible 

idea.  

AQAL: Basic Elements of the Universal Matrix? 

How can we define or investigate phenomena which we co-produce/enact/interpret? Integral 

Theory aims at providing answers. Integral Theory is also known under the acronym “AQAL” 

which denotes “All Quadrants, All Lines,” but also stands for three other key “Elements” which 

are called “Levels” “States” and “Types.”
22

 Thus, “AQAL” uses FIVE ELEMENTS to interpret 

experience and actually denotes “All Quadrants, All Lines, All Levels, All States, All Types” and, as 

an “integral matrix,” it presumably includes the minimum number of concepts necessary to unveil 

phenomena. The existence of other non-physical realms and bodies is acknowledged but a serious 

deficiency may be the lack of “elements” or concepts useful to understanding inter-realm 



phenomena. It often treats non-physical realities in a “post-metaphysical” way that restricts 

talking about them as real and capable of interaction with our physical universe.  

AQAL is a model which –through its “quadrants”- incorporates the always presently arising in 

experience objective, psychological, cultural/intersubjective and inter-objective/systemic 

perspectives/aspects of reality and -as a Meta Theory (or theory about theories) - AQAL 

represents an ever-opening “cognitive space” where all previous (and forthcoming) qualitative and 

quantitative ways of unveiling human (and supposedly non-human) ways of being, experience and 

knowledge may be accommodated.  

AQAL (and more obviously its “quadrants” element) may ultimately originate in the cosmic 

patterns that ensue when that Source of being which is beyond comparison and which has been 

called (among other names) “non-dual Spirit” “Being beyond being” “the Ground of all being,” 

“God the Absolute,” “Ain,” “Shunyatta,” “the ineffable Tao,”  “Wakan Tanka,”  “Parabrahm,” 

“Wujud Mutlaq” or, simply, “God”) creates and sustains (within his-her-it-its own ultimately 

unknowable Pure Being) the structurally organized, multidimensional, contingent-relative 

experiences of dependent beings under multiple levels of existence and under various degrees of 

the illusion of separation (duality).  

As I see it, “duality” would be like a thought (about Being-non-being) in God’s ever transcending, 

non-dual Mind and it would generate chaos, separation, apparent exteriors and multiplicity plus a 

need for sentient beings to maintain a perspectival connection with the undifferentiated ultimate 

Source through the “Logos” or the Divine Intelligence overcoming the appearance of chaos. The 

divine radiance of Being (in contrast with non-being) would also maintain a connection with the 

undifferentiated under many levels of Physical, Subtle and Causal “energy” organized by His will. 

The ultimate level of radiance unaffected by creation (but nonetheless internally assisting it in its 

evolution by maintaining it connected with the divine order of the Logos) would correspond to 

what is called the “Holy Spirit.”  

In the creative act the Non dual would imply “oneness,” which would imply duality which would 

generate Interiors, Exteriors, Singular and Collective “dimensions” which would combine to form 

four simultaneously arising quadratic perspectives (the subjective, objective, intersubjective and 

inter-objective). The oneness would be exemplified as the Causal Realm where interiors 

predominate over exteriors and exteriors end up being continuously nullified by a “neither-nor” 

logic because as exteriors they are inherently empty of reality. The duality would be exemplified 

by the Subtle Realm where interiors and exteriors (and the individual and collective) are co-equally 

important under a relational “both-and” logic. The quadratic perspectives (which cannot be 

reduced to each other but arise simultaneously in a dependent relation with the “dimensions” 

commanding the Subtle Realm) are exemplified by the more rigid Physical Realm and its “either-

or” logic.  

Each realm would be distinct and also continuously connected by what Wilber calls “the insides” 

of each quadrant. For instance, as Lexi Neale and I agree the insides of physical quadrants would 

correspond to non-local connections with the Subtle Realm.   



Different esoteric and mystical cosmologies may in essence and in principle (but perhaps not in 

interpretive, exoteric distinctions) be harmoniously integrated and illustrate aspects which have 

been individually or collectively experientially disclosed (by seers using specific methods in the 

past) of a multi-level, Kosmic understanding. Perhaps different aspects of the Subtle and Causal 

realms may have been personally disclosed by community-accepted, wisdom seers (according to 

level of consciousness, state of consciousness, perspective and method used in addition to the 

influence of accompanying worldviews). These non-physical realms and aspects may exist as 

actualities if considered within their own ontological level while -for the most- they may exist in a 

potential state in relation to our collectively experienced physical level…unless our level of 

interaction with them increases in which case they are co-created in combination with our 

physicality in our present awareness.  

 

However (if I interpret him correctly), as previously indicated, following Wilber’s advice (and by 

paying homage to the findings and criticisms of modernity and post modernity), in order to obtain 

a more widely acceptable knowledge of “higher worlds” in today’s world we would also have to 

employ communal and empirical forms of disclosure and verification sharing the same paradigms 

(worldviews plus their enacting-disclosing methods). Furthermore, every object of knowledge 

pertaining to the “higher worlds” would be partially disclosed and contextually situated as a co-

creative act (not as a completely fixed, independently, pre-given entity) but “situated” according 

to how reality is experienced and interpreted through our overall level of consciousness, a basic 

(quadratic) “perspective” and its associated disclosure method or “injunction”). To these three I 

would add the importance of states of consciousness able to connect sentient beings with the 

objects indigenous to any of the three main realms of being, their sub-levels and their 

combinations. Furthermore, particular inter-realm connective energy states or arrangements may 

also accompany these disclosure “components.”  



According to Wilber, each object of knowledge, each object revealed to our awareness has a 

“kosmic address” which is more fundamentally given by “altitude + perspective.”
23 

What objects 

are would largely depend on the perspective used to disclose a phenomenon as represented by a 

“quadrant” (and corresponding injunction) and also on the interpretive capacity of the 

consciousness of an individual.  

 

 

Quadrants  

The “quadrants” of AQAL would derive from what arises in consciousness when ultimate, ever 

transcending, non-dual Consciousness perceives through dual perspectives: out of any degree of 

illusion of separation from His-Its Absoluteness. After a previous metaphysical step, the illusion of 

Duality (of being and non-being) generates two pairs of fundamental, distinct, but complementing 

(and also mutually-implicated) perspectives or primordial “dimensions.” As already mentioned, 

these more essential “dimensions” are the “Interior,” “Exterior,” “Individual” and “Plural” 

dimensions of consciousness, experience and being. In other words, consciousness as that which is 

“Interior” to itself implies an “Exterior” and consciousness as that which is “Individual” (single or 

unitary) implies the “Plural” (or collective). Through these implications, these fundamental 

complementarities arising from a foundational, dual perspective would generate the “quadrants” 

and the possibility of a more integral and transdisciplinary understanding (that has been at least 

partly developed in today’s Integral Theory.)  

Combining Dimensions 

                                                   

The most overarching of the five AQAL elements are its “quadrants.” They are four basic and 

irreducible perspectives of experience formed by combining the four primordial “dimensions.” As 

mentioned, “Quadrants” are four distinctive and overarching perspectives of consciousness within 

duality and are expressions, perspectives or forms of being and experience. Each quadrant 



contains the remaining four elements of the AQAL matrix (levels, lines, states and types). They 

also define their common essential characteristics. 

Restating, the “Quadrants” are: the Subjective Quadrant (a combination of the Interior and 

Individual dimensions), the Intersubjective Quadrant (a combination of the Interior and Plural 

dimensions), the Objective Quadrant (a combination of the Exterior and Individual dimensions) 

and the Inter Objective Quadrant (a combination of the Exterior and Plural dimensions).  

Being more technical about the issue I’ll say that it is generally agreed that “Quadrants” refer to 

the four fundamental perspectives possessed only by individual sentient beings (when they are 

understood as “holons”) and “Quadrivia” refer to how individual sentient entities or insentient 

entities (both as exterior things to be disclosed, interpreted, understood) can be understood as if 

having those quadrants (from the observation perspective of an individual sentient being which 

already possesses the four quadratic perspectives and is conducting the disclosure, interpretation 

or understanding).  

Subjectivity refers to the Intentional aspect, Intersubjectivity to the Cultural aspect (even atoms 

display and possess shared rules of behavior), Objectivity to the Publicly Observable or Behavioral 

aspect and Interobjectivity to the Systemic aspect about objects relating with each other. We 

could say that the Individual Quadrant responds to the question “who?” the Intersubjective 

responds to “why?” the Objective to “what?” and the Interobjective to “how?”  Overall, the 

personal, interpersonal and singular and plural objective aspects of our living experience need to 

be attended to and balanced and any field of research or knowledge should consider them 

integrally. 

This doesn’t necessarily translate into getting bogged down by too many variables to consider but 

to find ways to consider the three general quadratic aspects (which respond to first person “I”, the 

second person-relational “you (implying a we”), and third person “it” and “its” pronouns) in a 

natural synergistic balance. The search for this balance is currently being explored by Integral 

Theory practitioners. Another way to put it is to consider the inextricable balance between a first 

person experience of Beauty, a second person-relational experience of the (common or relational) 

Good and a third person, practical experience of the objective Truth. These are the three ever-

recurring Platonic value spheres that must be ideally sought in a practical balance to live a good, 

happy and constructive life. Since we live in duality or in a constant and dynamic incompletion, we 

must earnestly keep in mind these “Big Three” value spheres attempting to integrally balance 

them without doing it obsessively or dismissively. 
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If were to study an extraterrestrial through quadratic perspectives we might think of him-her as an 

entity with a structurally understandable collection of psychological patterns; an entity partially 

defined by and limited to his or her culture; an entity displaying specific behaviors according to 

available material structures. He or she would also be an entity partially defined as functioning 

within the constraints of specific systems. In this general sense he would be constrained like us 

and allowed certain possibilities like us. 

AQAL is said to be a “psychoactive” or an “Integral Operating System” (IOS) in the sense that, by 

representing some of the basic patterns under which the Cosmos operates and by which 

Consciousness expresses, it may also personally resonate with our deep nature (God’s image) and 

expedite our own evolutionary processes. It is like a map that can assist us navigating through 

experiences but, even if it were the first map capable of giving us a general overview, it still is not 

the territory.  

AQAL would also assist us to embrace more of reality in a freer and harmonious way by helping us 

to become aware of the relative objects possessing our subjective space, our self and 

subconscious mind without us even realizing it. Trying to interpret well Harvard developmental 

psychologist (and Integral Theory friend) Robert Kegan, I’ll say that, the more we let go of our 

conscious and unconscious attachments to particular psychic objects possessing us (as subjects), 

the more our individual consciousnesses (selves or self-systems) will be able to embrace more of 

contingent reality in a healthy way and also to relate more inclusively with additional perspectives. 

According to Dr. Kegan, we construct meaning about the world by participating in our own self-

developmental process and, in order to meet the demands of today’s complex world, we need a 

“5
th

 Order of Consciousness” with which we can think with a “self-transforming mind”
24

 which I 

understand as being able (and interested) in using an inclusive, connective dialectic between 

ideologies.  



Perhaps the more our consciousnesses develop, the less we are prone to treat sentient and 

(whom we perceive as completely) insentient “others” (insects, vegetables, cells, rocks, heaps, 

atoms, quarks) as objects and more as “subjects” and the Kosmos as a community of subjects, in 

the sense that Fr. Thomas Berry gave in Dream of the Earth. 

While quadrants (as the main practical “perspectives”) co-arise simultaneously, the other 

elements they subsume would also co-arise simultaneously or in parallel fashion within those 

“quadrants” offering a rich tapestry of correlated expressions. A comprehensive, “integral 

approach” should be able to find ways of including all of the five elements in a practical and 

manageable manner. The science of relating quadrants across realms associated to different levels 

of “reality” (or of what dualistic consciousness can experience as “reality”) will be central to a 

greater scientific and exopolitical understanding. 

Quadrants Represented by Pronouns 

 As mentioned earlier (but it’s worth mentioning again), the “I” (or first person) pronoun expresses 

the subjective quadrant; the “WE” (or relational pronoun formed by the recognition of a “you” or 

second person) expresses the intersubjective quadrant; the “IT” (or third person, individual, 

“objective thing” recognition pronoun) expresses the objective quadrant and “ITS” (or third 

person, plural, “objective things” recognition) expresses the interobjective quadrant.  Each 

“quadrant” can be understood as a fundamental interpretive “space” for consciousness to 

understand through experience and each is related with its own methods to disclose specifically 

filtered aspects of “reality.” According to most integral theorists, for a discipline to be “integral” 

we should not only study under one particular lens but include the (always simultaneous or co-

arising) four quadratic perspectives, understanding that all the unique claims for validity according 

to each of these perspective or “quadrants” should be acknowledged: “Truth” (or correspondence 

between our theories and shared empirical experience for the objective physical quadrant), 

personal “Truthfulness-Sincerity” (for the subjective, psychological quadrant) “Justness” or 

hermeneutic agreement (for the intersubjective, cultural quadrant and “Functional Fit” (for the 

interobjective or systems quadrant).  

Also (as previously mentioned), the first person, “I” quadrant of Subjectivity corresponds to the 

Platonic value of “Beauty;” the second person quadrant generating the “we” of Intersubjectivity 

corresponds to the Platonic value of “the Good.” Finally, the third person, singular “it” quadrant 

and the third person, plural “its” quadrant corresponds to the Platonic value of “Truth.” These 

called the “Big Three” within Integral Theory circles and I consider that (besides Christian and 

Catholic connotations) they represent a genuine universal Trinitarian Principle relating the most 

elemental duality with quadratic forms of manifestation. This should be further examined to 

improve spiritual, religious, metaphysical and scientific understandings and to promote integration 

and ecumenism as several religions and cosmologies may have “discovered” and included them in 

one way or another. 
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Eight Methodological Zones 

If we further divide the quadrants into an “inside” and an “outside” and also refer to them as 

“perspectives” with their corresponding methods we’ll find what Wilber calls “Eight 

(Methodological) Zones” or “Eight Primordial Perspectives” of Integral Methodological 

Pluralism”
25

 All the quantitative and qualitative methods would fit into these “zones” and the fact 

that the quadrants and their “zones” arise simultaneously (and cannot arise without each other) 

shows that they are all equally valid and necessary. Finding how a particular pre-integral, 

exclusivist field of knowledge focusing on one or a few particular methodological zones can be 

complemented or more integrally completed by considering the validity of the remaining 

Methodological Zones would be a step forward. Exopolitics (while already developing as an 

integral, multi-inclusive field incorporating different perspectives and methods) could also benefit 

from an integral understanding of the epistemological zones which -through experience and 

developmental altitude- reveal ontological objects:   

Dividing the Subjective Quadrant we find an “inside” or private, experiential aspect amenable to 

methods like introspection, meditation and phenomenology (Zone 1). We also find an “outside” or 

more publicly recognizable aspect (Zone 2), for instance amenable to pattern-recognizing, 

structuralist psychological methods.  The “inside” of the Intersubjective Quadrant (Zone 3) is how 

a group process is experienced participatorily (as through Gadamer’s hermeneutics) and the 

“outside” of the Intersubjective Quadrants (Zone 4) can be considered as understanding group 

processes as an observer (as through ethnomethodology). With the Objective Quadrant (for 

instance in relation to the brain understood as a singular, objective phenomenon) studying it from 

the “inside” (Zone 5) can be represented by Penrose and Hammeroff’s quantum cognitive science 

and autopoiesis while, in relation to its “outside” (Zone 6), it can be represented by 

neurophysiology and other empiricist methods. Classical empiricism is a “zone 6” affair. Finally, 

studying a plural-objective phenomenon (as the Interobjective Quadrant) from its “inside” (Zone 

7) can be represented by the methods studying self-organizing, outside of equilibrium, autopoietic 



systems and “social autopoiesis” and studying it from its “outside” (Zone 8) can be represented by 

a classical approach to “ecology” or perhaps by “systems theory.”  

Regarding these “eight zones,” Lexi Neale (who has extended this and related notions into a 

diagram called “The AQAL Cube” and which extends the basic AQAL square diagram) 26 and I share 

the idea that their “insides” also represent a connection between the Physical and Subtle realms 

of existence.  Discovering more details about this connection would have important scientific, 

theoretical and cultural consequences. Perhaps the “insides” of all quadrants can be equated with 

Subtle Realm-correlated phenomena and the “outsides” with classical, physical phenomena, thus 

opening a connection between the semi-determined, statistically-specified, type of non-locality of 

quantum events and the spaceless and timeless Subtle Realm which would act as their 

transcendental matrix. These “insides” would obey a “both-and” type of “physics” and logic that 

transcends and includes the “either-or” (classical) physics and logic more applicable to the physical 

“outsides” Part of the nexus would be in the semi-determination, in the statistically determined 

interphase between the two. Overall, the Physical Realm may be distinguished by the principle of 

separation and the Subtle Realm by meaning in relation with other meanings and, as a derivation; 

these differences would permit inter-realm interactions. A deeper understanding of these 

connections may hold the key to understand why we macroscopically perceive and experience a 

time-forward, causal, classical physical world even if corresponding retrocausal influences exist on 

a quantum level.  

I also think that, even in the subjective, “Interior” quadrants of our individual, physical quadratic 

experience, there are mental objects but these –corresponding to the “insides” of the left 

quadrants- become collectively (rather than privately perceived) manifest as “objects” in the 

Subtle Realm. Consequently, the “insides” of Physical Realm quadrants could be considered as the 

“outsides” of the corresponding Subtle Realm quadrants and this pattern would repeat itself 

between the Subtle and the Causal Realm and, furthermore, ultimately speaking, the “insides” of 

Causal Realm quadrants would “embrace” or correspond to the “outsides” of every realm, thus 

coming full circle in a non-dual embrace.  

While quadrants (as the primary “perspectives”) co-arise simultaneously, the other elements they 

subsume would also co-arise simultaneously or in parallel fashion within those “quadrants,” 

offering a rich tapestry of correlated expressions. A comprehensive, “integral approach” should be 

able to find ways of including all the five elements in a practical and manageable manner. The 

science of relating quadrants across realms or differentially expressed levels of reality will be 

central to a greater scientific and exopolitical understanding. 

Going back to Wilber’s basic understanding of the “8 Methodological Zones,” they can be 

understood at a glance with the following diagrams:  



              

              From: An IMP Runs Amok: The Promise and the Problems             From: What Is Integral Spirituality? Ken Wilber (2005) 

              of Wilber's Integral Methodological Pluralism by Andy Smith 

Integral Methodological Pluralism 

The “Eight Methodological Zones” necessarily arise from the same integrating pattern from which 

the “quadrants” arise. They represent the equal validity of different quadratic perspectives and 

the truth claims which can be legitimately revealed utilizing the methods, procedures or 

“injunctions” associated with any of their respective quadratic “zones.” These methodological and-

or “paradigmatic” zones are jointly recognized as part of an integral approach to knowledge called 

“Integral Methodological Pluralism,” an approach which also operates under three general 

principles: 1) Non-Exclusion 2) Unfoldment/Enfoldment and 3) Enactment.
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 These principles 

should be seriously considered and used to attempt to “connect the dots” of exopolitical 

complexity, even using them beyond what Ken Wilber and Integral Theory theorists in general 

have used them for. 

“Non-exclusion” means that every valid truth claim is accepted if it is adequately obtained 

through its corresponding quadratic method. This means that everyone is partially right. 

“Unfoldment/Enfoldment” means that adequate truth claims are valid but partial and can be 

enfolded (included) by even more inclusive truth claims as the disclosure of knowledge “unfolds” 

or advances. Thus, no particular or relative understanding about any phenomenon may be final. 

This means that not all truth claims are equally right since we are not proposing relativism.  

“Enactment” means that phenomena are disclosed (thus knowledge is obtained) by a situated 

consciousness using the particular methods correlated with any of the eight zones. Furthermore, 

all particular disclosure of knowledge is “situated” basically under specific quadratic perspectives 

(and their methods) and a crucial aspect of this disclosure and interpretation is the general 

“altitude” or overall level of consciousness of the individual involved. This means that knowledge 

is not simply pre-given but is partially co-created and interpreted under specific experience 

revealing procedures. 



We should remember that four other basic “elements” in AQAL (for a total of FIVE ELEMENTS) are 

characterized by and included in the “quadrants.” Through the resulting “Five Elements” most of 

ordinary reality (as far as we know at present) seems to be integrally describable, experienced or 

understood. AQAL’s Five Elements are also used as “integral lenses” to enact/describe/disclose 

the world(s) of objects or of anything arising in our individual or collective dualistic consciousness. 

As far as we know, these “elements” should be equally useful to shed light on extraterrestrial and 

inter-realm/interdimensional phenomena. As previously mentioned, besides the “Quadrants,” the 

other “elements” of AQAL are “Levels (or sufficiently established/structured “stages” of 

development), “Lines” (capacities), “States” (temporary disclosing arrangements) and “Types” 

(consistently lasting styles).  

Levels: “A level is a general measure of higher and lower. While the terms “structures,” 

“stages,” and “waves” are sometimes loosely used to refer to “levels,” each term has their own 

important nuances. Any specific level has an actual structure. Levels tend to unfold in a sequence 

and thus progress through stages. Finally, levels are not rigidly separated from each other but are 

rather fluid and overlapping waves. In short, levels are abstract measures that represent fluid yet 

qualitatively distinct classes of recurrent patterns within developmental lines. Some examples 

include egocentric, ethnocentric, worldcentric, planetcentric, and kosmocentric.” (Integral 

Glossary, Rentschler, 2013).
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I want to emphasize that “levels” are not rigid. They can be understood as “stable structures” that 

have developed into stable “kosmic understandings” as ourselves and the Kosmos (at all levels) 

learns and evolves pansychically-speaking through conscious and proto-conscious “prehensive” 

experiences (in the sense given by A.N. Whitehead’s “Process Philosophy”).
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 Nonetheless, levels 

also are “stream-like” because individuals and their cultures can fluidly combine them since 

consciousness itself may not be entirely limited by them. Wilber uses many findings of modern 

scientists and developmental psychologists which seem to coincide and to represent general levels 

of development that also correlate across different quadrant-related developmental lines. 

However, the precise interpretation of this research is not completely established and “Levels” 

should not be used to generate yet another elitist (perhaps even exploitative) culture or a 

dismissive attitude.  

While, levels of development seem to exist in every quadratic expression and its lines of 

development, through contact with its own self-aware and self-referential consciousness, 

humanity is too complex to be simplistically categorized under rigid levels. Consciousness may 

surprise us with stronger fluid connections across levels than normally expected so that in essence 

it may be inappropriate to categorically arrange them in rigid hierarchical stages. Humans and 

other self-aware individuals can and will always surprise us. 

Notwithstanding what was previously said, Integral Theory is quite focused on the importance of 

sequential stages each accompanied by the worldviews and values compatible with what those 

stages allow (in terms of perspective-taking) and, while it is quite focused on the correct 

assumption that all ideas are partially true, it also recognizes that some ideas, models and ways of 



thinking and being are more integral, truer and more inclusive than others. This is basically correct 

but there’s the possibility of discarding (along with its less inclusive values) some of the discoveries 

made at lower levels of development and, therefore, imposing “level authoritarianism.” 

Furthermore, levels may not be as rigidly experienced in all world cultures as –for instance- some 

post-colonial, syncretic cultures that didn’t completely abandon their pre-colonial beliefs and 

practices while partially incorporating Western colonial beliefs and practices may be more fluid, 

flexible and adaptive, existing across less defined stages…even if less organized. In this sense, 

perhaps Latin American people have a sui generis adaptive, “integral” quality unlike countries with 

a well-defined uninterrupted history within a Western European type of development mostly 

unchallenged since their inception. While Western European modern countries (among which the 

U.S. is a younger and in some ways more strict and isolated case) basically continued with a broad 

socio cultural line of development Latin American (and possibly African) countries adapted to 

cultural assimilation and “reengineering” by adopting a more syncretic style less defined by rigid 

stages.  

One of the most important discoveries of modernity has been evolution (which in itself basically 

means “change”) and which in some specific cases also represents specific varieties of stage-like 

progress associated with complexification of form. However, also in particular cases “evolution” 

may show regression, devolution and long-lasting forms of stable adaptation.  Modern 

structuralist psychological development tests (like the ones devised by developmental 

psychologist Jean Piaget) basically revealed that individuals (in my view, entities possessing a non-

transferable center of will or “monad”) normally evolve through various levels or stages.  Also, 

when individuals interact among each other they generate implicit and explicit shared cultural 

understandings, rules and values that -broadly speaking- can be partially understood in 

progressive levels. However, Wilber remarks that the interior, plural-subjective life of a culture (he 

uses the term “social holons”) does not have a “center of will” or “individual agency” proper but, 

rather, a “mode of discourse” or shared nexus that depends upon the interactions of the 

subjective lives of individuals.
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 This distinction is important not to stack up different types of 

holons within the same developmental “pile” when phenomena (understood as “holons”) 

differentiate by emphasizing obviously distinct characteristics. However, I think that a less-obvious 

kind of “individual agency” (like a subtle field, morphogenetically connected, semi-independent, 

common mind) may also potentially exist in cultural and social holons. 

In relation to systems, we may have different levels of complexity among interacting objects and, 

in relation to individual objects we can also speak of various levels of complexity (for instance a 

molecule has more levels of complexity than an atom and a single particle). According to AQAL-IT, 

when a level of complexity emerges in a quadratic expression it simultaneously emerges in the 

others and, while evolution (understood as complexification, progress and the capacity to take in 

more perspectives) is not assured, there’s a strong tendency towards it and Wilber calls this 

tendency or “self-organizing force intrinsic to the universe” “EROS.” 
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When a new level emerges, it transcends the previous one but –if the transcendence was done in 

a healthy way- it should also include its main truthful, true and just features and discoveries. 



However, sometimes when a person “evolves” into a higher level, in his or her excitement to 

differentiate from the previous one there’s a strong tendency to negate too many of its valid 

discoveries in order to differentiate from what he or she is leaving behind. This rigid differentiation 

may be more experienced within highly structured cultures than within less defined and value-

flexible ones. Besides this psychological blockage of adequate discoveries made in the previous 

stage, there can also be repression and suppression of unresolved issues from carried on from the 

previous level onto the next one as an unconscious burden or “shadow.” Personal and cultural 

exclusivist emphases can thus suppress the Good, True and Beautiful aspects and disclosures 

related to what is broadly understood as a previous, less inclusive stage.  I think that perhaps the 

rejection of previous “wisdoms” is more acute when they involve personal or first person beliefs, 

feelings and assumptions. This pathology may even exist among emerging integral persons, 

especially in relation to unsettling issues pertaining to long distorted and suppressed 

“otherworldly” matters (which –even if unspoken- also involve very intimate sets of assumptions 

that coincide with our self-identities). 

How individuals and cultures interpret reality, their particular worldviews, range of ethical 

concerns and use of available technology would first of all reflect the core level or “altitude” in 

which they are absorbed. This factor (particularly related to values) is important in order to 

understand various regular political responses to extraterrestrial and exopolitical issues (and to 

every other political issue). An essential model worth taking a look at and which is compatible with 

Integral Theory and, thus, at least partly applicable both to politics and Exopolitics is called “Spiral 

Dynamics Integral” (or SDi) which was developed by Don Beck and Chris Cowan. There’s more 

information at: (http://www.spiraldynamics.net/).   

Perhaps (not far into in the future), in order to make healthy governing and policy decisions under 

unparalleled levels of complexity and information we will have to pre-process the information 

through information-filtering systems with the assistance of theoretical models and methods 

derived from integral models (themselves derived from individuals spearheading integral 

awareness). However, this “integral awareness” should be open to all wisdoms, discoveries and 

methods which can harmonize under the complementary realms of the Good, Truth and Beauty 

and not an excuse to fall into yet another–even more horrendous- form of political totalitarianism. 

We must be careful not to suppress specific wisdoms, discoveries and methods which may be 

erroneously rejected as “non-integral” or “not real” or only of psychological or cultural value, for 

instance, once needed to maintain social cohesion.  

Furthermore, if the contents of quadrants indeed co-arise (or their degrees of complexity 

simultaneously arise), it is conceivable that parallel evolutionary shifts in our biology could occur 

to be capable to selectively and meaningfully/usefully abbreviate the complexity of an integral 

viable civilization. If I’m interpreting Wilber’s “Excerpt G”
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 well this increase in our biological 

complexity may also be necessary to be able to “download” (my choice of word) greater Subtle 

Realm “involutionary potentials.” In principle we would not need to be genetically “enhanced” by 

greys or other ET species as we would naturally adapt and “evolve” biologically. Perhaps we would 

simply activate the potential of dormant genes and their connections or generate new ones.   



Perhaps some of the necessary shifts in our overall capacities (in the four quadrants) may be 

promoted by interacting in various other ways with beings outside “of the box” or of our normal 

system of awareness.   

What may not have been clearly explored regarding ET contacts is the idea that similar “levels of 

evolution” among intelligent species capable of reaching us may not all produce comparable 

values, capabilities and degrees of inclusivity in all lines of development. Differently said, perhaps 

many of them didn’t transcend and include all the positive discoveries of their previous stages and 

the developmental differences among themselves and with us may supplement and complete 

each other. We have measured human development but have not compared it across cosmic 

species. Thus, intelligent species across the Kosmos may sufficiently differentiate one from 

another so that we may still legitimately ask in which ways can we also teach and naturally assist 

space-faring and-or transdimensional extraterrestrial species.  

An individual’s overall level of consciousness or “altitude” is more related with his or her personal 

self-identity, worldviews, spiritual, emotions and values (what directly affects him or her as an 

experiencing 1st person “I”) than with less personally involving lines (like the kinesthetic, aesthetic, 

mathematical, musical, cognitive). Cognition (which deals with mental objects impersonally under 

calculation and is normally easier to develop) is necessary for conscious understanding of 

characteristics associated with an overall “altitude” but it is not sufficient to define a person’s focal 

level of consciousness or “altitude.”  

Consciousness is that non-dual ultimate which can take perspectives. Our individual 

consciousnesses (subjectivity) are reflections of this but are possessed in greater or lesser degrees 

by the objects we cannot perceive. These include unconscious assumptions, needs, fears and 

every other form of lack.  A “level” or “altitude” can be understood as a rather stable interpretive 

developmental structure. It can also be equated with metaphors of consciousness as “space.” Thus 

it can be thought of as how “high” someone’s view is or as what size or volume a room must have 

to comfortably hold an assortment of perspectives. There would be a decrease in rigid 

exclusivisms the more we can perceive “from above” the connections among perspectives and the 

objects associated with them. When reaching an “integral” perspective we would have to be able 

to assimilate or include not only “larger wholes” (as in a naïve or immature kind of holism) but also 

the parts and how they interconnect with each other and with the whole under whole-part 

patterns, principles and rules. These would be “trans” or “integral” patterns, principles and rules 

and we would at least have to be cognitively able to operate at this level in order to understand 

extraterrestrial consciousnesses a little better.        

In the diagram below, the larger the square extends away from its center, the higher the “altitude” 

or “room” available and the greater the complexity (and perspectives) which consciousness can 

hold. However, we must differentiate the four main “quadratic” ways, expressions or perspectives 

which the square (or consciousness) can hold: The Subjective (psychological), the intersubjective 

(cultural), the objective (singular objects) and the inter objective (systems or a plurality of 

interconnected objects).                              



                                      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

                    Distinct quadratic levels can be visualized in the following diagram: 

                     The levels of development in each quadrant correlate or “Co-Arise” 



 

                             From: Sex, Ecology, Spirituality. Ken Wilber (1995) 

Lines: “Relatively independent streams or capacities that proceed through levels (my 

highlight) of development. Howard Gardner’s theory of Multiple Intelligences is one example of the 

study of developmental lines. There is evidence for over a dozen developmental lines, including 

cognitive, moral, self-identity, aesthetic, kinesthetic, linguistic, musical, and mathematical. IT 

generally classifies these lines according to one of three types: cognitive lines (as studied by Jean 

Piaget, Robert Kegan, Kurt Fischer, etc.); self- related lines (e.g., morals, self-identity, needs, etc.); 

and capacities or talents (e.g., musical capacity, kinesthetic capacity, introspective capacity). 

Cognitive development is necessary but not sufficient for development in the self-related lines and 

appears to be necessary for most of the capacities.” (Integral Glossary, Rentschler, 2013).
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Developmental lines occur in every quadrant but the following diagram represents some lines 

identified by developmental psychologists in the Subjective Quadrant. If we consider “levels of 

consciousness” as “altitudes” that allow us to observe a greater or lesser number of perspectives 

from a certain height, unequivocally integral ways of functioning multi-systemically would 



originate when these developmental lines reach the so-called “2
nd

 Tier” level of consciousness 

during a transition between the “Green” and “Teal” (color indicated) “altitudes.” The color system 

was adopted (with a few changes) following the example from “Spiral Dynamics.”  

 

 

From: “Some Major Developmental Lines.” Integral Spirituality (Wilber 2006) 

Please note how the overall inclusivity of different developmental lines basically coincides across 

each other with the color-defined “altitudes.” How we interpret an event besides culture, personal 

predispositions and other factors, more essentially depends on how many perspectives we can 

take from our basic “altitude.” The method used also specifies what we disclose; thus, method and 

altitude become primary factors in what we experience as “real.” While we have a basic average 

“altitude,” at any particular moment we may display responses above or below average according 

to stress and-or how we handle regular or unexpected positive or negative life events. All 

“altitudes” (or fundamentally stable, structured developmental levels) contribute to the Kosmos’ 

many important realizations both considering the Kosmos as a living (but contingent) whole and as 

what its subcomponent parts (or rather, “participants” because they can also be considered as 

related minor consciousnesses) experience. Thus, as integralists, we should try not to dismiss any 

of the valid findings, other than the unwarranted negations of each other findings. 

States: “States are fleeting, temporary aspects of phenomena found in all four quadrants. In 

the Upper Left, for example, there are the three great natural states of waking, dreaming, and 

deep dreamless sleep; meditative states; and peak experiences (all of which can be accessed by 

virtually any level of development). Other examples of states include brain states in the Upper 

Right; cultural states (e.g., mass hysteria) in the Lower Left; and weather states in the Lower 

Right.” (AQAL Glossary, Rentschler, 2013).
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From: examiner.com   

I also think of “States” (in the subjective quadrant) as “openings” or temporary “windows” to 

perspectivally situated, disclosure experiences 

experience and even to non-duality. I think that Wilber and Vedanta teac

I want to emphasize its importance, especially in relation to 

connective states which bring into our awareness inter

There is a large indefinite numbe

states.” However there are three main

sleep) and according to Vedanta, the first relates with the Gross (Physical) Realm, the second with 

the Subtle Realm and the third 

been ontologically and epistemologically disclosed as corresponding to levels of the structure of 

the Kosmos veiling God’s non

Dreaming would not merely naturally relate 

remain willfully conscious during 

to the beings that use that real

we as “The Witness” (as a pure consciousness without objects) reside. With practice 

remain awake in this state in which 

and forms vanishes and is replaced by a vast, perhap

I must add that being aware as “The Witness” is not the ultimate, non

equally embracing all contingent objects without being possessed by them is.

Basically speaking, “states” ar

level of development). They are temporary 

mutually excluding (if one is awake one is not asleep). 

not just be temporary experiences of consciousness but 

perceptions but (however positive or elating) they should not be confused with 

of development, “altitude” or 

supported by the three “shariras”

Yoga and already the three “koshas”

Subtle Realm (the pranomaya kosha

discursive “rational, “either-or” 

wisdom-connecting, “vision-logic”

understandable to a spiritually rational (integral) person

      From: Integral Institute 2006  

think of “States” (in the subjective quadrant) as “openings” or temporary “windows” to 

perspectivally situated, disclosure experiences which are related with any of the main realms of 

duality. I think that Wilber and Vedanta teachings agree with that but 

I want to emphasize its importance, especially in relation to Exopolitics. There may also be 

which bring into our awareness inter-realm interactions.  

There is a large indefinite number of states, including natural and drug-induced “paranormal 

three main subjective states (normal awakeness, 

) and according to Vedanta, the first relates with the Gross (Physical) Realm, the second with 

and the third with the Causal. Here, each element of the Structuring 

been ontologically and epistemologically disclosed as corresponding to levels of the structure of 

the Kosmos veiling God’s non-contingent essence.   

naturally relate us with the Subtle Realm but one 

remain willfully conscious during this state gaining greater access to Subtle Realm

beings that use that realm. The state of deep sleep relates with the Causal R

pure consciousness without objects) reside. With practice 

remain awake in this state in which our subjectivity experienced as possessed by exterior objects 

vanishes and is replaced by a vast, perhaps infinite “space” of all possibilities. 

I must add that being aware as “The Witness” is not the ultimate, non-dual state (

equally embracing all contingent objects without being possessed by them is. 

are always potentially available regardless of “altitude

level of development). They are temporary experiential arrangements of interaction

(if one is awake one is not asleep). “States” (which are normally fleeting) may 

not just be temporary experiences of consciousness but connect us with other worlds 

but (however positive or elating) they should not be confused with 

t, “altitude” or level of consciousness. The three main “states” 

“shariras” or main bodies of energy recognized in schools like

“koshas” (or fundamental levels of consciousness) 

maya kosha or gross-etheric-subtle connection, manomay

or” mind and vijnana maya kosha or holistic, budhi 

logic”-inducing, integrative, intuitive mind) are perfectly 

understandable to a spiritually rational (integral) person.
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 It is mostly a matter of ending 

 

think of “States” (in the subjective quadrant) as “openings” or temporary “windows” to 

related with any of the main realms of 

hings agree with that but 

. There may also be 

induced “paranormal 

, dreaming and deep 

) and according to Vedanta, the first relates with the Gross (Physical) Realm, the second with 

Structuring Trinity has 

been ontologically and epistemologically disclosed as corresponding to levels of the structure of 

with the Subtle Realm but one would be able to 

greater access to Subtle Realm information and 

eep sleep relates with the Causal Realm in which 

pure consciousness without objects) reside. With practice we may also 

possessed by exterior objects 

s infinite “space” of all possibilities. However, 

dual state (Turiyatita) but 

 

altitude” (or overall 

arrangements of interaction. “States” are 

(which are normally fleeting) may 

connect us with other worlds and 

but (however positive or elating) they should not be confused with our overall levels 

The three main “states” support and are 

schools like Vedanta and 

levels of consciousness) related with the 

manomaya kosha or 

budhi or higher intellect, 

mind) are perfectly 

a matter of ending a “great 



taboo” historically blocking awareness of who we are (even present at incipient integral stages). It 

behooves us to demonstrate its legitimate -even practical- applications and of transforming a 

toxic, fear and distortion-favoring, shadow-like preference for maintaining degrees of ignorance 

and disconnection from our own natural, non-physical aspects.  

If we focus upon gross form evolution the non-physical bodies of energy may be thought of as 

simply providing “potentials” for evolution (and thus as only being potentially real) but if we focus 

upon the spiritual unity of Being, the non-physical bodies may be thought of as more “actual” and 

“real” than the physical energy body. Thus, what we may consider “real” also is a matter of 

perspective (either from multiplicity and contingency or from spiritual simplicity and unity) but I 

think that, as theorists (of which I include exopoliticians and integrative-integral thinkers in 

general), we must not wait for people in general to be ready to accept Subtle Realm realities (and 

thus to support us when doing so) but to actively engage now in these considerations simply 

because the level of interactive events with other realities seems to be on the rise or –at least- 

becoming integrally important to understand scientific and culturally transformative themes like 

conscious survival of bodily death, the manipulation of space-time and the exopolitical meaning of 

the extraterrestrial presence. Another reason is that  

We must understand that “states” do not equate with level of development. Feeling “high” may 

relate with the intimate, subjectively focused, Platonic value sphere of “Beauty.” It may also relate 

with the “Ananda” quality of joy or bliss derived from God understood as “Saguna Brahman” (or 

God with qualities) but -to correlate with a “high” developmental level- I think that it should also 

correlate with “Reason” (the Platonic value sphere of “Truth”) and with “Ethics” (the Platonic 

value sphere of “The Good”). In a few words, feeling “high” is not enough. Moreover, connective 

states with other realities may or may not coincide with higher basic levels of personal 

development. 

I want to add that we should also speak of “states” as occurring under every quadratic expression 

and that -besides subjective states- there are “brain states,” “energy states,” “anomalous 

intersubjective behavioral states” and I would even think of (ordinary and anomalous) inter-realm 

(or interdimensional) connective states. I think that, accompanying certain specific types of ET 

contacts and-or physical contacts states, there are temporary states of brain organization and 

inter dimensional energy states that may permit greater, gradations of conscious inter-realm 

interactions and processing. Measuring brain states and other physical parameters during 

different kinds of contact experiencers should produce important information.  

Combining States of Consciousness with Levels of Consciousness in a chart may give us a more 

specific idea about the varieties of religious and spiritual experiences.  The “Wilber-Combs Lattice” 

(created by Ken Wilber and Allan Combs)
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 illustrates how these may be both perceived and 

interpreted and this model may find usefulness also in the study of extraterrestrial contacts. It 

combines states of consciousness related to the Gross, Subtle and Causal energy bodies (and, I 

would emphasize, to their corresponding realms) with the dominant level of consciousness of 

individuals. The resulting experience and interpretation profoundly relates with these factors. The 

non-dual state (in Vedanta called “Turiyatita” in which a sense of separation between 

transcendental consciousness and any expression of relative and-or contingent reality is 

meaningless) can be understood as the most inclusive “state” which, nonetheless, is beyond 

distinctions of name and form. This would perhaps make of “states” (a word also related with that 

which is “static” or unchanging) an AQAL “element” potentially existing outside the duality which 

gives rise to the whole system.  



One of the consequences of states is that it provides an incipient means to understand a little 

more how we interpret meaningful spiritual experiences differently. For instance, if we had a 

numinous “spiritual” experience during an intense revelation given by extraterrestrials during a 

contact and our “state of awareness” corresponded to a Causal Realm or Causal body state, our 

enactment and interpretation of the experience would differ according to our dominant level of 

consciousness. Without considering that at each more inclusive altitude we might often tend to 

erroneously dismiss what is more naturally perceived at previous altitudes, generally speaking, we 

would be able to include more perspectives at an “integral turquoise” altitude than at a “pluralistic 

Green” one, a “rational orange” one, a “mythic Amber” one or “magic red” one.  

According to the following version of the Wilber-Combs Lattice (showing six altitude levels and 

four basic states), there would essentially be 24 basic ways of combining “states” and general 

developmental “altitudes” to enact and interpret what could be called “spiritual experiences ” or 

numinous experiences of ultimate, life-defining meaning. These would be 24 different ways of 

having spiritual experiences. These could include a whole range of numinous experiences in 

relation with what particular extraterrestrial groups might be trying to sincerely or manipulatively 

impress on us during ET-human interactions.  The ET-related experience would be “seen” through 

a particular state or perceptive “window” and also fundamentally interpreted through the 

predominant level of consciousness. However, let’s not discard other interpretive factors (like 

particular worldviews associated with the general level of consciousness) also influencing the 

experience-interpretation.     

 

                               From: integrallife.com 

 

Types: “Horizontal styles (my highlight) available to any developmental level within the 

quadrants. Examples of types include Myers-Briggs, Enneagram, masculine and feminine in the 

Upper Left; body types in the Upper Right; cultural types in the Lower Left; and types of biomes in 

the Lower Right.” (AQAL Glossary, Rentschler, 2013).
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Types: “These are valid distinctions (my highlight) that are not covered under Wilber’s other 

categorizations. Masculine/feminine, the nine Enneagram categories, and Jung's archetypes and 

typologies, among innumerable others, are all valid types in Wilber's schema. Wilber makes 

“types” part of his model in order to point out that these distinctions are different from, and in 

addition to the already mentioned distinctions: quadrants, lines, levels and states.” (From 

Wikipedia article: “Ken Wilber”).
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“Types are the variety of consistent styles (my highlight) that arise in various domains and occur 

irrespective of developmental levels. Types can overlap or be incongruous. Drawing again on the 

hiking metaphor, we can think of types as the different kinds of hikers there are—those who like to 

go fast, those who meander, those who take lots of pictures, those who like to sing, and so on. 

These kinds of people tend to hike like this regardless of what kinds of trails they are on or terrains 

they are moving through; they bring their unique style wherever they go. As with the other 

elements, types have expressions in all four quadrants.” (Sean Esbjörn-Hargens, “Overview of 

Integral Theory”).
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There are types of weather (tropical, Mediterranean, Arctic), types of technologies, but also types 

of civilizations according to energy use (Kardashev), types of contacts, types of ET physiognomies, 

types of ET vehicles, etc.  

Pathological AQAL-Based Exclusivisms 

Quadrant-based: Without a healthy integral awareness, the partial truths expressed within a 

quadrant can be taken as the whole, as all that matters or as what matters the most even if 

excluding others in a reductionist manner.  

 

From: m.architectural-review.com 

However, trying to consider as much content from every quadrant in an obsessive way in order to 

include as many aspects as possible may not be practical and lead to enervation. Thus, in a certain 

way the solution may be to be potentially ready to work with every quadratic space of expression 

but in a natural, flowing manner.  



Level-based: If we (consciously or subconsciously) hold on to the idea that we are 

predominantly operating from a superior higher level of development and dismiss the findings, 

methods and values of people who may or may not predominantly operate from less inclusive 

levels, we may also deceive ourselves and discard genuine discoveries. For instance, are Heaven 

and miracles real or are they simply a product of human imagination during a mythic level of 

development? Is prayer answered by God? Is there an angelic realm which can assist us? Perhaps 

many of these “mythic” things are permanent and “real” (and not just temporarily real for mythic 

altitude consciousnesses following a reality-disclosing method like prayer. Perhaps they can be 

more completely understood with development. These would have to be investigated in a 

genuine, integral way and not simply discarded.  

While mythic disclosures and interpretations may pre-date rational, scientific one and in some 

aspects they are less inclusive, there may be states and methods that disclose actual facts about 

things that exist in their own realm and that can momentarily (under shared state-based 

arrangements) interact with “ours.” Perhaps some of these (mythic-otherworldly) discoveries 

were more agreeable during mythic stages of individual and cultural development but could have 

been erroneously dismissed and repressed (rather than understood more in depth) during 

modern, postmodern and even incipient “integral” stages. This is particularly true about things 

otherworldly, including the extraterrestrial presence. Without a well-established, genuine, integral 

awareness the worldviews, methods and most meaningful findings proper to posterior levels of 

development (including incipient integral) often seem truer than many features of the worldviews, 

methods and most meaningful findings related to previous levels of development. While slavery 

may have been internationally outlawed in the worldcentric, modern era, we may have lost an 

intimate connection with a transcendental other. The same suppressive pattern of previous 

wisdom would have happened between feudal agrarian societies ruled by religion and previous 

tribal, animistic ones.   

If a person’s cognitive line were at an advanced integral level but his or her moral line were at a 

self-centered, red level individual inspired by intolerant leaders and doctrines we would have a 

potential Dr. Mengele ready to serve a dictatorship for personal pride or gain. Human and 

extraterrestrial individuals may also display different levels of development in their particular 

subjective lines of development or intelligent capacities. Some may be more emotional, some may 

be more empathic (interpersonally intelligent). Some may be more cognitively (and 

technologically) advanced with a comparable level of moral development and some may not. 

Moreover, some may be more spiritual but less emotional or even more spiritual and less 

cognitively developed. They might be able to operate interdimensionally and-or 

transdimensionally but still be pre-integrally atrophied in some lines of development.   



                                 

From: From: Integral Naked: Introduction to Integral Theory and Practice             From: Excerpt D: The Look of a Feeling (Wilber, 2006) 

State-based:  We should not confuse states with well-structured levels of development. 

Experiencing expansive, pleasant states of consciousness –even non-dual states- may be confused 

with having achieved a well-structured, spiritual and ethical altitude or a general level of ego and 

self-identity development. Through the emotional line someone could become addicted to a 

pleasant emotion which detracts from the information given by other lines. A care-free, expansive 

feeling may correspond to a less restricted, heavenly (upper Subtle or perhaps Causal) perception 

state but it should not be confused with a permanent evolutionary structure or trait.  The same 

goes on if we are feeling down. Moreover, if some states are connected with remarkable abilities 

(like psychic abilities) they do not necessarily indicate overall level of development.  

Type-based: Being an extrovert is not necessarily superior than being an introvert; being a 

woman is not necessarily superior than being a man; being Native American is not necessarily 

superior than being white; a good-looking Et is not necessarily superior to a weird-looking one; 

being a type nine in the Enneagram is not necessarily superior than being a type three; being an 

endomorph is not necessarily superior than being an mesomorph; being a Latino is not necessarily 

superior than being a WASP; being a “Praying Mantis” ET is not necessarily superior than being a 

“Tall White” ET. Many of the “types” with which we can classify conscious, living entities are like 

durable traits through which their life experiences flow. For the most part, they serve the purpose 

of being suitable to an entity’s required life experiences. On the other hand, certain types 

(especially of things), like types of ET civilizations, types of contacts, types of contact methods, 

types of behaviors) may be more or less positively integrating, life promoting or life restricting, 

depending on the level of existential relativity under which we must make choices.  

Holons 

“A term coined by Arthur Koestler. In [Integral Theory], a holon refers to a whole that is 

simultaneously part of another whole, or “whole/part.” Whole atoms are parts of whole 

molecules, which themselves are parts of whole cells, and so on. There are individual holons and 

social holons. The main difference between the two is that individual holons have a subjective 

awareness or dominant monad (an “I”), while social holons have an intersubjective awareness, 

dominant mode of discourse, or predominant mode of resonance (a “We”/“Its”): social holons 

emerge when individual holons commune. Individual and social holons follow the twenty tenets. 

Lastly, “holon,” in the broadest sense, simply means “any whole that is a part of another whole,” 



and thus artifacts and heaps can loosely be considered “holons” (AQAL Glossary, Rentschler, 

2013).
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The concept of “HOLONS” was created by Arthur Koestler
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 while pondering issues of Systems 

Theory and living organizations and it is fundamental to Wilber’s thinking, although (since he 

incorporated it in the 1990’s) his ideas about it have changed a little.  Holons can be said to be 

“parts” in one context and “wholes” in another. Every “thing” and-or “occasion” in the Kosmos can 

be understood as a “holon.” I emphasize that, when experiencing any particular or definable 

“thing,” event, occasion, or phenomenon through a dual, limited consciousness (through what 

Wilber might call a “perspective”) we find that these (in a way that reminds us of Gödel’s 

incompleteness theorems) can be understood as “holons.”  These are partially defined and 

partially incomplete structuring entities (or as simultaneous “parts-wholes”). Wilber, basically 

considers that “holons” are neither things nor processes but “parts-wholes” of more inclusive 

“parts-wholes.” Also, (as in normal holistic views) wholes are more than the sum of its parts. While 

“holons” display the four quadratic perspectives this doesn’t mean that appropriate hierarchies 

can be built by combining them all. Thus, he also makes clear that we should not confuse physical 

holons with subjectivity-possessing, social and cultural holons. Each more or less inclusive “part-

whole” should hierarchically stack up (or down) with its own quadratic kind. In other words, atoms 

(belonging to the “physiophere), hierarchically (or rather, “holarchically) “stack up” with 

molecules, rocks and mountains but not with memes, ideas and cultures
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I think that “holons” are universal structuring principles and-or Meta organizing entities which 

make particulars acquire the characteristics of “wholes” unto themselves (like defined “things”) 

but also of “parts” dynamically related to more inclusive wholes (like “processes”). They are the 

universal metaphysical “building blocks” of existents which can express subjectivity, 

intersubjectivity, objectivity and inter-objectivity. Being “parts-wholes” they transcend and 

include their constituent complementary opposites given by the duality of “subdivision-unity” and 

I think that “holons” derive from a higher level of metaphysical and ontological unity responding 

to consciousness and prevailing over dualistic disaggregation thus producing a self-transcending 

tendency to re-unite opposites (which under duality and contingency are never complete unto 

themselves).  They are “part-wholes” but may also be the structuring patterns of whatever can be 

distinguished by consciousness ever activating potentials for being since, even when immersed in 

duality in essence remains free in the realm of Pure Being. “Holons” seem to reveal the difference 

and unity (or connection) between transcendental completion and manifest incompletion. 

Perhaps the “whole” aspect can be thought of as “quantum fields” guiding the “parts” or particles 

aspect manifesting under a less inclusive (physically measurable within space-time) context.   

“Holons” are essential for Integral Theory and for an integral model about unfolding “stages” of 

“evolution” (understood as complexity and development). They would be primordial for any 

integral philosophy aiming at findings the common patterns that connect all forms of knowledge. 

Nonetheless, “holons” are not considered one of AQAL’s “five elements.”  Delving into a necessary 

short philosophical parenthesis, I think that “holons” originate deep within as a metaphysical 

consequence of God creating the three-fold Kosmos by generating the appearance of duality.  



When “Pure Being” or the Absolute beyond contrasts or (as perennial philosophy and rational 

metaphysician Fritjoff Schuon would call it) “Being beyond being”
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 generates duality as a relative 

distinction between his “Being” and the possibility (as an idea) of “non-being,” three divine 

persons/living aspects naturally co-arise outside of a sequential order. When in the ever 

transcending, “Absolute’s Mind” (in essence equivalent to the concept of “Sunyatta” in Buddhism 

and of “The Ineffable” in negative, apophatic theology) “being” implies “non-being” “relation” as 

that which connects Truth with illusion (beyond the apparent chasm separating being from non-

being) metaphysically arises as the “Logos” or Intelligence connecting an otherwise chaotic 

manifestation back to principle, order and to “Being beyond being,” the One Source. Moreover, 

the presence of the Source within His creation remains as a relational spirit that also is the original 

radiance from which forms in the various levels of the Kosmos are generated. This would be the 

divine level in which (although ultimately God is only One Absolute) “Being as one,” “Being as two” 

and “Being as three” (the Father, the Logos and Relation) gives rise to the pre-quadratic 

“dimensions” (the Interior, Exterior, Individual and Plural) that –in a subsequent metaphysical 

step) combine to form the “quadrants.” I also think that each of the three “divine beings” or 

aspects of Being (perfectly unified under God’s Transcendental Unity after God’s self-observation) 

directly produce and correspond to each of the three main realms of existence (the Physical for 

God creating under the guise of diversity and exterior primacy, the Subtle for God creating under 

the guise of relation and of the equal importance of Subjective Interiors and Objective Exteriors 

and the Causal for God creating under the guise of principle or of the (closer to non-duality) 

primacy of Subjective Interiors).  

Would God “evolve?” Not in my view because God by definition (understood as beyond any 

limitations) is really Absolute in the highest sense of the meaning, a “Pure Being” (the origin of 

definition, understanding, logics, contrasts or even of opposites), an Infinite Absolute that ever-

transcends and includes whatever can be oppose to “it” such as the opposite idea of that which is 

“not-God,” or the idea of “other” separated by a pseudo distinction or “chasm,” giving rise to the 

“relative” (which has to be reconciled). God is ultimate, indefinable “isness” and even its opposite 

relatively “is” because of it. While this mental recognition lies at the limits of meaningful 

recognition under a “both-and” logic leaving room only for the First Person, experience of being, it 

only points toward that ultimately unknowable being signified (it can be experienced with greater 

and deeper levels of non-dual meaning but it always goes infinitely beyond and beyond). It is 

God’s dependent “vision,” His “creation,” His “Kosmos,” His “creatures” which “evolve” (also in 

relation with the mutually immanent, complementary and interactive) involution of potentials 

from higher realms into lower ones (and vice versa) while all of “creation” is sustained as a 

reflection of His Being (as the many manifestations of the “value spheres” of Good, Truth and 

Beauty themselves depend on the transcendental Trinitarian Principle or, simply, the Structuring 

Trinity). 

Now, “coming down to earth” a little more I think that understanding “holons” more completely 

and how they represent a fundamental structuring influence in all of creation-manifestation-

emanation (yes, creation, manifestation and emanation can be compatibly understood and –



particularly- in what we experience as “evolutionary processes” is vital. Understanding the 

healthy, hierarchical meaning of this structuring influence can help us develop an intelligently 

organized, post postmodern philosophy and-or cosmology that includes but transcends Earth 

concerns and boundaries while embracing what could be a basic “common understanding” among 

space-faring civilizations. As exopoliticians we need to educate ourselves on these philosophical 

matters, mostly to get a better idea of how the Kosmos is structured; to know who, what and 

where we are in the Kosmic scheme of things and to be more conversant, (even standing our 

ground) under our own human “voice” among a variety of benign and less benign ETs.  

If (besides AQAL and its “elements”) “holons” are other aspects of a universal integral 

understanding where can we start reading more about them in earnest? For starters (within an IT 

context) learning about the twenty (or so) characteristics or tendencies (the “twenty tenets”) of 

“holons” would be best by first reading Ken Wilber’s Sex, Ecology, Spirituality: the Spirit of 

Evolution (1995). Also, Mark Edwards’ “A Brief History of Holons” adds important considerations. 

However, knowledge about “holons” and their characteristics is not “settled in stone” and can still 

be improved because IT as a whole should also grow to include much of what has been left out or 

been erroneously emphasized and de-emphasized. 

Perhaps thinking about “holons” as “fundamental” (as denoted by the Greek suffix “on” also used 

for elementary particles) is adequate. When our understanding of “reality” starts with the 

dichotomy “is – is not” we begin to understand that anything that can be defined is but also is in 

relation to that which it is not; thus part of a greater whole of the two combined. However, even if 

the Greek prefix “Hol” refers to totalities, “holons” do not privilege either “wholes” or “parts.” 

They (like the Taoist Yin/Yang interplay) indeed strive between representing clearly defined 

entities, complementary-related entities and mutually immanent, non-definable entities. Holons 

would be a link between the absolutely indefinable and the relatively definable. They are both 

things and non-things, specific and non-specific. Perhaps they could be thought of as “Meta 

organizing entities,” organizing expressions of the Mind of God, transcending and including every 

other duality-constructed and distinguished entity. Within these polarities, holons would be able 

to represent specific either-or things, relational-complementary event-things and subjectively-only 

defined entities which are mutually immanent to each other (as in the Causal Realm). They would 

be represented by three major logics or ways of making sense of what is experienced by 

consciousness. 

As previously said, simultaneously combining all those characteristics “holons” should not be 

understood as “things” or as “processes” but as “part-wholes” (and, again, in my view, perhaps as 

universal structuring principles and Meta organizing entities). They would tend to preserve their 

identities and yet to extend themselves in communion or association forming horizontal (same 

level or “heterarchical”) and vertical (more or less inclusive and transcending or “hierarchical”) 

“holarchies.” The greater a holon’s horizontal reach the greater its “span” and the more levels a 

holon has the greater its “depth.”  



The characteristics of “holons” underlie evolutionary processes and how the Kosmos is 

intelligently structured and are central to Wilber’s assumptions. All advance into novelty would be 

understood as holons acquiring new emergent properties when transcending and including a 

previous holarchical level. All living entities would clearly be dynamically structured as “holons” 

and we would have “holonic patterns” in common with extraterrestrials and with every other 

sentient being. 

 “Holons” (perhaps with the exception of “heaps” or of not reproducing, not socializing piles of 

things and even of cultural “artifacts”) would express under the four main “perspectives” (the 

“quadrants”). However, if I’m not mistaken, in Wilber’s first 1995 AQAL Model, all (quantitative 

and qualitative) things could be understood as “holons” simultaneously displaying the Four 

Quadrants and, later on, he apparently rectified himself (working along with Fred Hoffman) 

distinguishing “heaps” which lack defining patterns and “artifacts” (products made by individual or 

social holons but lacking self-generated patterns) from “true holons” perhaps considering that 

only those entities which can self-transcend while possessing interiorities are true holons.
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However, I hold on to the original idea that all things that can be distinguished by consciousness 

are “true holons” with four simultaneous quadratic aspects. If we do not perceive the interior, 

subjective quadrants in physical “inanimate matter” it may be because at this level of organization 

it is more expressed in its Subtle and Causal Realm counterparts. In fact, many repeated 

experiences of astral projectors and Near Death experiencers refer to Subtle Realm levels in which 

things are alive with a presence. 

 While the atoms that are parts of heaps and artifacts have more obvious self-defining, intrinsic 

patterns (and according to Arthur Young a certain degree of freedom) I think that the information-

responding, interconnected, self-evolving, autopoietic life of heaps and artifacts may be exteriorly 

evidenced in the Subtle Realm and above. The interiorities of heaps and artifacts may not just be 

correlated with their atomic-molecular level coherent intelligent arrangements (a form of 

subjectivity and intersubjectivity) but (in a more exteriorly obvious way) to the Subtle Realm which 

can also non-locally connect them with the interiorities of other non-physically reproducing 

objects and with the interiorities of more clearly-noticeable (and developed) individual sentient 

beings. I’m trying to honor the shamanic and magical experiences-disclosures that not only 

recognize that objects can possess mental-spiritual qualities but also relate with the subjective 

mental qualities of individuals that fabricated or related with them in ritualistic or other ways. The 

connections with physical heaps and artifacts would include non-physical, Subtle Realm embedded 

consciousnesses and these less sentient (or possessing a rudimentary subjectivity) material objects 

(like heaps and artifacts) would be able to maintain a non-local connection with fields of memories 

and subjective meanings belonging to more individual, conscious, self-directing entities expressing 

a more proper or more obvious outward holonic display in the physical realm.  

In a healthy “holarchy” (or holoarchy) all holon levels are –essentially speaking- equally necessary. 

Theoretically speaking, there would not be a final top dominant holon as holon levels can extend 

up or down in a fractal-like but hierarchically organized manner. This would be particularly 



important when referring to beings with individual centers of consciousness. Their “altitude” 

would also relate with how many holonic levels (or depth) they include and their value would be 

their ability to effect harmonious change in more levels of the holarchy. All holons have a 

tendency to self-preserve and a tendency to commune (in the same level and with greater and 

lesser inclusive levels) in the holarchy.  

Individual consciousnesses embedded in a holarchy are affected by these tendencies. If they strive 

to self-assert in excess or pathologically as “dominator holons” there’ll be a limit on how much 

they are allowed to disrupt the self-preservation and harmonies of other holons in what could be 

called “The Great Holarchical Chain of Life.” What might be excessive is partly defined by how 

they harm or enhance the intersubjective relations of particular societies. Any “entity” (considered 

either as a “thing” or as a “being”) once understood as a “holon” would have (as previously 

mentioned) a tendency to extend itself by communing with other “holons” on its own level (or 

horizontally-heterarchically). It would also have a tendency to transcend itself by embracing less 

inclusive “holons” while simultaneously becoming part of a more inclusive holonic level.  

Being a thing and a non-thing, any entity understood as a “holon” would have the tendency 

toward preserving its consistency as a “thing” as well as (due to its completeness) the tendency to 

extend in communion and vertical transcendence in order to complete itself. It is a unit but also 

insufficient or incomplete on its own and to preserve its self-consistent meaning needs to extend 

beyond itself. It seems to follow Gödel’s incompleteness theorems meant for second order 

arithmetic systems but basically based on “either-or,” classic logical premises. Conscious earthly or 

extraterrestrial entities also would have to do the same according to how much their 

consciousnesses are embedded in holon dualities (of which there is the dichotomous, more 

exterior or object-depending “either-or,” the subjective and exteriors, relational “both-and” and 

the interior self-emphasizing, mutually implicating (or “immanescing” if this word is acceptable) 

“neither-not.” The latter “neither-nor” logic means that nothing can be defined in exterior terms 

as objects relating with each other. It also means that subjectivity and mutual interiors prevails in 

what remains as the existence of dependent, exterior objects.  

If an entity’s agentic and self-preserving tendencies prevail in excess over its communion 

tendencies it can become pathologically dominant. If an entity’s receptive and communing 

tendencies prevail too much over its agentic aspects it can pathologically lose its distinctiveness. In 

both cases, if there isn’t a capacity within the culture and social system to process this favorably 

the holarchy (as with cancerous cells spreading) sickens.  

Different Needs in the ET Harvest 

If what is often heard about some aggressive, self-serving reptilians and about some of the greys is 

true (and they are exhausting the cultural and social capacities to accept and metabolize the 

arrangement in a healthy way) there may be a pathological relation between the collective “hive” 

mentality attributed to at least some of the greys and the excessively self-asserting mentality 

attributed to at least some of the reptilians. The same may be true between other ET species and, 



perhaps humans not possessing such clearly-defined tendencies. Under the three logics allowed by 

“holons” we may be of interest to multiple ET species trying to sway us into exploitative, 

complementary or interiors-combining relationships. These three types of ET interests would 

relate to ways of accessing the three main logics or ways of creating meaning in the three 

correlated main realms of being and their interactions. In other words, different ETs would be 

after ways to enhance their experiences or experiential powers by acquiring from us elements 

they might lack. As a complex species capable of a vast range of experiences and not particularly 

bound by one of the main logics we might have access to the creative powers of the three realms 

combined.  

Perhaps the less benevolent and physically-bound ones would be interested in more physically 

exploitative, “either-or” ways; some others in relational “both-and” co-definitions and the most 

advanced (both self-serving and in service to others) would be after mutually implicated, interior 

transformations associated with a deeper “neither-nor” (causal and multi-realm affecting) logic. 

The probability of modifying sub-realms of existence within the three main realms may increase 

with greater levels of transdimensional knowledge, science and awareness. At a certain level of 

development we will have to confront the legal exopolitical issue of the rights which individual 

entities (like ourselves or others) have to maintain or modify how their experiential realities are 

structured.  

The following is even more speculative but we may have been genetically seeded by a variety of ET 

species and they (or their descendants) may now be eager to “harvest” some complex and 

creative human qualities in terms of their different specific needs. Some may want to improve 

themselves by learning from our “either-or” primal, physical survival impulses; others from our 

relational “both-and” potentials and still some others from the way we may intimately reach 

(perhaps through prayer and selfless love) high levels of connection with the Universal Mind and 

Heart of the Kosmos active in the “seed” or Causal Realm. If ETs gain access to our Subtle Realm 

enactive potential capacities they may be able to generate more creative physical effects in 

various physical systems, timelines and universes; if they gain access to our Causal Realm enactive 

potential capacities the may be able to generate even more powerful effects both in the Subtle 

Realm and in the Physical Realm. Since we might possess greater capacities than the sum of many 

ET species combined (besides Earth’s hominids or proto humans which may have evolved naturally 

and under some ET intervention) many ET beings (from the original seeding evolutionary lines or 

even hybrid progenies) may understand that they have a “right” to intervene us to try to 

heal/unravel different atrophies and blockages in their different capacities or lines of 

development. If this is the case, God’s role would perhaps be related with the spiritual patterns 

and principles that can be received by a physical being through adequate DNA and DNA-

connecting, Causal, Subtle and Physical structured forms and energies. Besides the laws of nature, 

God might have inspired the essential process of designing humans. This will need to be discussed. 

I think that different ET groups with different needs in all this may have agreed to intervene under 

certain procedures if they don’t interfere with each other’s plans. My guess is that the more we 

become consciously aware of who we are and how we relate to how the Kosmos is structured, the 



more we will realize that we have ‘inalienable’ rights that have to be respected and the more ET 

species in general will have to negotiate in a respectful manner with us. If ETs are already capable 

of using non-physical realms and their logics in their technologies to create macro-scale, non-local 

physical effects they probably interact with us by perceiving what we are subconsciously and 

unconsciously broadcasting because these subjective aspects would correspond to the interiors of 

non-physical realms. The key would be to become more integrally conscious of these subconscious 

and unconscious subjective aspects so as not to be treated as inferior creatures (or as lacking a 

conscious transdimensional status) particularly by some of the self-serving ET types.  

Beyond Orthodox AQAL 

A Tête-à-tête about the “Tri-Realm Multiverse” 

Besides the “FIVE ELEMENTS” regularly used to explore reality under ordinary conditions, we may 

have to consider further “elements” to understand what are popularly called “paranormal 

phenomena.” While the concept of three main realms of being (perhaps simultaneously 

interactive, complementary and mutually immanent) is conceivable (and perhaps incipiently 

included), this concept in today’s orthodox “Integral Theory” has not been developed. Ken Wilber 

and I would probably agree under some non-orthodox version of what many perennial 

philosophers (or, simply, “perennialists”) call the “Great Chain of Being”
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 that the more 

comprehensive, yet relative, worlds of creation and-or manifestation are not unchanging, 

metaphysical “pre-givens” but, rather, co-created and partially disclosed by individual agents in 

evolving, situated, conscious experience and interpretation. Also (following Vedanta and other 

cosmological models originating in mystical, non-dual experiences), we would probably agree that 

these “worlds” can be subdivided into three main expressions (in my view both “potential” and 

“actual” realms of being, according to more or less inclusive, realm-based perspective) which can 

be termed the “Gross” or “Physical,” the “Subtle” (or Mental, Psychic, Astral) and the “Causal” or 

“Seed” realms.  

A new understanding of what is ontologically real about non-physical realms and new Integral 

Theory guidelines about “situated enactment” and “co-creation” will have to ensue. This will 

probably be crucial in order to gain more understanding on how might extraterrestrials (allegedly 

often coming from other physical worlds and-or timelines representative of their own coherent, 

physically stable system of “kosmic habits”) utilize the Subtle/Astral/Psychic/Mental Realm (in 

an actual and potential manner) to interact with our particular physical reality system. Also, our 

particular physical reality system or “universe” may be a (lower symmetry?) subset of that Subtle 

Realm in which space and time may not be expressed as we know them. 

If the higher and the lower realms could be seen as corresponding to simpler and more complex 

realms we could say that -as complementary pairs- they are inextricably one. Complexity or 

multiplicity invested in the causal power of exteriors would arise from simplicity (and many sages 

on Earth following rational thinking have tried to work from this premise). However, due to 



complementarity, simplicity could also be said to arise from complexity. Thus, the higher worlds 

aren’t just static “pre-givens” from which the physical world(s) arise. Each is defined by a principle 

but there’s a co-creative give and take. The “higher” or more inclusive (and exteriorly less invested 

or expressively limited) realms would provide involutionary potentials for the “lower” or less 

inclusive (and more exteriorly invested or expressively limited) ones. On the other hand, what is 

“potential” from the “lower” (or more exteriors-depending perspective) realms perspective would 

be “actual” from the higher realms’ own perspective. “Higher worlds” (worlds with more causally 

dependent exteriors and in which consciousness matters more or is more effective) are closer to 

the perspective of non-duality when non-duality is understood as a pure, unbounded subjectivity 

embracing and ultimately producing all (apparent) quadratic exteriors, a subjectivity which can 

potentially integrate all realms and worlds (possessing quadratic exteriors) and various degrees of 

multiplicity and illusion. 

Thus (unlike the rejection of the Great Chain of Being which Wilber seems to have been 

promoting and-or has been misunderstood as promoting in his “Integral Post Metaphysics” 

phase)
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 we can legitimately speak of “higher worlds” in a more mature, yet still “metaphysical,” 

manner both as actually real worlds and as potential worlds, depending if our perspective is a 

look from “below” (through a greater causal dependence on exteriors and multiplicity) or from 

“above” (through its opposite). Additionally (if we want to please modern scientific and 

postmodern constructivist critics), these “higher worlds” can be experienced, interpreted, 

enacted, interacted and disclosed creatively applying Wilber’s own advice on “three strands of 

valid knowledge.”  Furthermore, all three realms can be disclosed and experienced with the Three 

Eyes of Knowledge interchangeably: the “Eye of the Flesh” (now a vehicle suitable for each 

particular realm), the “Eye of the Mind” (the mental or “logoic” type of understanding necessary 

for each realm) and the “Eye of the Spirit” (the First person, intimate subjective experience of 

Beauty and harmony suitable for each realm).    

As previously mentioned, according to some mystical, esoteric systems (like Vedanta) we possess 

three main specific “sheaths” (shariras) which can be understood as “vehicles” or “bodies” 

correlated with the three main experiential realms of being (which are the three main bodies of 

Creation or of the Kosmos). I also think they are dependent on a (not limited to Christianity) 

Structuring Trinity and correlate to the three main “logics” or ways of making meaning and 

operating in the realms. Moreover, they correlate with the three main “states” of consciousness 

(normal waking consciousness, dreaming and subconsciousness and deep sleep or 

unconsciousness). Thus, a “Principle of Three” is quite clearly organizing bodies, realms, logics and 

states. It may also be present in levels of development correlating with the previous list. 

Moreover, perhaps even types of things can be subdivided into three following that pattern but 

this has to be carefully researched.  

 These “shariras” and their corresponding “realms” can be considered as exteriorly “structured” 

(and in that sense, “ontological”) and they would correspond to and be supported (or co-created) 

by and through the three main “states” of duality available to individuated consciousness (in my 

view we would have “Gross” or exterior quadrants-focused states, “Dream” of equally Interior-



Exterior quadrants or relationally-focused states, and “Deep Within” or Interior Quadrants, 

subjectively-focused states). “States” of consciousness would correspond to “static” (or outside of 

contingency and change) modes of being permanently offered as available arrangements within 

Universal Consciousness. They would be doorways to becoming aware of and disclosing the main 

realms. Furthermore, particular “states” of consciousness may creatively connect consciousness 

more specifically across the three main realms, their operating logics, their particular levels and 

their specific “shariras” (or spirit vehicles).  

We would also possess five “koshas” or particular forms of consciousness (types of subjectively 

structured, interpretive minds with corresponding “sharira” energy supports) that “mask” or “veil” 

pure, non-dual awareness so that consciousness can function interpretively under dual 

perspectives while modifying experiences, using and interconnecting the three main bodies. The 

Anna Maya Kosha would be the basic interpretive mind of the Gross Physical Body; the Prana 

Maya Kosha would be the interpretive connection between the Gross Physical Body and the 

“Astral” or lower, emotional aspect of the Subtle Body; the Mano Maya Kosha would be the 

interpretive, discursive, comparative, mental aspect of the Subtle Body; the Vijnana Maya Kosha 

would be the higher, intuitive mental aspect of the Subtle Body and, finally, the Ananda Maya 

Kosha would be the blissful mind of Spirit situated in the Causal Realm as the subjective 

“Witness.” Also, perhaps the Mano Maya Kosha corresponds to the interpretive mind of ego self-

centeredness in horizontal (same holonic level) relation to anything “other;” the Prana Maya 

Kosha corresponds to the interpretive mind of ego self-centeredness in vertical (inter-holonic) 

relation to many others (thus to an integrative relation with a larger group which requires the link 

of “prana” or an intermediary form of physical-subtle energy); the Mano Maya Kosha corresponds 

to the interpretive mind of the separate sense of self connected with the relational sense of self; 

the Vijnana Maya Kosha corresponds to the interpretive mind of the relational sense of self 

connected with the blissful, “pure subjective observer” sense of self and; the Ananda Maya Kosha 

corresponds to the interpretive mind of the “pure subjective sense of self connected with the non-

dual embrace of all Being (with and without form). 

As mentioned, perhaps these “koshas” are like structured epistemological, interpretive 

perspectives (or “masks” or “veils”) through which consciousness modifies the three main bodies 

(“shariras”) to be able to relate across these bodies with experiential aspects and 

enactions/disclosures of their corresponding ontological levels. A useful summary can be found at 

http://www.thekundaliniyoga.org/vedanta/pancha_kosha_five_layers_of_human_existence.aspx 

Thus, consciousness under “STATES” (using its enactive and actualizing power), epistemology 

under “KOSHAS” (five mental interpretations/perspectives in embodied consciousness) and 

ontology under “SHARIRAS” (structured energy bodies connected with structured energy realms 

displaying exteriorly projected experiential representations or “objects”) would intertwine as 

three simultaneously manifesting factors which also correspond to or reflect the main aspects of 

God’s pre-creation’s “Structuring Trinity.”  

 



Toward Trans-Realm Functioning in the Tri-Realm Multiverse 

In the Kosmos, Consciousness and its actualizing power (specified through “states” that link 

individual consciousnesses to the One Consciousness) would derive from what (in Trinitarian 

Christianity) is normally called the “Father,” but refers to the intangible connection with the 

Absolute (and to Beauty under the “I” perspective of the First Person); Epistemology (under five 

basic interpretive “koshas”) would derive from the Second Person related perspective of the 

relational “Logos” and Ontology (real ontological objects) would derive from the Third Person 

perspective “Holy Spirit,” the vehicle of expression, the multi-level energies of God’s contingent 

illusion and liason that accompanies the Logos relating duality-based creation with God The 

Father, both as an untouched, unpolluted, unlimited immanent spirit and as the apparent, 

structured energies of Exterior Quadrants within the three main realms of kosmic duality.  

Being able to integrate our awareness and natural functions with non-physical realms (and their 

sub realms) would probably represent particularly integral, evolutionary “turning points” or 

“forks” in the individual human development of the “self-system,” something which Wilber calls 

“fulcrums.”
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 I could well be that (interpreting Ilya Prigogine’s work on physical self-organizing, 

open systems as possibly applicable to human social systems) the “fulcrum” pertaining to a living 

connection with the energies, experiences, applicability and logic of the Subtle Realm (while 

primarily and sensorially inhabiting the Physical Realm) could be categorically necessary to support 

constructive, open system, social bifurcations toward what Prigogine calls a “networked 

society.”
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 However, the existence of (partially disclosed and partially actual) non-physical realms 

and its implications to fathom reality-challenging, constructive, bifurcations-provoking fields of 

investigation like human-extraterrestrial “transdimensional” interactions, “psi” phenomena, 

survival of consciousness research, pansychism and interactive-dualism in the “mind-body 

problem,” the “observer effect” and the “measurement effect” in quantum physics and cosmology 

or even the inter-realm physics of ghosts and ectoplasmic mediumship have for the most part (as 

far as I can gauge as a former academic Integral Theory student and as a current member of 

Integral Institute) not been actively explored either by Wilber or by the orthodox Integral Theory 

community. In other words, many integralists’ state of mind is still not open to these highly 

important, futuristic issues without which the influence of Integral Theory as a transformative 

model may be unfinished and individually and culturally moving into the next major 

developmental “fulcrum” might simply be impossible.  

To realize a deep transformation of human society awakening to non-physical instinctual 

motivations we need to know who we are in relation to the kosmic structure and its principles. In 

terms of exopolitics, we also need to start integrating discoveries and truth claims of different 

integrative approaches (besides those of Integral Theory) to start relating more intelligently with 

extraterrestrial beings capable of using three realms more adeptly. Furthermore, even if we left 

our physical bodies and “moved into” the Subtle Realm without a natural acceptance of non-

physical realities and a more inclusive or integrative metaphysical understanding we would 

probably tend to recreate and-or align ourselves with physical-like environments and experiences. 



Based on the accumulated evidence for “trans realm” or “paranormal” phenomena (including 

what has been disclosed and pretty much proven within serious, objective Ufology and Exopolitics) 

I consider that one of the extra “elements” that might be added to Integral Theory may have to do 

with how potential and actual states relate across “reality systems” (often popularly called 

“dimensions” as a catch-all word) formed under metaphysically different principles. These 

differences and principles make a scientific approach possible. These systems would be formed by 

stable differential interactions among the three main “realms of being.”  

From an Andean Inca-curandero worldview, in relation with “present” or actual experiences, 

higher realms are considered to belong to the past. The “Hanan Pacha” is a realm of already-given 

principles; thus in a way situated in the past. They would be pre-givens that provide potential but 

metaphysically-speaking already “happened.” However, they need not necessarily be static pre-

givens but can be visited in the actual present of high initiate Andean curanderos. On the other 

hand, emergent evolutionary events or occasions (which could be considered as establishing 

“kosmic habits” through repetition) would belong to the “future,” just as seeds emerging from the 

ground. The interaction between the past and the future would take place in experience as a co-

creative present and an actual (and actualizing) conscious event and every experience in every 

realm would exist in its own “experiential present.” Every actualization would be a way to create 

meaning in intersubjective relations with other consciousnesses within and across interconnected 

realms. Would these “habits” be like persistent, inter-realm sustained, quantum information 

“qubits,” overcoming the so-called “no-cloning theorem” which may perhaps apply to a lack of 

information from a physical systems perspective? Perhaps from a Subtle Realm perspective what –

in the Physical Realm- is a lack of information about quantum states is perfectly defined.  

The “Integral Glossary” in (integrallife.com) gives a rather reduced explanatory version about 

“realms” stating “Realm: A term that refers either to states of consciousness, the bodies that 

support such states, or both (e.g., the gross realm, the subtle realm, the causal realm).” 

(Rentschler,2013).
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 While this description correctly mentions bodies and states it doesn’t 

emphasize enough the ontological reality which those bodies also correspond to according to 

important  mystical traditions and to what can be deduced. This may be because the emphasis is 

excessively under the influence of postmodern constructionism and upon consciousness, 

epistemology and perspectives. However, keeping tabs with the inseparable expressions of the 

Trinitarian, pre-creation Reality we would need to include ontology. Thus, in my view this 

description has been rather limited on purpose and is associated with the “Integral Post 

Metaphysical” (IMP) turn that Wilber began to emphasize around 2005 in order to respond to 

modern and postmodern criticisms on Metaphysics and to create an new approach.
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 With IMP 

Wilber negates unchanging, Platonic-like, involutionarily influential, “pre-given” ontological realms 

but –in relation to “evolution”- he emphasizes the importance of situated or perspectival, 

experiential (even pansychic) co-creation of reality occurring at all levels as the way “kosmic 

habits” (which include physical laws) become established. This emphasis (which seems to deny the 

actual existence of non-physical realms) has been criticized by integral esotericists like M. Alan 

Kazlev
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 since, while speaking about the actual, pre-given existence of higher realms may be 



meaningless from the point of view of experiential disclosure and situated interpretation, as 

Wilber (at least) admits, the non-physical realms can be understood as potential influences for the 

emergence of new developments and -I would add- that they also remain actual and ontologically 

real at their own level. The various forms of relations between relatively actual and relatively 

potential realities need to be discovered and used. 

Does “God play dice” or not (as the debates between Albert Einstein and Niels Bohr may be 

simplified)?  From the perspective of us perceiving a time-forward, entropic, classic, local, Physical 

Realm in which exteriors causally dominate and manifest through the “dimensions” of time and 

space (or space-time in Einstein’s terms) God would seem to do just that when it comes to what 

may be going on in quantum events. The problem is that Einstein’s fundamentally correct sense of 

order depended upon a causality within those space-time parameters. However, considering 

metaphysical distinctions between realms; considering that the Subtle Realm may be one in which 

exteriors and subjectivities relate with equal mutually necessary relational causality under a 

different kind of order and, finally, considering that non-local quantum wave equations describe 

an intermediate, statistically controlled, “semi-real” state between the Physical and the Subtle 

realms, Einstein’s original sense might be validated. The order of information possibilities perfectly 

expressed and actualized by consciousness in Subtle Realm, objective, exterior experiences 

without the limitations of distance and duration may translate or interact under a specific order of 

physical probabilities actualized upon classical, local, entropy favoring, time-forward, physical 

measurement. The degree of separation between our conscious, classical experiences and the 

complementary, time-backwards, negentropic, physical aspects still operating in quantum events 

(but hidden from most of our conscious experience) would represent the degree of causal, 

interactive disconnection between our particular physical universe (a part of the Multiverse 

Physical Realm) and the Subtle Realm. If the connection between the time-forward and time 

backward complementary (in fact “space-time”) aspects were greater, we would experience a 

more subjectively-responsive, objective, exterior world since the time-forward and time-backward 

aspects would cancel each other to a greater degree and make our particular physical universe 

more “Subtle Realm-like.”  

In order to deepen our exopolitical understanding into the ways and abilities of extraterrestrials 

we’ll need to understand their “Meta normal” (in this case “higher than normal” not 

“paranormal”) or “trans realm functioning” capacities by discovering the non-locality we already 

have access to through our natural (for the most part currently subconscious) contact with the 

Subtle Realm. It would be a matter of understanding with more finesse these actual and potential 

relations and interactions between ontological realm levels. We’ll need to find out under what 

principles the quadrants (or quadratic perspectives available to consciousness) connect across 

realms. Furthermore, throughout historical periods there have been various degrees of 

experiential disclosures of their actual existence through sensorial mechanisms corresponding to 

the Subtle and Causal bodies already interpenetrating us, through special states of consciousness 

and disclosure methods and, also, (upon being spontaneously or artificially-induced) become more 

physically interactive.  
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The 12 perspectives that would relate three realms with four quadrants each (3 x 4 = 12) reminds 

me of the Andean “Tawa Chakana” (or four-sided bridge or cross which can also be literally 

understood as a “four-sided bridge between worlds”). This image shows a Tawa Chakana carved in 

the rock with a coiled serpent in what would normally be (when opposing complementary forces 

are at perfect equilibrium) an empty center, vaginal-like opening or void (as in a zero-point void 

when all forces or vectorial forces are in equilibrium). The central opening where living energy 

(Kawsay) emerges, here adopting a toroidal, snake-like, spiral form (also usually associated with 

the underground, “Uku Pacha” or emerging future possibilities and less-defined, chaotic life 

forces).  Each of the four up-down and left-right wider corners (possibly representing the four 

main types of spaces of expression in the worlds) relate with three steps (representing the three 

main worlds of time (pachas) which in my view also relate with the three main realms.   

 

Left image at www.mayankin.com              Right image at www.incas.info  

Perhaps the string theories’ concept of higher (perhaps compacted or perhaps as topological 

membranes) physical “spatial dimensions” would not correspond to the type of “dimensions” 

characterizing the exteriors of the Subtle Realm or how these exteriors relate with that realms’ 

interiors. Perhaps these higher “spatial dimensions” can serve to describe how different physical 

universes are structured in different interactive relations with the Subtle Realm.     

In fact, I would call the entire creation, manifestation or Kosmos (perhaps allowed to exist by God 

by retiring His Presence as effulgence by various precise degrees) “The Tri-Realm Multiverse.” In 

it, Physical Realm exteriors would be causally dominant over its interiors. However, Causal Realm 

exteriors would be almost completed dominated by its meaning-carrying interiors and Subtle 

Realm interiors would be as equally dominant as its exteriors. Furthermore, each of the realm’s 

exteriors would be actualized with a unique kind of always-available potential “substance” or 

“matter” and express a causally different type of primordial exteriors-forming substance or 

“Akasha.” This substance would adopt the realm-specific causal forms and realm-specific functions 

under the logic relevant to each of the three main manifestation Trinitarian principles.   

“Akasha” would literary mean “without shining” and could also be understood as an adaptive 

“space” suitable for containing some limited and specified degree of divine effulgence which in 

turn allows for the existence of the exterior expression “spaces” of contingent beings. It may well 



be that geometrically determined fractions of the Infinite Plenitude of God’s Light are withdrawn 

into God’s Infinite Being before His willing a dualistic Creation in order to allow relative Akashic 

“spaces” to exist for contingent beings to experience and “move” as if they were independent 

consciousnesses. Furthermore, the permanent connection between the appearance of 

independence and the ultimate actual existence of only one Being would generate the essential 

“breathing” (between Being and apparent non-being) or various structured levels of vibrations in 

the Kosmos.  

Each of the three main realms’ types of “exterior spaces” would be formed by a corresponding 

type of “Akasha.”
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 Each would be regulated by a particular emphasis of the Trinitarian Principle. 

Again, each of the three main realms would reflect a particular “person” or “aspect” of the multi-

realm, Universal (Structuring) Trinity that (even without Christian connotations) would arise after 

duality is considered (even as an illusion) in the eternal, non-dual mind containing all-possibilities, 

also known as “Great Mystery,” “Spirit” or simply…God. Also as mentioned, each realm would 

fundamentally operate under a particular “logic” (an “either-or,” a “both-and,” and a “neither-

nor” logic). Furthermore, I think that these three main realms are capable of combining in 

different proportions (according to other specific principles, for instance related with sacred 

geometries) and of producing multiple sub levels of Physical, Subtle and Causal expressions.  

I conjecture that the Causal Realm is primarily determined by Interior causes (however, it still 

maintains the distinction between self and no self or between Interior and Exterior); the Subtle 

Realm is primarily determined in an equal manner by the causal relation between Interiors and 

Exteriors (maintaining the illusion that these relations determine the self); and the Physical Realm 

is primarily determined by Exterior causes. Each specifically functions predominantly under its own 

logic and –accordingly- each primarily interacts, complementary relates and mutually immanesces 

but the three logics and relational modes also simultaneously occur among all of them. 

Furthermore, the points of connection between realms may be (as Lexi Neal states through his 

“AQAL Cube”)
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 at the insides of each quadrant and (as we apparently concur) the insides of 

Physical Quadrants would correspond to the outsides of Subtle Quadrants which, from the 

(quantum) perspective related to the Physical Realm, are perceived as “non-local.”  However, I 

think that the Subtle Realm’s exterior, space-less and time-less “non-locality” is statistically (or 

knowledge-wise) constrained or reduced when interacting with a specific classical physical system 

(our universe in the Physical Realm or physical multiverse) and-or when being measured and-or 

observed from the perspective of a consciousness (even a macro molecular pansychically 

“prehensive” arrangement) situated in that classical system. In other words, there would be 

degrees of “non-locality”: The non-locality of the statistically adjusted quantum physics situated 

between the spaceless and timeless Subtle Realm and the space and time constrained Physical 

Realm; the non-locality of the Subtle Realm; the non-locality of the almost exterior-less Causal 

Realm and the non-locality of “Pure” non-dual Consciousness.  The Physical non-locality would be 

statistically defined (a non-observed/detected quantum particle is non-local but more likely in one 

energy place and momentum state than another) within a realm of space and time imposing 

constraints on the Subtle Realm’s non-locality. The Subtle Realm’s non-locality would exist without 



the restrictions of space and time (or distance and durations) but would nonetheless manifest 

relational restrictions on what subjectivity and intersubjectivity allows to be exteriorly manifested. 

Then, the Causal Realm’s non-locality would exist without exterior restrictions but would 

nonetheless still be limited and defined by a universal subjectivity experienced as distinct from 

exteriors. Finally, we would have the “pure” non-locality of Absolute, non-dual Consciousness (of 

which we all are reflections) in which all distinctions between interiors and exteriors cease to be 

binding.   

Extending the concept of “connective insides” further, also the insides of the Subtle Realm would 

correspond to the outsides of the Causal Realm and the insides of the Causal Realm would finally 

correspond to Non-Duality completely embracing all outsides and all forms in all realms, thus 

completing a “full circle” and demonstrating the saying of the Heart Sutra from Mahayana 

Buddhism: “Form is none other than emptiness; emptiness is none other than form.”
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Exploring Inter-Realm Quantum Conjectures 

I think that the insides of the Physical Realm could be Subtle Realm exteriors but that these Subtle 

Realm exteriors (as formative forces) also interact with the Physical Realm’s local/classical 

exteriors in a semi-Subtle/semi-physical, delimited or regulated, quantum “statistical” manner in 

order to conform to universe-specific classical space and time characteristics upon being classically 

measured or detected. They would conform to the specific probabilities of the quantum wave 

equation that show as space and time characteristics. When strongly measured to detect space-

like characteristics they show space characteristics under specific probabilities and when 

measured to detect time-like characteristics they show time characteristics under specific 

probabilities but these probabilities would correspond to our experience in a particular physical 

universe as a coherent system. In other words, the interaction would not purely be “non-local” but 

semi-deterministically restricted. Information appearing in the form of Exterior objects would 

follow a program. 

My view is that - through Subtle Realm connections - the main interpretations of quantum 

mechanics (like Everett’s “Many Worlds” Interpretation which currently is more popular in 

Cosmology; Bohr’s “Copenhagen Interpretation” and its extension all the way into the role of 

consciousness by Von Neumann; De Broglie’s and Bohm’s  “Pilot Wave” and-or “Hidden Variables 

Interpretation” or Wheeler-Feynman’s “Advanced Waves-Retarded Waves” and other 

retrocausality accepting interpretations also often accepting a “bit for it” perspective) can all 

become compatible with each other by considering physical interactions with a space-time 

subsuming Subtle Realm. These interactions are at least partially demonstrated in what 

Heisenberg proposed as “semi-real” or potentially real quantum events displaying either space-

like characteristics or time-like characteristics during measurements with classic macro devices.    

In quantum states, the lack of deterministic certainty pertaining to the classical convergence of 

quantitative (space-like) position and quantitative (time-like) momentum in a specifically 

programmed physical universe (or subset universe of the Physical Realm Multiverse) would 



depend on the degree of separation a physical universe has from the Subtle Realm in which it is 

ultimately included. In a universe with greater quantum uncertainty the classical or “outside” 

quadratic aspect would experience greater meaningful synchronicities. From a classical 

perspective, more classical uncertainty would represent more dependence on exteriors 

experientially defined under space and time “dimensions.” From a Subtle Realm perspective, more 

classical uncertainty would represent a more genuine representation of reality or a return to a 

higher ontological condition in which Consciousness more evidently rules.  

The formation of multiple “parallel universes” is conceivable as resulting from different degrees of 

connectivity and separation between the Subtle Realm and the Physical Realm. That 

“consciousness actualizes” semi-real potentials or plays a fundamental actualizing role also is 

conceivable in this scheme thinking how it might bridge the gap between complementary aspects 

of potential future (Subtle) and potential past (Causal) realms actualized under a particular 

combination in a physical experiential present. That there might be something like “pilot waves” 

and “quantum potentials” affecting physically “real” (within space-time) fields is conceivable when 

we consider how aspects of the Subtle Realm may direct how probabilities unfold through the 

insides of physical quadrants. That there may be hidden retrocausal components in physicality at 

quantum levels (often perceived through subconscious processes) and that these might cancel out 

with forward-causal components when both are simultaneously actualized, therefore cancelling 

out space-time and returning to the Subtle Realm state from which they sprung is conceivable 

under the same scheme. In other world, all of these interpretations of quantum mechanics find a 

conceptual link with the idea that there are interactive and other kinds of relations between the 

realms.   

How realms possibly interact should be the key for scientists to advance into an 

“interdimensional” science but they would have to let go excessive attachments to classical 

physical limitations and perspectives. They must include the three realms in order to understand 

what might be happening at quantum levels. Interactions with more inclusive possibilities require 

reincorporating a rational metaphysics into science to expand its current physicalist-dominant 

premises. It would be a re-birth of the quest for a more complete form of knowledge combining 

philosophy and science. Actually, demonstrating a science that transcends classical physical 

premises would allow us to put in practice a more integral level of awareness. It would in turn help 

us to re-activate and re-cognize our own connections with non-physical realities which operate 

under different rules and which we sense through our higher bodies’ more inclusive “instincts.” 

Thus, we may then become more able to create cultures and a planetary civilization not limited by 

a classical sense of lack but one that transcends and includes under a higher level of conscious 

freedom our classically-adapted, physical survival instincts. 

Physical space and time “dimensions” (and the “either-or logic” associated with them) would 

derive from a lesser dualistic distinction imposed on the more inclusive (experiential, ontological 

and logical) metaphysical symmetry of the Subtle Realm in which experience doesn’t depend on 

distinguishing exteriors as primary causes. Under strong energetic and velocity macroscopic 

conditions approaching the exchange limit of quanta the distinction between these “dimensions” 



(realms) would relativistically blur. However, under microscopic quantum conditions the 

distinction between time-related events and space-related events would remain when confronted 

with ordinary macro conditions. Also, in terms of conscious experience for ordinary macro states, 

time-forward events would be “actual” and time-backward events would be “potential.” 

If “time” at the quantum level is a program of how events are organized as the numerical order of 

material change in space (as physicists Fiscaletti and Sorli propose)
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and retrocausality (as 

physicists like Wheeler, Feynman and Cramer reminds us) is allowed at the quantum level, 

especially (as the “preposterous” Klein-Gordon equation demonstrates for a quantum-relativistic 

treatment of Schrödinger’s wave mechanics
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, our ordinary experience of time-forward causality 

may a representation of one half of the numerical order program. Furthermore, I think that 

“space” itself may be subdivided into two: One actual for our experience related with ordinary 

time-forward causal experience and one potential to our conscious experience related with a 

reciprocal, time-backward, pre-conscious experience. Both time-forward information processing 

and time-backward information processing would (in relation to each other) be separated in the 

Physical Realm as complementary “actual” and “potential” states and (as already mentioned) their 

degree of separation would also be a representation of the degree of separation between the 

Physical Realm and the Subtle Realm. This, in turn would also be represented by the degree of 

distinction between the “insides” and the “outsides” of physical quadrants.  

Physical retrocausality seems to actually occur at a quantum level but seems to remain in a 

“potential” state in relation to our classical, local “outside” linear, time-forward quadratic 

experiences. That state of potentiality may represent what distinguishes the Physical from the 

Subtle Realms. Ulisse di Corpo and Antonella Vannini are exploring the physics, history, 

subconscious perceptions and useful human implications of retrocausality. Researchers like Dean 

Radin and Dick Bierman are demonstrating it exists and is normally detected outside of conscious 

awareness. By being able to cancel out “regular” time-forward causality, retrocausality may 

disconnect us from the way we experience information in the quadratic outsides returning 

classically programmed space and time to its original space-less and time-less Subtle Realm state.   

Intention would be non-locally applied in the physical realm after the cancelation of causal and 

retrocausal aspects.  Again, this cancelation (which may occur in various degrees) would relate the 

Physical Realm with the Subtle Realm. A greater degree of “high strangeness,” inter-realm-

interactive events would probably entail an increased degree of mutual cancelation between time-

forward and time-backwards physical influences. This mutual cancelation would lead to more 

synergistic and meaningful, “a-causal,” synchronous events (synchronicities). The “potential,” 

quantum-level retrocausality also probably acts both as a barrier as much as a connection with the 

Subtle Realm and stable degrees of cancelation would represent varieties of “ethers” situated 

between physically “actual” (locally sensed), time-forward causality and the timeless-spaceless 

Subtle Realm. Perhaps these “ethers” were partially described by Rudoph Steiner,
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 C.W. 

Leadbeater, James Trevor Constable and other “partial” experiential, clairvoyant integralists
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producing esoteric and scientifically questioned (but also perhaps partially correct and still to be 

confirmed or disproven) subtle, experiential “findings.”  



If the source of energy and dynamism in the Physical Realm is the unity of time-forward and time-

backward influences (the unity of opposites) in the “higher symmetry” of the Subtle Realm, these 

intermediate “ethers” might be useful to tap into that energy source. These “ethers” might be 

specific intermediate states between Subtle and Physical akashas (or potentially infinite, 

experiential “spaces”) useful to ET spacecraft which might use them to situate themselves 

between worlds. These “ethers” would have more to do with experiential time flows and spaces 

than with the stationary type of luminiferous ether discarded by the Michelson and Morley 

experiments. They would have to do more with experiential exteriors-forming “Akashas” (of which 

the density of virtual particles according to the level of uncertainty for our universe) may be an 

aspect. It would also have to do with Einstein’s concept of an “ether” which endows space with 

physical qualities.
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Unlike quantum particles which become statistically and quantitatively “non-local” in relation to 

Subtle Realm connections, for human awareness greater degrees of connection between the 

Physical and Subtle realms would experientially entail types of non-local experiences more akin to 

the ones in the Subtle Realm. In other words, they would be more meaningful to subjectivities. 

Unlike quantum particles with minimal proto consciousnesses and simpler levels of holonic 

complexity, a human awareness embedded in physical perceptions through highly complex 

nervous systems would be able to occasionally (or more regularly) glimpse the meaningful 

connections which normally operate in the Subtle Realm.  

A wild guess: If we were able of using retrocausal scalar components of physically “real” 

(detectable) fields to cancel each other out and –at least partially- return some physical space and 

time experience-regulating programs to a Subtle Realm state would we be able to inversely affect 

the Subtle Realm-connected “insides” of the Exterior quadrants of physical matter? Would we 

perhaps have to be able to generate potential retrocausal scalar fields, cancel them with actual (or 

“real”) time-forward fields, intentionally reprogram their “temporarily” re-acquired Subtle Realm 

states and return them to a lower state of physical symmetry in which classically real fields will 

behave according to the program?  

Changing how these “insides” statistically conform to classical, local physics by manipulating them 

first from their (equally Interiors and Exteriors dominant or co-equally relational) Subtle Realm 

correlates, would be a way to reprogram classical Physical Realm characteristics. This would 

probably be a “soft” or “subtler” approach that would not require the violent production of great 

amounts of exterior physical energy to conform to Einstein’s exterior space-time limits. However, 

it would be a physically powerful type of transdimensional manipulation. Canceling “macro space 

and time” with its potential, quantum-allowed, complementary “anti-space” and “anti-time” 

would connect us with the internal source of physical energy which would be in the Subtle time-

less and space-less information realm unifying in a “higher symmetry” the physical polarities under 

which physically meaningful and formative information is causally relevant to linear “time” 

directions. The “higher symmetry” would refer, not to more inclusive spaces (as in string theories), 

but to more inclusive quadratic characteristics, particularly ones in which the causality of exterior 

quadratic characteristics are co-equal with interior ones. This cancelling of the physical polarities 



might to occur between potential and actual states in order to avoid the complete conversion of 

matter into energy when two actual matter and anti-matter states coincide. This might mean that 

the when a time-forward physical complementary opposite is active, the time-backward one 

becomes its “reciprocal” or potential as one polarity manifests while the other “hides” and they 

must somehow alternate. 

In Quantum Mechanics what determines the specific probabilities which can be actualized upon 

measurement? Is this specified? Id this just the way it is? Is it a ration within a connective and 

separating (membrane-like) state between a Subtle Realm type of order and a Physical Realm type 

of order?  Why do we have a different condition for pre-measured quantum equations than for 

quantum equations upon measurement? Why is the pre-measurement continuous and holistically 

evolving while measurement is discontinuous? Is the relation between whole and part 

represented here? This would be crucial to understand the inter relation of quantitative and 

qualitative knowledge because, in the former case, are we talking about the subjective description 

of an objective reality or, in the latter, are we talking about the objective description of a 

subjective one? Also, why is the lack of a quantum system’s available information (or a quantum 

system’s “disconnection”) so necessary for the “high strangeness” of quantum effects (like non-

locality, quantum tunneling)? Furthermore, is the exclusivity of the complementary dynamical 

characteristics of entangled quantum entities akin to that necessary disconnection?  

Will the essential assertions of the three main interpretations of quantum mechanics (the 

Copenhagen Interpretation, the Hidden Variables Interpretation and the Many-Worlds 

Interpretation) match in a fundamental way if we recognize that the quadrants in each realm 

manifest with different intensities (also functioning under fundamentally different causal rules and 

logics)? Will a situation in between physical space and time exteriors and subtle exteriors without 

space and time agree with the semi-real probabilistic states of the wave function? If objectivity 

(the exterior quadrants) is ultimately illusory (but experientially given a pseudo-actual reality by 

consciousness) then different degrees of this illusion in the different realms would relate 

differentially across the realms. Lacking information about a quantum system would be like 

returning its elements to an intermediate, probability-defined state between realms (each of 

whose distinctive types of exteriors and objects follow their own kind of order and organization, 

under fundamentally different –metaphysically determined- rules).   

Is it measurement and-or observation (in other words consciousness during an intersubjective 

relation between the unknown –or unrelated- state and a known –or related- state) that which 

actualizes the probabilities? Are there non-local, deterministic hidden variables connected to a 

higher level of order affecting real, determined particles through a “pilot wave” that hides but 

carries the position and momentum of the particles outside of space and time? Are unmeasured 

entities and measured entities all part of the same quantum system so that all probabilities are in 

fact actual events (they are not collapsed or actualized by measurement and-or observation) and 

occur in actual parallel universes even if we only perceive –perhaps through entanglement- a 

specific event corresponding to our universe?  



The actualizing power of consciousness within a relational situation (when the “potential” but 

unknown states of a quantum system are actualized when related with the measurement and 

conscious perspective from a “macro state” perspective) is emphasized in the Copenhagen 

Interpretation.  This is consciousness actualizing in relation. The influence of a higher, 

interconnected realm whose exteriors may be linked to and modified by actualizing, subjective 

interiors situated in the lower realm so that -upon measurement (or upon the possibility of 

obtaining information)- an intelligent control can be exerted on the “pilot wave” (a wave not 

necessarily carrying energy or momentum in physical space and time). This is consciousness 

actualizing in an intelligent differential situation in which a structure or model given in a higher 

realm corresponds to the subjective perception of an object in a lower realm. Then, the notion of a 

harmony of multiple physical universes (if all are considered as part of a single quantum state) of 

which different situated consciousnesses perceive (and in that sense, actualize) according to their 

entangled experiences is about consciousness “actualizing” in harmony. The Copenhagen-related 

emphasis may reflect the value sphere of “The Good,” the Hidden-variables one, “The Truth” and 

the Many Worlds one “The Beautiful.” These ideas have already been discussed in relation with 

how a scientific understanding useful to Exopolitics might merge with an Integral Theory which 

also develops the idea of interacting, complementing and interiorly mutually defining realms.  

Quadrants Arising with Different Intensities across 

Different Realms 

Each “quadrant” expresses a particular, well-defined perspective that cannot be disclosed by using 

the methods associated with other quadrants. However, the degree of distinctiveness may change 

according to the degree of subtlety, density or materiality of different worlds of experience. 

Distinctions increase with the “density” or “exterior material predominance” of each world.  

In my developing view, the Cosmos integrally consists of least materially-defined (or exterior-

experientially dominated) “Causal Realm” worlds, semi materially-defined (or equally interior and 

exterior-experientially dominated) “Subtle Realm” worlds and materially-defined (or exterior-

experientially dominated) “Physical Realm” worlds. Forms of matter and exteriors (under the three 

basic forms of Akasha) would exist in all three of them but with different degrees of dominance. 

The less materially-defined a world is the more the creational power of subjectivity (a reflection of 

non-dual Consciousness/God’s actualization power) predominates. Otherwise this power is 

invested in more duality-expressing, (ultimately apparent) exterior forms. Quadrants would arise 

in the three realms (and in their combined states or sub-realms) but would be less exteriorly and 

multiplicity defined the subtler a realm is.  

In the highest sense realms would “mutually immanesce.” In a complementary-relational sense 

they would interpenetrate and in a causal sense they would interact and quadratic expression 

differences among realms would permit a science of inter-realm interactions that “space-faring” 

civilizations use. In it “higher” realms would be used to “travel” (or rather “tune into” specific 

destinations located in “lower” realms. This is what I call “transdimensional travel” (but would 



more accurately be called “transdimensional regulation”) and why I call most ETs visiting Earth 

“transdimensional extraterrestrials.” However, the degree of “transdimensional know-how” 

would vary from civilization to civilization. 

We May Affect ‘Them’ More in Some Ways 

There’s an even more speculative idea I would like to mention. Perhaps during human-ET 

interactions- our “altitudes,” paradigms (or enacting methods) and worldviews may generate their 

own interactive-creative forms of actualization of what for us are potential exterior-quadratic 

aspects in ET environments. If some of the ETs normally operate in subtler, yet physical realities 

(less dense sub-realities of the Physical Realm) their exteriors may be more flexible and responsive 

to the property of “initia” (as opposed to inertia) under the creative, actualizing power of 

subjectivity. If they interphase with our subjectivity having an actualizing/creational force adapted 

to denser, less responsive exteriors, we may be able to affect their more pliable exterior realities 

more than them. If we are taken to their realities we may be able to affect them more intensely 

than how they are capable of doing it! This may be one reason why they may not be openly 

inviting or often put us to sleep and may be so until we at last reach minimum integral levels of 

development or of kosmic awareness. 

If unbeknownst to us, our subconscious minds create active effects in the Subtle Realm and its 

objective exteriors with greater creative power than most extraterrestrials, there might be great 

interest in our own awakening process into an Integral level of awareness. If their physical 

universes are less “dense” and closer to the Subtle Realm than our denser physical world and their 

physical universes were approaching each other, they might be concerned with our greater ability 

to transform their physical exteriors through affecting its corresponding Subtle Realm fields. 

Exploring Exopolitical Applications  

As of today, I think that IT’s main, long-term, transformative contribution is in the fields of culture, 

intellectual ideas and theoretical models. It is an important aspect of a series of related integrative 

contributions with the potential of gradually transforming how we perceive ourselves, other 

sentient beings, the world, the Kosmos and reality itself. Due to the depth and uniqueness of its 

proposals (and to the fact that consciousness and spirituality are included under certain claims) it 

may take time to be more widely recognized not just among scientists and normal academics but 

even among many of the “cultural creatives.”
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 However, the implications of doing so could be 

significant and long-lasting.  

However, how can Integral Theory be currently applied to different fields and projects and, 

particularly to politics? We should not use more than the amount of detail we are able to handle 

but, in a general “integrative” sense, we should not exclude any of AQAL’s “five elements” in order 

not to hurt our effectiveness by ignoring any naturally co-arising expressions which exist in us and 

in anything “external” to us. How Integral Theory may actually be successfully practiced in 

communities is being discovered by principled, hard-working activists like Gail Hochachka, MA (of 



the NGO’s “Drishti” and “Integral Without Borders”)
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 and former UNDP-HIV/AIDS Program 

director Monica Sharma, PhD. 
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They are finding practical ways to apply Integral Theory in 

sustainable community development projects. More related to politics (and practical attempts to 

influence culture at large), an integral think tank called “Institute for Cultural Evolution” (allegedly 

“pioneering a new frontier of political activism” that has to do with how culture moves along with 

consciousness) was recently formed by Steve McIntosh, JD, Michael E. Zimmerman PhD, Carter 

Phipps and Elizabeth Debold.63 I’m not aware if any of them would be currently interested in 

seriously exploring exopolitical matters but –theoretically speaking- they should an, at least the 

applications of Integral Theory are already moving beyond issues of personal spiritual 

development, psychology, business consultancy and even local and small-scale sustainable 

community development projects. Certainly, they and other politically and even scientifically-

inclined Integral Theory-informed “cultural creatives” and organizations would come to the fore if 

Disclosure manages to make Exopolitics more socially relevant and acceptable. 

Integral Theory should definitely have POLITICAL (and, thus, exopolitical) applications. A brief 

article in Wikipedia informs us that: “Integral politics is an endeavor to develop a balanced and 

comprehensive politics around the principles of integral studies. Theorists including Don Beck, 

Lawrence Chickering, Jack Crittenden, David Sprecher, and Ken Wilber have applied concepts such 

as the AQAL methodology of Integral Theory to issues in political philosophy and applications in 

government. 

An example of an application of integral politics is a proposal for a world federal constitution 

informed by integral philosophy such as that proposed by Steve McIntosh in Integral Consciousness 

and the Future of Evolution. According to McIntosh, an integral world federation would provide 

democratic oversight of the international economy, protect the global environment, defend human 

rights, and preserve multicultural diversity. Its ultimate aim is described as an end to war, disease, 

and poverty.”
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Perhaps more important than not forgetting any of AQAL’s elements is the practitioner’s self-

development itself because functioning at an integral level should -for the most part- naturally 

translate into an integral living practice even in the absence of the formal theory. However, almost 

any person with interest and capable of sufficient cognitive understanding should be able to 

quickly learn and use the main outlines of integral model even in a pre-integral way.  

For Exopoliticians not to generate yet another field divided into competing camps producing 

monological conversations around insulated preferences, the idea that knowledge is “situated” 

when disclosed and interpreted is central. Thus, to use the model in an inclusive, ethical, 

evolution-promoting, “Second Tier,” manner the development of the practitioner’s subjectivity is 

foremost. In other words, the practitioner’s capacity to honor other people’s perspectives, 

worldviews and levels of development without merely becoming a relativist is concomitant with 

his or her capacity to operate multi-systemically and cross-perspectivally in an integral way with 

an inherent sense of order. This doesn’t mean that he or she has to accept the destructive, 

mutually excluding actions of individuals functioning with pre-integral biases but that he or she is 



able of appreciating where they are “situated” and is better able to “translate” more harmonious, 

integral perspectives and solutions into a motivational language they understand. For instance, in 

relation to predominantly socio-centric/ethno-centric individuals, an exopolitician can sincerely 

speak about “protecting God’s Creation” or of respecting the rights of other humanities or of other 

intelligent created beings in the context of taking specific political actions to create laws that take 

into account the rights of extraterrestrials.  

In other words, the integral practitioner is capable of resonating with and recognizing the 

essential truths available at all levels of development. He or she will discern but not quickly 

discard them as remnants of a surpassed stage. In relation to how people resonant with these 

levels relate with “Meta normal” or “transdimensional” issues (for example the belief in divine 

intervention/miracles) the  exopolitician with an integral attitude will not just respect those ideas 

but keep in mind that part or much of what they refer to may actually be true. In other words, 

there may actually be nature spirits, jealous deities, angels, demons, miracles and extraordinary 

events like a physical resurrection may have actually occurred. In other words, he or she will be 

capable of surmounting the skepticism proper to the last two levels closer to his or her own 

development (modernity and postmodernity) and at least be open to the possibility that some 

pre-modern, “Meta normal” disclosures are not just ways to socio culturally satisfy the “magic 

and-or mythic” needs of the population. They also are expressions of how our own existence 

operates in multiples realms of our own being (ultimately within God’s Mind). They are part of our 

paths that include but transcend the models we can build with our minds. They are also linked to 

states that reconnect us with the Source in one aspect or another. They are part of our recognizing 

Life through Truth, Beauty and The Good. 

Healthy expressions of each level of development can be promoted. For instance, even red stage, 

self-affirming warriors can be heroically drafted into saving the planet for a sense of respect and 

honor and may then continue to evolve acting from a sense of duty to the larger whole. Allowing 

people to play constructive roles in political activities can help them acquire a sense of 

participation in something larger than themselves and gradually learn more inclusive values and 

worldviews expanding their self-identities. Each level offers many important disclosures which can 

express in healthy or pathological manners. As integralists we should try to acknowledge all the 

positive contributions and discoveries made in each level with a “transcend and include” attitude.  

There will be times when the instincts of a pre-red, “magenta” level, the passion and self-

affirming, warrior strength of a “red” level, the recognition of a sacred, well-defined, greater cause 

at the “amber” level, the rational use of options at the “orange” level, the egalitarian embrace of 

all options at the “green” level and the integral recognition of the usefulness and validity of all 

partial perspectives at the “teal” level (and beyond) will be adequate.   

More Specific Integral Exopolitical AQAL Applications:  

Using Quadrants: Different influential exopolitical definitions or emphases (as those advanced by 

Dr. Webre, Dr. Salla and Dr. Hardcastle) apply more specifically to the expressions of particular 



“quadrants” and their methods. Dr. Webre’s apparently focuses more on propitiating a “we” space 

in which Intersubjective methods (like hermeneutics) and promoting a friendly communication 

environment can reveal what the cosmic community might be like. Dr. Salla’s apparently focuses 

more on the political processes or on the Interobjective, Systems quadrant and Dr. Hardcastle’s 

focus on “consciousness” recognizes the crucial importance of the Subjective Quadrant on the one 

hand and of “Consciousness” as a universal (perhaps even Non-Dual) factor behind the origin of all 

appearances, structures and forms. Like the quadratic expressions of any phenomenon, they are 

all simultaneously necessary and valid. Each discloses a portion and together they reinforce the 

integral coincidence of the three value spheres. If we naturally prefer one quadrant at the 

exclusion of others we may fall into quadratic reductionism or imperialism. 

Using Levels: Since according to Integral Theory every disclosed object and interconnected item of 

knowledge is “situated” in a special relation to “altitude” (or general level of development) and to 

the quadratic zone/method used, being exposed to the same source of experience may be 

differently interpreted. If contact methods coincide and if contact experiences don’t differ too 

much different contactees would still interpret their experiences according to their predominant 

developmental levels. The other possibility would be that specific types of ETs approach humans 

that resonate more with them. 

Some “Amber-altitude contactees” (perhaps like Eduard “Billy” Meir and Claude Vorilhon/Rael, 

who present themselves as prophets and which have been considered as founding “UFO sects”) 

might predominantly demonstrate Sociocentric/Ethnocentric/Mythic disclosures and 

interpretations prone to mythologizing their experiences, to develop a sense of mission and to 

exclusively overestimate the cultural influence of the particular civilization they may have 

contacted. They would also tend to generate authority-based or traditional-hierarchical support 

groups. In this situation contactee associations perhaps like “Unarius Academy of Science” in El 

Cajon, California
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 or “Hermandad del Divino Cordero de Dios-Alfa y Omega”
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 in Lima, Peru might 

also be the result of predominantly “Amber” interpretations. Assuming that contacts with ETs did 

actually occur perhaps the extraterrestrial entities purposely chose these contactees due to an 

affinity and-or an interest to transmit particular information receptive to an “Amber” segment of 

the population in spite of the distortions that might also accompany it. Additionally, “Amber”-

disclosed contactee information may be necessary to acquaint up to some extent the “Amber” 

populations (still perhaps a majority in the world) with the ET presence.   

Predominantly “Orange/Rational” contactees may focus on objective, scientific and non-

mythologized (or less mythologized) philosophical information such as engineer Enrique Castillo 

Rincón
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 whose version of Pleiadians basically seems to be of quite normal -even if culturally and 

technologically advanced- well-intended people. Other possible contactees representing this 

modern-rational level could have been technician Daniel Fry
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 (contacting a human-looking 

nicknamed “Alan,” Bruno Sammaciccia
69

 (of the Amicizia contacts in Italy) and successful 

businessman and yachtsman Stefan Daenerde (contacting the rather philosophical and apparently 

uncomplicated Iargans). 
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Regarding “Red altitude” contactees, I once researched a probable one that was poor, streetwise, 

impatient and a colorful -even sometimes feared- character in his community. In spite of not 

inspiring credibility (and perhaps because of it) he was a good (but domineering) with his friends 

and always liked to be a rescuer or hero towards people in trouble. It seems that he had been 

given the opportunity to take extraordinary pictures and films of alleged ET craft in Puerto Rico. 

Interestingly, he referred to a predominant segment of his ET contacts as the “Orion military arm 

of the 11:11 Confederation.” He told me that his previous values had changed and that his 

impatient, aggressive character mellowed a little bit with his contacts as he began to act with a 

sense of mission on behalf of the “Ashtar Command” (not on behalf of “Ashtar Sheran” whom he 

considered a powerful ET acting deceivingly on his own behalf, but on behalf of a large 

organization of high-level extraterrestrial entities called “ashtars”). I think that his affiliation from 

a self-enhancing, warrior-like “Red altitude” evolved into a classic “Amber altitude” since during 

his contacts he was allegedly shown the importance Master Jesus had amidst confederations that 

defend our human right to evolve without undue interference. He is now an evangelical minister.     

As exopoliticians we would have to understand that researchers’ interests, their methods and 

interpretations would also reflect their overall “altitude.” For instance, many “Orange-rational” 

Ufologists (perhaps like Stanton Friedman) may predominantly focus on physical, objective 

“Ufological” evidence while “Green Altitude,” pluralistic, holistic exopolitical researchers (perhaps 

like Alfred L. Webre) would focus more either on facilitating the intersubjective or cultural “we” 

space of first-hand testimonies and also (to a lesser extent) on systems and political institutions. 

While the focus on systems is typical of a late-phase “Green altitude” transition into “Teal” I think 

that Dr. Salla is already contributing to Exopolitics as an early-phase, integral, more inclusive-yet-

orderly “Teal” because, while primarily focused on social and political systems, he also promotes 

the orderly use of every valid, quadratic research perspective and method (the soft and the hard 

sciences).  

We need a “beginner’s mind,” curious and hungry to know more while opening up to new vistas 

which include wonder, intelligence and the Love of our Creator. Let’s be very careful not to hold 

our particular level of development in such high regard lest we disconnect from some important 

truths, specific facts and methods typically revealed and used in previous levels. Levels are 

considered to be stable structures but also to be understood as general guidelines since 

consciousness itself may be able to surprise us cutting across levels. Thus, let’s keep in mind that 

we may misjudge individuals since there may be cases in which some lines of development related 

to values and self-identity may be highly developed while others (also related to values and self-

identity) may be under developed. Furthermore, let’s keep in mind that not all developmental 

researchers completely agree as Wilber seems to emphasize to certify his overall vision. Let’s avoid 

level-based reductionism or imperialism.  

Using Lines: Different individuals on Earth display different arrays of these diverse, meaning-

managing, intelligent capacities. We should not think that the lines of all technologically advanced 

extraterrestrials are also highly and or similarly developed. Perhaps the values, cognitive, needs, 

interpersonal, ethical, spiritual and emotional lines of ET beings can also vary considerably. 



Without a well-developed balance among all lines there could be serious limitations to what any 

being, however technologically advanced, might be able to achieve. Conceivably some may be 

trying to re-activate some of their atrophied lines through aggressive or non-aggressive forms of 

interaction with humans according to what each may be collectively allowed to do through shared 

intervention rules. While lines normally refer to subjective capacities, they occur in all quadrants 

and the concept of “developmental time lines” perhaps associated with reality systems should be 

integrally addressed. Other lines to consider might be physiological development lines, species 

development lines and lines of cultural development.  

If we are particularly good at something (like music, math, logic) and this discloses to us great 

depths of meaning from a particular line (line reductionism or imperialism) let’s not dismiss 

integrally working on our other lines. 

Using States: States are like momentary arrangements connected to perspectival experiences. 

They can also be understood as moments of interaction with experiential systems that become 

available through the connecting capacity of consciousness. We can speak of states in every 

quadratic expression. For instance, if extraterrestrials come from a world which is not as 

“physically defined” as ours, states of intersubjective resonance (in comfort or discomfort) and 

understanding between Earth humans and varieties of aliens may be accompanied by energy 

states which allow for a temporary interaction. They might also be accompanied by especially 

adaptive brain states in the experiencer and by unique in-between dreamlike and objective-like 

subjective experience states. Different provisional time frequency-energetic arrangements or 

interdimensionally converging states (ley line, gravitational or geomagnetic arrangements?) may 

facilitate physical interactions with extraterrestrial beings.  

An exopolitician aiming at functioning in an integral level would be greatly assisted by habitually 

connecting with mind-expanding states of consciousness associated with feelings of empathy, 

compassion, respect, love, non-attachment and greater perspective-taking. These positive, life-

affirming, expansive states should not be confused with permanent evolutionary traits which show 

more in real-life situations they can assist development. Each person is unique in how this can be 

incorporated into their lives and Western, contemplative prayer, communing with God’s creation 

in nature, Jewish mysticism, Muslim mysticism and Eastern meditative paths are a few options. 

However, we should be careful not to fall into the concept that if a state feels good it must be all 

we need to evolve (state reductionism or imperialism). 

Using Types: Types are already being incorporated into Ufology and Exopolitics. According to 

Integral Theory they represent a recurrent, unavoidable, persistent element in everything. They 

are specific varieties that persist across developmental stages. The idea of “types of 

extraterrestrials” needs to be carefully studied using the best evidence allowed by all quadrants 

without the prejudice that they must all be of the same nature and-or intentions either in a 

positive or negative way (falling into type reductionism or imperialism). In doing this we should 

distinguish between broad types and more specific types.  



Types are unique characteristics that tend to remain stable for a long time even as other elements 

display changes and stage-like evolution more noticeably. Scientists like Michio Kaku already talk 

about “types of civilizations” based on energy used (the Kardashev Scale).
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 In Ufology and 

Exopolitics (in an include and transcend manner) we can still use the J. Allen Hynek “CE” 

classification scale of “close encounters” of the first, second, third kinds (types) to which, more 

recently, CE IV (physical and highly interactive encounter with ET beings) and CE V (or human 

initiated encounter) are being more recently added.  “Types of contacts” should also be studied. Is 

it mental-telepathic, astral body, tensor beam, electronic, physical (within the contactee’s 

unaltered physical level, the ET physical level or an intermediate physical level), accidental, 

planned, natural, artificially induced. The “six subtypes” suggested by Ted Bloecher out of J. Allen 

Hynek’s CE-3 kind/type of contact also comes to mind.
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Classification by types of physiognomy or civilizations reported by experiencer-witnesses, credible 

whistleblowers and by probable classified documents which ended in the public domain has been 

attempted for instance by Manuel Lamiroy, author of the “EXOPAEDIA”).
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 The “paradigmatic 

perspectives” on the ETs considered by Michael E. Salla can be considered as a necessary 

typology:  “intruders,” “helpers,” “manipulators,” and “observers” (or “watchers”)
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 Thinking 

about it, “Intruders” seem to be fixated or caught within characteristics of raiding, “red” level 

individuals; “manipulators” seem to be fixated or caught within an ethnocentric, “Amber” phase; 

“watchers” seem to be fixated or caught within an “Orange” scientific observers phase; “helpers” 

seem to be of a “Green” altitude style. In this sense they seem to resemble a variety of Earth-

human developmental stages or “altitudes.” Why? Is there a plan behind this? Do behavioral 

characteristics of different types of ETs have to coincide with that of individuals and cultures for 

there to be a worldwide, holistic interaction or are we anthropomorphizing about the ETs? 

Perhaps we will eventually find that types of aliens can also categorized by how well they have 

integrated their lines of development, by their type of social structure (rigidly hierarchical or 

synergistic but freely associative?) and-or by what levels of reality in the “Tri-Realm Multiverse” 

they have (naturally or technologically-induced) conscious, interactive access to.   

Integral Theory and Disclosure Policies  

After listening to a lecture by attorney Daniel Sheehan, JD and recorded at a 2007 X-Conference 

under the title “Exopolitics and ET Disclosure Policy,”75 I found his disclosure approach quite 

compatible with what an IT approach to disclosure would be. He suggested that exopoliticians 

should educate themselves to understand that there is “an entire octave of worldviews” and that 

simply trying to confront a pro-disclosure paradigm against the elitism of an old paradigm 

worldview would be counter-productive. This would be due to the fact that there isn’t simply a 

“new worldview” vs. an “old worldview” dialectic going on but (following Harvard sociologist 

Talcott Parsons)
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 there is a much more complex spectrum of political worldviews, each with its a 

“completely distinct and definitive set of beliefs.” 

(http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fPzqUORVLGE&playnext=1&list=PL874534ED091043B3&feat

ure=results_main )  



I think that Sheehan - even if he may not be presenting a stage-like progression of perspectives 

and worldviews - is nevertheless beginning to understand in an integral way that there is an order 

behind multi-paradigm patterns. He said that due to the work of Harvard sociologist Talcott 

Parsons and his protégé Ralph Potter we can distinguish seven worldviews.
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 However, Sheehan 

points out that –based on the people that accept the ET presence- there might be a new 8th 

“extraterrestrial” (pro Exopolitical understandings) minority worldview to the left of the political 

spectrum. Knowing this should inform exopolitical disclosure strategy which until now had for the 

most part been critical and-or confrontational towards those keeping the secrecy going. While 

“strong arm” policies like gathering enough petitions demanding the release of information have a 

role to play, understanding that people cannot –for the most part- change in a short time what 

they are able to perceive as important and the worldviews associated with that is also important. 

Sheehan mentioned the eight following worldviews in the U.S.: Authoritarian, Reactionary, 

Conservative, Moderate, Liberal, Progressive, Utopian, Extraterrestrial. In a way, this spectrum is 

analogous to Wilber’s developmental spectrum of consciousness from Red self-centered- magical; 

Amber,-sociocentric-mythical; Orange-modern-rational; Green, pluralistic and Teal (and above) 

Integral, post Green stages). Sheehan suggested that, in the U.S., the population is approximately 

20% conservative, 20% moderate, 20% liberal. He said that most politicians are looking for the 

votes of these 60%.  On the right of the political spectrum 5% also are authoritarian and 10% 

reactionaries (he said that they have asserted control of the Republican Party since the fall of the 

Soviet Union). Then, on the left of the political spectrum we have 10% “progressive” (Dennis 

Kucinich), and 5% in the “utopian” worldview. Sheehan said that the question would be how 

many people have formulated a consistent worldview in which the existence of ETs can be 

incorporated into the real, material world that we deal with. Then he said that our task as 

exopoliticians would be determine how can the policies and programs of the extraterrestrial 

worldview can somehow get into the worldviews of the majority.    

From an Integral Theory perspective, particular political, ideological details would not be as 

important as the general altitudes from which perspectives, basic assumptions and worldviews can 

arise. Thus, individuals of the same pre-integral altitude but born into different cultures or 

accepting different worldviews may necessarily find at odds with each other or even as “enemies” 

if they don’t coincide in fundamental ideological details under a simple, exclusivist logic. From an 

IT perspective, translating a message into a language that becomes acceptable and motivating to 

individuals in pre-integral altitudes (with their many –often at odds- corresponding worldviews) 

would be a good way to proceed. Again, the idea is not to necessarily jump into a confrontational 

style but into an interpreting-harmonizing one which respects where individuals are at. 

Sheehan suggested that exopoliticians should first try to be accepted by the 20% “liberal” 

worldview promoting a transition from the “liberal” into the “progressive” worldview before the 

new “extraterrestrial” worldview becomes effective. He said that we also need to generate 

adherence to the “progressive” (6th paradigm) worldview (represented by Congressman Dennis 

Kucinich) whose people are comfortable with the discoveries of quantum physics in which human 

intention affects reality. The “progressive” worldview challenges the positivist, classic, Newtonian, 



Cartesian worldview based on theses vs. anti theses. Sheehan advised that directly confronting 

people still operating under a classical physics paradigm would be useless because it would fall 

into playing with their usual “us vs. them” dialectical adversarial game.   

Just as Wilber states that we cannot jump levels of development, Sheehan expressed that those 

under a positivist worldview people cannot simply leap into an ET exopolitical worldview. We 

would need to focus on informing-educating more particular segments of the polity whose natural 

attitudes and responses would be more agreeable to exopolitical issues. We would have to inform 

those that would more easily expand their worldviews and incorporate the 8
th

 worldview. 

However, a better strategy might be that, rather than simply attempting to help individuals move 

from liberal worldviews to the 8
th

 worldview, it may be best to incorporate the key themes of that 

worldview into the awareness concerns, worldviews and policy issues of the liberal and 

progressive segments. In this way, conventional political concerns which also need to be worked 

out and solved would not be forcefully replaced by the exopolitical concerns related to a 

distinctive situation (the ET presence and its implications), notwithstanding how important it is. 

Furthermore, it is more realistic to think that –after Disclosure- the ET presence will be a matter of 

concern to everyone even if at this point two of the liberal worldviews may be more agreeable 

with exopolitical causes.  

If ET beings were to publicly and unequivocally show up it wouldn’t be easy for them to simply 

adopt a new world view. I think that their natural response could be to turn to technology and 

weapons to deal with ET presence in a materialistic way and remain feeling “at home” (with less 

cognitive dissonance) in their psychological worlds because they would be responding with a 

classic physical “us vs. them” worldview-compatible manner that makes sense to them. Every 

healthy expression of a developmental level is “integral” and to be incorporated into an integral 

understanding. Thus, the healthy expressions of each level of development (from the heroism of 

Red,” to the submission of will to a greater cause of “Amber,” to the balanced use of reason of 

“Orange,” to the respect for the rights of others of “Green”) should be accentuated and spoken to 

when trying to inform, educate and interpret integral exopolitical information, concerns and 

strategies into the languages which different segments of the population can understand. Since 

individuals in the modern, the postmodern and the (incipient) integral stages frequently tend to 

try to distance themselves from previous stages from where their ethical embrace is at they may 

“throw the baby with the bathwater” and end up eliminating important integral qualities 

knowledge and other advancements. Thus (even if they and their worldviews seem not to be 

friendly to exopolitical causes), we should also try not to dismiss healthy, right-wing conservatives, 

lest we make the mistake of eliminating the many good, integral qualities which they also 

contribute and preserve.    

Toward an Andean-Latin American Style Exopolitics 

An Integral-Andean style of exopolitics would lead to a more harmonious and contact-promoting, 

relational Exopolitics with extraterrestrials in general and with the more respectful, benevolent 

extraterrestrials in particular. Some of the few balanced Peruvian and Bolivian contactees I know 



incorporate a mysticism that combines some Western esotericism, intuitive mystical Andean 

knowing and a Catholic feeling or understanding of mission and selflessness. In some ways these 

contactees (of which the most representative ones would be Sixto Paz Wells, Ricardo Gonzalez 

and Luis Fernando Mostajo) are “syncretic” just as contemporary Andean culture is by 

incorporating the receptiveness of the traditional curandero-animistic past with modernity and 

Christianity. This means that there’s a greater degree of flexibility in this cultural region of the 

world where –for those interested to maintain contact with extraterrestrials- the general ethos is 

more harmonious with loftier kinds of contacts…with benevolent extraterrestrial beings that work 

with what in classical Theosophy is recognized as the Great White Brotherhood and which are 

associated with “legends” such as that of the “Disc of the Sun” and the Amethystine Order 

mentioned in Brother Philip’s (George Hunt Williamson, inspired by Sister Thedra) “Secret of the 

Andes”.  

My view is that these types of positive, benevolent contacts are more convenient to humanity at 

large as these would be beings that (like “Valiant Thor” described by U.S. contactees Howard 

Menger and Rev. Frank Stranges) respect our conscious choices more than others and which may 

have also intervened in humanity’s past (along with other benevolent and non-benevolent beings) 

maintaining a “right” to continue intervening. However, there’s variety. “As Above, so Below” says 

the hermetic motto. In my understanding, contact with spirits of every kind also occurred in 

Andean cultures; contacts were sustained both with the positive and selfless spirit kinds as with 

the selfishly demanding spirit kinds. Moreover, according to local traditions only a few of the more 

developed Alto Misayoc (high Andean priests) are able to communicate and exchange reciprocity 

with the highest spirits of the Creator God Wiracocha and many of the more normal nature spirits 

tend to ask “pagos” (payments) with various degrees of sacrifices in return. Sometimes these 

involve animal sacrifices and –in the past- (varying from culture to culture in intensity) also human 

sacrifices. Why? Because -in one way or another- the concept of RECIPROCITY (Ayni) was thus 

interpreted and because blood opens dimensional doors and its subtle essence can feed some 

entities.   

Therefore, besides the more adaptable attitude to different paradigms and levels of development 

still found in non-excessively modernized sectors of Latin America (a large number of us never fully 

assimilated European mores and never fully abandoned pre-European mores), today’s (rapidly 

disappearing) remnants of traditional, Andean cultures can also give us examples of an ethos of 

“reciprocity” which –in order to maintain harmonious relations with all beings in the natural order 

of things- traditional communities become involved in a series of spontaneous and also socially- 

enforced practices or traditions. What we give will return to us and what we take needs to be 

repaid, even if through ritual and ceremony. My understanding is that the more we are connected 

with the Ruwal (the universal Spirit coordinating and animating all the great Apus or mountain 

spirits) or the ultimate non-dual creator God Wiracocha the less the annihilation of life is 

demanded to give in reciprocity.  

This “reciprocity” involves equitably giving back goods or services to other living entities, including 

living people, ancestors or spirits and forces of nature. It also involves forms of voluntary and 



socially specified exchanges between people who (in a tight-knit community) ritualize their sense 

of justice. Some of these exchanges involve obligatory communal work in community projects 

(Minka) and some involve comparable exchanges of goods and services between individuals. 

Exchanges between equals (Masintin) can be warrior-like competitive or brotherly (of mutual 

assistance).  

These exchanges among humans are freely given, implicitly expected and also specifically 

prescribed. There also are exchanges between humans and subtle entities some of which (like 

rocks, hills and lakes, the Sun and the Moon) modern people normally consider as “insentient” 

because they don’t perceive or sense their subtle, spiritual aspects. These are considered to be 

living entities and-or forces (distinctions between these two concepts blend) possessing a mind 

and-or a spirit of their own even if they seem not to be self-animated to modern people. This is in 

part due to the fact that the distinctions between the physical and non-physical realms are less 

emphasized and because clearly defined concepts distinguishing categories among things are less 

emphasized in Andean and in other oral, pre-modern, tribal magic-mythic-animistic cultures. The 

result also is a naturalness about accepting anything that arises in experience a part of what simply 

“is,” whether it be UFOs, natural events like the lightning bolt or different kinds spirits perceived 

with or without entheogens. At any rate, as exopoliticians, we should rescue what is useful about 

this approach to Life if we want to develop a better rapport with extraterrestrials who also seem 

to have incorporated both a practical and natural acceptance of physical and non-physical realms 

along with scientific distinctions, a more inclusive Metaphysics and criteria.  

The modern contactees arising in the Andean-Christian-Esoteric cultural milieu may be able to 

show us the way as he or she is capable of more flexibly and naturally accepting or communing 

with versions of the “otherworldly” while maintaining a modicum of modern, scientific criteria and 

universal ethical values. He or she is a well-intended, adaptable creature relatively comfortable 

with the “transdimensionality” of it all; that is with how the Physical, Subtle and higher Spiritual 

worlds blend and interact and are hierarchically-consolidated aspects of an all-encompassing, 

integral worldview.  

Reciprocity is associated with the understanding in Andean “Cosmovisions” (worldviews) that 

everything that exists has a dual nature, that creation is participatory and that a harmony between 

the opposites can be maintained and enhanced. Furthermore, humans can act (and it is their duty 

to act) as intermediaries between the opposites. The higher and pre-given world of principles 

(Hanan Pacha) can be threaded or more connected with the hidden, subterranean world to come 

(Uku Pacha) by humans living in the present world of experience (Kay Pacha). In this way a dual 

relationship between worlds can be enhanced by those dwelling in-between worlds or in the 

middle. The benevolent extraterrestrial beings I’ve heard about ask contactees and their 

supporters to act in specific ways to connect the three worlds promoting harmony and to 

assist/serve Mother Earth. Their reward, their “harvest” is not genetic or exploitative of our 

emotions and other dimension-opening capabilities, but in relation to learning from our highest 

sentiments and acts of compassion, self-sacrifice and forgiveness. They want our highest 



potentials as a species to flourish to full capacity in order to thread all of creation with the highest 

spiritual realms so that they also learn how to do it. 

 Like many pre-modern and pre-feudal, magic--mythical cultures, the Andean cultures originally 

operated under a sui generis type of fluid understanding of duality; a “both-and” logic which 

allowed them (like original peoples in all parts of the world) to maintain a greater acceptance 

towards otherworldly things. As in native North American “Turtle Island” (the U.S. nowadays) all 

beings were understood as part of one Life...the Great Mystery “Wakan Tanka” often called the 

“Great Spirit.” However, I’m not advocating a return to indistinct thinking but –while incorporating 

the constructive contributions of modernity and postmodernity- I’m suggesting to practice an 

integral type of reciprocity in order to maintain harmonic relations with all beings (while including 

modern distinctions, evaluative criteria and the key importance of a kindhearted sentiment of 

concern and caring for all).  

In fact, while I advocate learning from the wisdom traditions of the ancients, I’m not saying that 

we should adopt wholesale all of their practices and beliefs. I’m not advocating a retro-romantic 

regression. There were aspects of the previous stages of cultural evolution in which the tendency 

for safety and status in a hazardous world derived in sanguinary interpretations of the wisdom of 

reciprocity. For instance, there was an overuse of blood sacrifices in order to open dimensional 

portals into astral otherworldly sub-realms (including human and-or animal sacrifices and other 

forms of fresh or living blood offers). After the ethical teachings of our “Axial” religions and the 

realization of “universal human rights” and of evaluative, analytical thought in modernity, humans 

became able to embrace into their care and concern more beings, more “tribes” in an evolutionary 

move toward a greater understanding of LOVE and its fundamental role in the Kosmos and 

Creation. All these advancements would have to be incorporated into or combined with the 

natural openness towards all living beings and the otherworldly proper of the “shamanic” 

paradigms.  

The abuse of power also became noticeable in pre-European America and this is one reason why 

conquistador Hernando Cortez in Mexico was easily joined by subjugated tribes in order to 

overthrow the Aztecs. This is also why Conquistador Francisco Pizarro was aided by tribes tired of 

being subjugated in the latter –civil war suffering- years of the Inca Empire. As we live in a world of 

duality perhaps some spiritual entities induced greed and to the point that when the Spaniards 

arrived they were easily joined by tribesmen eager to get rid of oppression. Perhaps, while (in 

contrast with barely remembered humanitarian efforts within the Dominican and Jesuit orders) 

the abuses of many run-of-the-mill Spaniards are reminisced and an idealization of the pre-

Columbian past is invoked, it was also time to introduce –in the grand scheme of things- the loftier 

cultural ideals of love, universal rights and selflessness that Jesus Christ and Western society 

represented.   

My view is that today’s “reciprocity” must not be a simple return to the past but start by 

incorporating the positive worldview and methodological advances of Christian (and-or other Axial 

stage religions), hermetic-esoteric and modern-rational ages into a more inclusive, loftier, caring 



and benevolent embrace for all of Life. The postmodern “Green” ecological, sense of equal, 

intrinsic value among all beings should also be incorporated into a truly integral approach to all of 

reality and to the constructive role human beings can play.  

This would be a grander kind of reciprocity, an Exopolitical, Andean-style, Integral reciprocity. It 

would include the highest aspect of YANANTIN, a natural give and take “in love.” Without this we 

would remain bound in manipulative exchanges and a deceptive, humanly incomplete reliance on 

technology. This kind of reciprocity is the real “Secret of the Andes” allowing us not only to 

connect with advanced, GOOD beings but would be one capable of HEALING the wrongdoings of 

the past, either committed by extraterrestrials, deceptive spirits or Earth humans. It would be 

capable of opening dimensional doors and doors between consciousnesses to share more openly 

with other levels of reality while guarded against distortions introduced by a sense of lack, need 

and deficiency sometimes used to appease demanding entities in order to obtain favors. Like the 

Ruwal Alto Misayoc and the few contactees (perhaps like Ricardo Gonzalez and Luis Fernando 

Mostajo capable of integrating the wisdom of the past with the best of Christianity, Western 

Esotericism and Modernity) leading the way to a more Integral kind of contact and to mutually 

respectful communication and reciprocity with extraterrestrials beings in general, it would be a 

reciprocity starting from an intimate, lovingly felt connection with the Source of Life in its 

Universal Center (or its “Chaupi” in Quechua-Andean terms) a Source of abundance to which all 

entities (even negative ones) ultimately bow to because their very existence depends on it. This 

concern must extend (without allowing to be mistreated by some entities with an exopolitical 

“right” to intervene) to all beings, as the genuine (and now quite rare) high initiate medicine men 

in the Andes (capable of speaking with the “Ruwal” or Great Spirit at the source of “Kawsay” (or 

Life) humbly show. The “magic” connection for the highest forms of cosmic exopolitical relations 

and upcoming contacts start with simplicity-naturalness and a reasonable reciprocity based on the 

spirit of service. 

Praising and Appraising Wilber 

Many criticisms in favor and against, adequate and erroneous have been raised towards Wilber 

and his ideas. Many (if not all) paradigms can be reconciled under much of Wilber’s model. The 

fact that his integral vision is so vast and outstanding may blind us from finding some of his 

mistakes. On the other hand, his style and the spiritual themes touched in his model may generate 

disgust or suspicion on others. In fact, there’s no clear category under which his books should be 

sorted in bookstores and are often placed in the New Age, metaphysics and self-help sections.  

However, several exciting criticisms (for instance of Wilber’s academic style or his understanding 

about “evolution”) are included in Frank Visser’s “Integral World” website. For a criticism of 

Wilber’s compendium of the “Twenty Tenets” (which is quite severe but in my view can itself be 

corrected) please also read Jeff Meyerhoff’s or Andrew P. Smith’s essays in “Integral World.”  

An example is a serious criticism of “Tenet 9” (of the 20 Tenets which were originally applicable to 

all holons in his 1995 seminal book Sex, Ecology, Spirituality. This tenet (used to support a holonic 

and evolutionary developmental sequence) reads: “Destroy any type of holon, and you will 



destroy all of the holons above and none of the holons below it.” Andrew P. Smith found an error 

in this reasoning and part of Wilber’s model was questioned.
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 I think Wilber’s error was to use the 

word “will” when the adequate word would have been “can.” For instance the cellular level as a 

level can survive the destruction of organs and multicellular organisms because some cells do not 

need organs or multicellular organisms to exist. Wilber should have been thinking in terms of 

general holonic possibilities that become tendencies without considering that in many cases they 

do not apply to particular cases. I think that Wilber’s mistake was to emphasize in particular cases 

a universal transcend-and-include sequential kind of “evolution.” He may be correct in general 

terms showing that more complex levels thus emerge but should have realized that in particular 

cases this telos doesn’t overtly show.  

Wilber’s zeal to share his (in my view essentially correct) unifying vision probably disconnected 

him not only from information about evolution that seemed to contradict his progressive model, 

but from academic opinions not agreeing with what he considered to be (and partially are) general 

agreements (or “orienting generalizations”). Comparative academic discussions and responding to 

his strongest critics are almost absent. Furthermore, being a Zen practitioner who validates Non-

Dual experiences hasn’t endeared him to many pre-integral, modern and postmodern academic 

authorities. However, that detail is not a defect in itself but an attitudinal problem with other 

intellectuals who (along with a general dismissal or anything “spiritual,” “paranormal,” 

“Ufological” and “Exopolitical”) aren’t yet ready for an Integral, meaningful understanding about 

reality. However, presenting himself as unwilling to debate and giving the impression that he is 

“the” person that knows what the world needs (while surrounded by integral supporters) to 

promote his vision often comes across as “Guru-like,” semi closed-minded and exclusivist. The 

need to sustain IT-promoting institutes also makes it necessary to sell DVD’s, conferences, courses 

and products (for instance “Integral Life Practice” kits) and all of this makes him (I think for the 

most part mistakenly) making it all look as too commercial and thus potentially biased.  Being the 

hub of an educational and political movement with the assistance of people not pushing too far 

the limits of his theory (perhaps to earn political and academic recognition) may also limit the free 

exchange of intellectual ideas that a genuine integral approach open to integrating every 

compatible truth should foster. In the face of advances in quantum physics, Exopolitics and 

paranormal research, waiting for a society to be ready to touch upon otherworldly issues may 

simply delay constructing Integral Theory as a scientifically useful theory.    

A criticism I particularly raise is that Wilber should respect more some of the experientially found, 

key disclosures of pre-modern peoples many of whom (in spite of pre-modern, tribal warfare, 

ethnocentrism and the lack of distinction between the Good, the Truth and the Beautiful value 

spheres) seem to have an easier time accepting the extraterrestrial presence and things 

otherworldly than many of those which have presumably already achieved “integral” levels of (at 

least cognitive) understanding. For instance there’s the question whether planet Earth should be 

considered as a “living holon” with a sentience and an agentic center of consciousness or, rather, 

as an insentient collection of heaps and cohering systems.  



When, during modernity the “Life world” (our actual or possible experiential world) was 

scrutinized under greater distinctions, much of the sense of intelligence and consciousness 

associated to exterior objects was eliminated. This would mean that –unless we come into an 

updated understanding of what a Life World (including and transcending modern distinctions 

entail) we won’t be able to communicate well with ETs alleged to be “4
th

 or 5
th

 Density.” This 

would be because these ET’s physicality appears to be not only less dense but more related with a 

non-physical, Subtle (even mental and psychic) Realm where “objects” respond to subjectivity and 

express their inner life.  

While greater worldcentric awareness (along with human rights and democracies) accompanied 

modernity, the archaic sacred sense of life indistinguishable from material things was eliminated. 

In my opinion, in order to emphasize the importance of distinctions, a wise, integral understanding 

that should have been incorporated (albeit under greater scientific-metaphysical understanding) 

was lost. However, perhaps by considering how interiorities and exteriorities relate in higher 

realms of being (in which there is greater effective unity under subjective interiors and less 

dominance of exterior multiplicity) and themselves express in lower realms of being, the causal 

value of that discarded interiority can once again be found.  

As previously said, Wilber tries to distinguish non-systemically connected physical holons from 

cultural, systemic and subjectively aware holons. However, he also considers that there is a form 

of rudimentary pan psychic, occasion-prehending sentience (a la Whitehead) in all levels of 

physical holons, like in atoms and subatomic entities or the planet as a whole. It may well be that 

considering “Mother Earth” more than a self-regulating (but insentient) system (like Lovelock’s 

“Gaia”) and rather as a living, intelligent being (and holon with a center of individual agency)  is 

not just a “magic-mythic” understanding good for maintaining social cohesion and which should 

cease to be valid in modern, postmodern and integral times. If in modern times scientists would 

have empirically explored Subtle Realm energies and its corresponding objective, exterior material 

forms knowledge from a previous cultural developmental stage would have been validated in 

more complete ways.  

As suggested, perhaps most of the activity of the Earth as a living entity manifests in the 

intelligently structured energies of its subtle body. This might be part of the transdimensional 

knowledge possessed by extraterrestrials. Perhaps piles, heaps and cultural artifacts do have 

simpler interiorities which are connected to more inclusive, conscious holons through their law-

abiding, interiorities “programmed” from a higher holonic level. For instance perhaps atomic and 

molecular rules are agreed-upon habits or programs of proto-consciousnesses non-locally unified 

in the Subtle Realm by hierarchically significant individual intelligences. Perhaps through Subtle 

Realm, non-local and yet intelligently expressing energies (in a realm in which –causally speaking- 

meaningful subjectivity is as equally important as instant and space-free exterior actualizations or 

representations) the exteriors of the Physical Realm coalesce. The non-distinguishability among all 

physical electrons (which could be essentially considered as one entity associated to multiple 

arrangements) may indicate how multiplicity can be coordinated from its equivalent state in a 

higher realm.   



Perhaps all of reality’s particulars (any occasion we can experience and define) express as “holons” 

as in Wilber’s original 1995 (consciousness-including and self-transcendence including) sense and 

all “holons” indeed express the four quadrants but only some actually (or more evidently from our 

classical, physical perspective) express their self-directing interiorities in relation to the Gross 

Physical Realm. However, every self-sustaining unit may possess a degree of interiority. In other 

words, perhaps only some holons can evidently self-reproduce in the Physical Realm and perhaps 

all other particulars still express their four-quadrant, holonic characteristics through 

interconnected levels of organization exteriorly visible in the Subtle (mental, relational) Realm 

within greater degrees of unity and simplicity.  

If what you just read is too much of a “mouthful,” the basic idea is that what seems insentient in 

the Physical Realm may be obviously sentient and related/interconnected with all sentience (as 

tribal, pre-modern people experienced) but in its corresponding relational Subtle Realm. Thus, 

even piles and heaps (and rocks and Gaia) could be bona fide living “holons” when their interior 

life is considered by thinking of that realm. 

Theological Concerns 

I don’t think that talking “theology” is irrelevant as in the history of contactees quite often ETs 

have done so. The origin is in God and our concepts about God can evolve. Theology (like 

metaphysics) may be considered as a passé field but I’m considering it if it can shed light on why 

the Kosmos may be structured as it is. It has to be incorporated under an integral perspective.  

I consider that our consciousnesses (attached to specific, dual experiences) are “created” entities 

or entities given the illusion of actual independence but, notwithstanding, existing within an 

Eternally Living Spirit or Consciousness which sustains the ultimate illusion of our contingent 

existence and which might be (always imperfectly) understood as “The Absolute.” We can also 

think of “it” as an all-sustaining “intelligent plenum and-or indescribable void.” We can think of 

“it” as a Supreme Personal Being, as an Intelligence, a loving, Relational Spirit or as That which no-

thing can signify.  

Our unfathomable essence is not distinct from the Absolute’s and thus we also have (albeit 

proportionally limited) co-creative powers. God, in the ultimate sense, would be the ever-creating 

Absolute Being which transcends its relative negation (non-Being) and generates the illusion of the 

multi-leveled AQAL Kosmos without being limited by it. “It” (as Nagarjuna’s “Sunyatta” “reality” or 

as Vedanta’s “Parabrahm”) cannot be ultimately defined consistently in mental terms, but from 

our contingent perspective, we can understand this “Absolute Consciousness” experientially 

through non-dual states and also (as an “I” a “We” and an “It”); as a Personal God with a Will and 

a Plan (a “sacred other” or Second Person, relational perspective) of the Abrahamic religions; as a 

Universal Intelligence or Logos organizing or expressing all cosmic patterns (a Third Person 

perspective). We can also mystically experience it as the fountain of our most Intimate Essence (a 

First Person mystical perspective) but only when not disguising it with any egoic sense of 

separateness. As the “Holy Spirit” it guides the connectedness of subjects in the Kosmos and links 



us with the Transcendental Father (the non-dual presence recognized through a Structuring 

Trinity) without forcing us to act in certain ways. The three person perspectives of the “Divine 

Being” seem to be simultaneously valid, inextricable an inevitable. This “Consciousness” “Spirit” 

(or simply “God”) may be described in positive terms as the “Absolute Being” of salvation and 

liberation understandings or in negative, apophatic terms as That which no-thing can signify; the 

Sunyatta of Buddhist, emancipatory, liberation understandings. Both are complementary. Even the 

concepts of emanation can be found compatible with creation “ex-nihilo” as Rabbi Luria proposed 

through his “Tzimtzum” concept.
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 When major polarities are conceptually transcended into a 

higher synthesis there is progress in knowledge and-or praxis toward greater levels of integrality.  

For decades alleged or genuine contacts with ETs have been life-transforming and have included 

spiritual components. AQAL/IT patterns derive from levels of intrinsic order themselves ultimately 

derived from Non-Dual Spirit, the Absolute, God or Consciousness (with a capital “C”). Integralists 

and exopoliticians should not shy away from this fearing being dismissed by modern and 

postmodern intellectual academics, politicians and closed-minded skeptics. An integralist’s life is 

about solidarity with all of life by consciously aligning with the natural harmony coordinating the 

ever-present quadratic-Platonic-Trinitarian-realm expressing value spheres. From a wise 

integration of these, science, metaphysics, personal development and culture may harmonize to 

establish a more advanced planetary civilization capable of respecting and being respected by the 

extraterrestrial presence.  

An integralist exopolitician would also seek to skillfully educate for the emergence of more integral 

levels of understanding in the world’s polity and its leaders (eventually capable of instituting 

integral-level laws and integral-level political-economic systems). He or she will understand that 

each level of development is a magnificent, interconnected, Kosmic learning achievement.  

Again, since the whole pattern of AQAL in creation-manifestation derives from the Absolute 

“Being beyond being” (or the ultimate absolute “God” for short), we should not avoid theological 

themes. An integral, ecumenical theology along with a transdimensional science and metaphysics 

should arise as fundamentals for an integral planetary civilization. Instead of avoiding issues, we 

should try to refine the discourse beyond the trappings of mutually exclusive, exoteric religious 

approaches attempting to find a common ground among the great spiritual traditions of humanity. 

Conclusion 

My basic motivation for writing this article was to contribute a first approximation, an exploratory 

inquiry on how might Exopolitics (as an emerging knowledge and praxis field with integral 

characteristics) relate with Integral Theory perhaps also being enriched by understanding some of 

its notions.    

Becoming aware of integral and-or integrative views and -besides that- integrating them is how 

we’ll probably get a handle of complex, planetary-wide issues, including the eventual, open 

exopolitical interaction with extraterrestrial visitors. We’ll need to understand how they might 



think in terms of what basic, common knowledge about reality is applicable to space-faring, 

transdimensional civilizations regardless of intent and their specific characteristics. We have to 

grow up to the challenge, become a more mature planetary civilization and earn our place as 

equals in the Kosmos. In this article I’ve attempted to show that some Integral Theory concepts 

can be useful to Exopolitics and to exopoliticians who already are participants in the intellectual 

and practical emergence of a more inclusive developmental “wave” of understanding along with 

its own correlated theories, worldviews and practices.   

Some “cultural creatives” may think of Integral Theory as “the” theory meant to transcend, 

underlie and unify all other academic fields in a transdisciplinary way. Thus, Integral Theory 

practitioners are creating “integral” psychology, medicine, business, ecology, law, and more (an 

“integral physics” may slowly be starting). Some perceptive thinkers outgrowing postmodernity 

may consider that Integral Theory conceivably is today’s (2013) most well-structured and 

developed, integrative and academically-friendly “Meta theory” assembled by a creative mind. 

However, Steven Wallis, PhD
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(an insightful sociologist and theory analyzer) considers that 

Integral Theory is not internally consistent and robust enough to be useful to make scientific and 

other applied predictions. This doesn’t mean that it is not able to provide valid guidelines or to be 

strengthened in the future to become more directly applicable and pragmatic in scientific ways. I 

particularly think that Integral Theory lacks ways to relate with physically interactive events that 

could be understood as “Meta normal,” “multi-realm” or “transdimensional.”  If Integral Theory 

improves in this respect it may also become more useful to future developments in science, 

including those that relate with the “high strangeness” of extraterrestrial interactions. This is why I 

have tried to push its limits a little further, daring to explore and inquire attempting to provide a 

common basis to enhance Exopolitics and Integral Theory, for instance, under the concepts of 

differential, inter-realm interactions and a “Structuring Trinity” which may give us clues on how 

the Kosmos is organized and may relate across realms. Definitely, Integral Theory as a Meta 

theory is available to be improved.  

I had considered the possibility of calling this article “Integral Exopolitics” and perhaps should 

have. However, the insufficiency of orthodox Integral Theory vis-à-vis “otherworldly” phenomena 

shows that it still cannot be considered “the” universal transdisciplinary theory underlying every 

form of knowledge. More likely than not, Integral Theory will be enriched by the progressive 

findings and disclosures of Exopolitics and of other integral and integrative fields accommodating 

a variety of (extraterrestrial and non-extraterrestrial-related) “otherworldly” phenomena. 

Planetary-wide problems are giving us the opportunity to develop integral solutions, awareness 

and knowledge which must also include deeper ways to relate with ourselves, nature and reality in 

general. I think that Integral Theory and Exopolitics can converge at the forefront of a unique 

cultural shift pointing in that direction. This is the time to start bringing all understanding together 

under a mature realization of underlying universal patterns with a trans-planetary, “Kosmic,” 

ethical embrace in order to enhance our levels of body-mind-spirit congruence with the Tri-Realm 

Multiverse. 
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